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Introduction 

This Annex Report presents the pro forma assessment forms for each of the 

defined sub-areas within the Green Belt (Figure A1 which corresponds with 

Figure 3.8 of the Stage 2 Final Report). The context for, approach to and 

conclusions of these assessments can be found in the accompanying report Green 

Belt Assessment Stage 2.  
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Table A1 Sub-Area Assessment Summary 

Sub-area Purpose 1a 

Score 

Purpose 1b 

Score 

Purpose 2 

Score 

Purpose 3 

Score 

Purpose 4 

Score 

Overall Score Strategic Role Recommended 

2a-a Not at edge 0 3 2 0 Moderate Important No 

2a-b Not at edge 0 1 3 0 Moderate Important No 

2a-c Not at edge 0 1 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

2a-d Not at edge 0 0 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

2a-e Not at edge 0 1 2 0 Weak Important No 

2a-f Not at edge 0 1 2 0 Weak Important No 

2a-g Not at edge 0 3 2 0 Moderate Important 

3-a At edge 3 0 3 0 Moderate Important No 

4-a At edge 5 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

4-b At edge 5+ 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

6-a At edge 5 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

6-b At edge 1 3 1 0 Moderate Important No 

6-c At edge 5 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

6-d At edge 5+ 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

7-a At edge 1 0 1 0 Weak Less important Yes 

7-b At edge 1 0 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

8-a At edge 5 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

8-b At edge 1 0 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

10-a At edge 3 1 3 0 Moderate Important No 

10-b At edge 1 0 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

13-a At edge 1 0 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

15-a At edge 3 0 2 0 Moderate Important No 
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Sub-area Purpose 1a 

Score 

Purpose 1b 

Score 

Purpose 2 

Score 

Purpose 3 

Score 

Purpose 4 

Score 

Overall Score Strategic Role Recommended 

16-a At edge 5 5 3 0 Strong Important No 

16-b At edge 3+ 3 3 0 Moderate Important No 

16-c At edge 3+ 3 3 0 Moderate Important No 

17-a At edge 3+ 1 1 0 Moderate Partly less 

important 

Split site 

18-a At edge 3 3 1 0 Moderate Important No 

18-b At edge 3 3 1 0 Moderate Important No 

18-c At edge 1 1 0 0 Weak Less important Yes 

19-a At edge 3+ 3 2 0 Moderate Important No 

20-a At edge 3 1 3 0 Moderate Important No 

22-a At edge 1 0 0 0 Weak Less important Yes 

24-a At edge 5+ 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

25-a Not at edge 0 3 3 0 Moderate Less important Yes 

25-b At edge 3+ 1 3 0 Moderate Less important Yes 

27-a At edge 1 1 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

27-b At edge 5 3 3 0 Strong Partly less 

important 

Split site 

27-c At edge 1+ 1 1 0 Weak Less important Yes 

27-d Not at edge 0 3 5 0 Strong Important No 

27-e At edge 5 3 1 0 Strong Important No 

27-f At edge 5 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

28-a At edge 3 5 3 0 Strong Important No 

29-a At edge 1 1 0 0 Weak Less important Yes 
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Sub-area Purpose 1a 

Score 

Purpose 1b 

Score 

Purpose 2 

Score 

Purpose 3 

Score 

Purpose 4 

Score 

Overall Score Strategic Role Recommended 

29-b At edge 3+ 3 3 0 Moderate Important No 

29-c At edge 3 1 2 0 Moderate Less important Yes 

32-a At edge 5 1 2 0 Strong Partly less 

important 

Split site 

32-b At edge 1+ 0 1 0 Weak Less important Yes 

32-c At edge 3 3 0 0 Strong Important No 

32-d At edge 3 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

32-e At edge 3 3 3 0 Moderate Important No 

32-f At edge 1 1 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

32-g At edge 3 5 3 0 Strong Important No 

32-h At edge 3 5 3 0 Strong Important No 

32-i Not at edge 0 3 2 0 Moderate Important No 

32-j Not at edge 0 5 0 0 Strong Important No 

32-k Not at edge 0 1 3 0 Moderate Important No 

32-l Not at edge 0 3 2 0 Moderate Important No 

32-m Not at edge 0 3 0 0 Moderate Important No 

32-n At edge 3 3 0 0 Moderate Partly less 

important 

Split site 

32-o At edge 3+ 3 2 0 Moderate Less important Yes 

33-a Not at edge 0 5 4 0 Strong Important No 

33-b Not at edge 0 1 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

33-c Not at edge 0 1 3 0 Moderate Important No 

33-d Not at edge 0 3 2 0 Moderate Partly less 

important 

Split site 
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Sub-area Purpose 1a 

Score 

Purpose 1b 

Score 

Purpose 2 

Score 

Purpose 3 

Score 

Purpose 4 

Score 

Overall Score Strategic Role Recommended 

38-a At edge 3 3 2 0 Moderate Important No 

39-b At edge 3 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

42-a Not at edge 0 5 3 0 Strong Important No 

42-b Not at edge 0 5 2 0 Strong Important No 

43-a Not at edge 0 0 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

46-a Not at edge 0 0 2 0 Weak Less important Yes 

49-a Not at edge 0 5 3 0 Strong Important No 
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Stanwell Moor and south-west of Heathrow Airport. It is bounded by Airport Way
(A3113) to the north-east and Stanwell Moor Road (A3044) to the east. To the south, the sub-area adjoins the
built edge of Stanwell Moor along Horton Road, and to the north-west the site is bounded by an established tree
line. The sub-area comprises open grazing fields with a mix of industrial, agricultural and residential uses along
Horton Road concentrated in the south-east corner.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

 14

2a

2a-a

2a-b

4-b

2a-c

2a-e

2a-g

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

2a-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

2a-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

2a-a

The sub-area forms a wider part of the gaps between Stanwell Moor and
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell and Greater London, contributing to the
overall openness and scale of these gap. Although Stanwell Moor Road (A3044)
and woodland to the east, and Airport Way (A3113) to the north, physically and
visually separate the sub-area from the remainder these gaps, the sub-area makes
an important contribution to the scale of the gap between the settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 13% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises a
mix of industrial, agricultural and residential uses concentrated in the south-
eastern corner of the site. The remainder of the sub-area consists of open
grazing fields. There are strong visual and perceptual links to built form and
additional urbanising influences from the Stanwell Moor Road, Horton Road
and Heathrow Airport, which detracts from the overall sense of rurality.
Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

3

2

0
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2a-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0  3  3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly, formed of Horton Road to the south, which is recognisable and
likely to be permanent.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are largely defined clearly using strong boundary features, which are recognisable
and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Stanwell Moor Road to the north-east and east;
- Established tree line to the north-west.

If released, the sub-area would result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of a similar strength as the existing
inner Green Belt boundary. Subject to appropriate strengthening of the established tree line to the north-west of the
sub-area, the boundary could be defined more consistently to ensure it is readily recognisable and likely to be
permanent.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 2a did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with sub-area 2a-a. The Local Area was identified as performing
moderately against Purpose 2 and Purpose 3. 2a-a similarly performs moderately against Purpose 2 as a result of its
role in maintaining the scale and openness of the gap between Stanwell Moor and Ashford/Sunbury-on-
Thames/Stanwell. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area plays a lesser role given its semi-urban character as a
result of the presence of built form within the site and urbanising influences from the surrounding roads and
Heathrow Airport.

2a-a lies adjacent to 4-b to the east, 2a-g to the south east, 2a-b to the west and 2a-c to the south west. If 2a-a were
to be released in isolation, it would likely to impact the performance of both 2a-b and 4-b in relation to Purpose 2. If
released, there would be a significant reduction in separation between Stanwell Moor and Greater London
(Heathrow Airport). 2a-b and 4-b would play a more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and
the overall sensitivity of the gap between the settlements would be increased by the reduction in physical
separation, which would be particularly visible along Airport Way (A3113). The removal of 2-a would result in the
further enclosure of 2a-b by Stanwell Moor. As a result of this enclosure, the visual links between these sub-areas,
and their orientation, the contribution of this sub-area to preventing encroachment (Purpose 3) would also be
further diminished. The removal of sub-area 2a-a would have a limited impact upon 2a-c and 2a-g in the south due
to the developed nature of these settlements preventing their role in the openness of the countryside, but it may
increase the role of 2a-g in providing a gap between settlements.

As it is located on the borough boundary, sub-area 2a-a may be impacted by potential Green Belt releases in the
neighbouring authority of the London Borough of Hillingdon and conversely if released sub-area 2a-a may impact on
the performance of the Hillingdon Green Belt. In the most recent Hillingdon Green Belt Assessment (2013), a parcel
of land lying north east of the sub-area was released from the Green Belt due to the construction of Heathrow
Terminal 5. To the west of Stanwell Moor Road, a Green Belt parcel of land remains which lies adjacent to the sub-
area 2a-a in the north. If recommended for release, the implications for the wider strategic Green Belt into
Hillingdon would need to be considered, particularly in terms of maintaining the gap between settlements.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. Although the removal of the sub-area would not in itself
resulting the merging of settlements, 2a-plays a significant role in maintaining the integrity of the wider Green Belt,
particularly with regard to the overall scale and openness of the gap between Stanwell Moor and Greater London
(Heathrow Airport).

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
 0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing north from Horton Road with views of farm and industrial uses.

View of sub-area facing north east from Horton Road, with views of grazing land and
airport in the distance.

2a-a 10



Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Stanwell Moor and south-west of Heathrow Airport. It is bounded by Airport Way
(A3113) to the north-east and an established tree line to the south-east. To the south and south-west, the sub-
area is bounded by the built edge of Stanwell Moor, comprising the backs/ gardens of residential properties
along Horton Road and Spout Lane. Spout Lane continues along the north-western edge of the sub-area. The
sub-area comprises open fields with Stanwell Moor Village Hall, playing fields, a children’s play area, and
associated car park located in the south-east corner.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           8

2a

2a-a

2a-b

4-b

2a-c

2a-e

2a-f

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

2a-b

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

2a-b
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

2a-b

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Stanwell Moor and
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell. The sub-area has a sense of visual
enclosure (due to the presence of residential properties and planted features
along its boundaries) and separation from the overall gap further east. Overall, it
is judged that the gap is of sufficient scale and character that the settlements are
unlikely to merge.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 4% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the southern part of the sub-area, comprising Stanwell Village
Hall. There are also playing fields, a children’s play area and associated car
park located in this part of the site. The remainder of the sub-area consists of
open fields with dispersed trees. The overall sense of rurality is slightly
diminished by urbanising influences, such as visual links to adjoining
residential properties and roads. On balance, however, the sub-area has a
largely rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

1

3

0
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2a-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using strong boundaries, which are recognisable and likely to
be permanent, comprising:

- Horton Road (including the backs/ gardens of residential properties) to the south; and
- Horton Road and Spout Road (including the backs/ gardens of residential properties) to the south-west

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are also defined clearly using strong boundaries, which are recognisable and likely
to be permanent, specifically:

- Airport Way with established tree line to the north-east;
- Established tree line to the south-east; and
- Spout Road (including the backs/ gardens of residential properties) to the north-west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 2a did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with sub-area 2a-b. The Local Area was identified as performing
moderately against Purpose 2 and Purpose 3. As a result of its visual enclosure and separation from the overall gap
between Stanwell Moor and Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell further east, 2a-b plays a lesser role against
Purpose 2 in maintaining separation between these settlements. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area also has a
largely rural character, in line with the wider Local Area.

2a-b lies adjacent to 2a-a to the east and 2a-e to the west, with 2a-f located further west. If the sub-area were to be
released in isolation, it would further reduce the role of 2a-a, 2a-e and 2a-f in preventing encroachment into the
countryside (Purpose 3), by increasing their sense of visual and physical containment by built development, reducing
their linkages to the wider countryside, and introducing new urbanising influences along their edges. 2a-b, 2a-e and
2a-f are inherently linked, in terms of their function and physical proximity. If removed from the Green Belt in
combination, as well as further diminishing the rurality and openness of the Green Belt across a wider swathe of
Green Belt around Stanwell Moor (Purpose 3), it would also increase the overall sensitivity of the narrow gap
between Stanwell Moor and Greater London (Heathrow Airport) due to the reduction in physical separation; this
would be particularly visible along Airport Way (A3113).

As it is located on the borough boundary, sub-area 2a-b may be impacted by potential Green Belt releases in the
neighbouring authority of the London Borough of Hillingdon and conversely if released sub-area 2a-a may impact on
the performance of the Hillingdon Green Belt. In the most recent Hillingdon Green Belt Assessment (2013), a parcel
of land lying north east of the sub-area was released from the Green Belt due to the construction of Heathrow
Terminal 5. To the west of Stanwell Moor Road, a Green Belt parcel of land remains which lies adjacent to the sub-
area 2a-b in the north. If recommended for release, the implications for the wider strategic Green Belt into
Hillingdon would need to be considered, particularly in terms of maintaining the gap between settlements.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. Its release would promote 'finger' development into the
Green Belt and would further fragment the broader swathe of Green Belt to the north and east of Stanwell Moor,
further diminishing the contribution of 2a-a, 2a-e and 2a-f against Purpose 3. Furthermore, if considered as a
broader area with 2a-e and 2a-f, cumulatively these areas also play an important role in preventing merging
between Stanwell Moor and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing north from the southern boundary, with views of children's play
area and playing fields.

View of sub-area facing south east from the western boundary, with views of open fields.

2a-b 14



Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south-east of Stanwell Moor and south-west of Heathrow Airport. To the north and east,
the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Stanwell Moor, comprising the backs/ gardens of residential
properties along Horton Road and Hithermoor Road. It is bounded by Horton Road partly to the north, the
irregular edge of an industrial site boundary to the east and south-east, and a ditch reinforced by established
tree line to the south. The sub-area comprises a mix of agricultural and industrial uses as well as open fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           5

2a

2a-a

2a-c

2a-d

2a-g

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

2a-c

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

2a-c
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

2a-c

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Stanwell Moor and
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell, making a small contribution to preventing
ribbon development along Horton Road, but otherwise less essential as a result of
its small scale and sense of visual / physical enclosure (due to the presence of
residential properties and planted features along its boundaries).

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 18% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated to the western part of the sub-area, comprising industrial and
agricultural uses. The remainder of the sub-area consists of open fields. The
overall sense of rurality is diminished by the land uses within the site as well
as the lack of visual links to the wider countryside as a result of its physical
enclosure. Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

1

2

0
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2a-c

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using strong boundaries, which are recognisable and likely to
be permanent, comprising:

- Horton Road (including the backs/ gardens of residential properties) to the north; and
- the backs/ gardens of residential properties along Hithermoor Road to the west.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are not defined clearly and would not be readily recognisable, comprising:

- the irregular edge of an industrial site (and a raised embankment which runs around its perimeter), cutting across an
open field to meet Horton Road to the east; and
- an established tree line to the south.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than the existing
inner Green Belt boundary. Subject to appropriate strengthening of the boundary to the east and south of the sub-area,
the boundary could be defined more consistently to ensure it is readily recognisable and likely to be permanent.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 2a did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with sub-area 2a-c. The Local Area was identified as performing
moderately against Purpose 2 and Purpose 3.  As a result of its small scale and visual separation from other
settlements, due to the presence of King George VI Reservoir and the configuration of surrounding development, 2a-
c plays a lesser role against Purpose 2 in maintaining separation between these settlements. With regard to Purpose
3, the sub-area plays a lesser role given its semi-urban character as a result of the presence of built form within the
site and lack of visual links to the wider countryside.

A small part of 2a-c lies adjacent to 2a-a along Horton Road to the north, while to the south 2a-c lies adjacent to the
remaining part of Local Area 2a.  If 2a-c were to be removed from the Green Belt in isolation, this would have limited
impact on the performance of the adjacent sub-area 2a-a in terms of Purpose 2 and 3 as a result of the configuration
of the adjoining settlement edge, as well as the very limited physical or visual connections between these sub-areas
(due to existing patterns of development along Horton Road). Similarly, 2a-c lies adjacent to sub-area 2a-g in the
east and there is a limited connection between sub-areas due to the presence of a bund along the south-eastern
boundary of 2a-c. If it were released there would be limited visual impact on the wider Green Belt, or diminishment
in the physical or perceptual scale of the gap between Stanwell Moor and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. The sub-area is semi-urban in character
and the majority of the site is bounded by existing built form or man-made features, with limited connection to the
wider Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1 View of sub-area facing north east from the southern boundary, with views of a stable
yard.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south-west of Stanwell Moor. It is bounded by King George VI Reservoir (a Thames Water
site) to the south-east and a combination of established tree line, lake and access track to the south and west.
The access track continues around the northern boundary of the site until it meets Farm Way, which forms part
of the eastern boundary. To the east, the sub-area wraps around the built edge of Stanwell Moor, which
comprises the edges of residential properties and gardens fronting Farm Way, Russet Close and Hithermoor
Road. The sub-area comprises a mixture of industrial uses and open fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           5

2a

2a-c

2a-d

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

2a-d

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

2a-d
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

2a-d

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements. It makes no
discernible contribution to separation due to its small scale and visual separation
from other settlements due to the presence of King George VI Reservoir and the
configuration of surrounding development.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 11% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the northern part of the sub-area, comprising industrial and
agricultural uses. The remainder of the sub-area consists of paddocks,
woodland and overgrown scrub land, as well as an area of public green space
running along Hithermoor Road. The overall sense of rurality is diminished by
the land uses within the site as well as the lack of visual links to the wider
countryside as a result of the presence of King George VI Reservoir. Overall,
the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

0

2

0
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2a-d

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are not clearly defined, formed of the irregular residential properties/ gardens
fronting Farm Way, Russet Close and Hithermoor Road.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are predominantly recognisable and defensible, comprising:

- Staines Reservoirs (a Thames Water site) to the south-east
- established tree line, lake and access track to the south and west.
- access track which continues around the northern boundary of the site until it meets Farm Way.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 2a did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with sub-area 2a-d. The Local Area was identified as performing
moderately against Purpose 2 and Purpose 3.  As a result of its small scale and visual separation from other
settlements, due to the presence of King George VI Reservoir and the configuration of surrounding development, 2a-
d plays a lesser role against Purpose 2 in maintaining separation between these settlements. With regard to Purpose
3, the sub-area plays a lesser role given its semi-urban character as a result of the presence of built form within the
site and lack of visual links to the wider countryside.

2a-d does not lie adjacent to other sub-areas, but is adjacent to the wider Local Area 2a to the south and west. 2a-e
is at the edge of Stanwell Moor, with strong visual links to the settlement edge and limited visual or functional
connection with the wider Green Belt to the south. As such, given the scale of separation between Stanwell Moor
and Staines-upon-Thames to the south (Purpose 2), and the contrasting role of the sub-area in relation to openness
and rurality compared with the wider Local Area, if the sub-area were to be released in isolation it would not impact
the integrity or performance of the wider Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing east from the southern boundary, with views of grassy public
space between King George VI Reservoir and residential properties.

View of sub-area facing north from public footpath to the southern boundary, with
restricted views into the site as a result of dense, raised vegetation.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the north of Stanwell Moor and south-west of Heathrow Airport. It is bounded by Airport
Way to the north (A3113) and Spout Lane to the south-east. To the south, the sub-area is bounded by the built
edge of Stanwell Moor, comprising the irregular backs of residential properties and gardens fronting Spout Lane,
Flintlock Close and Horton Road. To the west, the majority of the sub-area is bounded by the River Colne. The
sub-area comprises industrial and agricultural uses with glasshouses and storage units to the north. The site also
comprises areas of allotments as well as overgrown scrubland.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           5

2a

2a-a

2a-b

2a-e

2a-f

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

2a-e

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

2a-e
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

2a-e

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Stanmoor Well and
Poyle/ Colnbrook. The sub-area has a sense of visual enclosure (due to the
presence of residential properties and planted features along its boundaries) and
separation from the overall gap further west. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of
sufficient scale and character that the settlements are unlikely to merge. The M25
provides an additional barrier to merging.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 26% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the northern part of the sub-area, comprising industrial and
agricultural uses to the north, including storage and glass houses. The
remainder of the sub-area consists of allotments as well as overgrown areas
of scrub land. The overall sense of rurality is diminished by the land uses
within the site as well as the lack of visual links to the wider countryside.
Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

1

2

0
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2a-e

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            3

The southern inner boundary of the sub-area is not clearly defined, formed of the built edge of Stanwell Moor including
the irregular backs of residential properties and gardens fronting Spout Lane, Flintlock Close and Horton Road. The
northern inner boundary is clearly defined using the strong boundary feature of Airport Way to the north east.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are predominantly recognisable and defensible, comprising:

- Spout Lane to the south-east; and
- River Colne and Horton Road to the west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of stronger Green Belt boundaries compared to the
existing inner Green Belt boundaries.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 2a did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with sub-area 2a-e. The Local Area was identified as performing
moderately against Purpose 2 and Purpose 3.  As a result of its visual enclosure and separation from the overall gap
between Stanwell Moor and Poyle/ Colnbrook further west, 2a-e plays a lesser role against Purpose 2 in maintaining
separation between these settlements. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area also plays a lesser role given its semi-
urban character as a result of the presence of built form throughout.

2a-e lies adjacent to 2a-b to the east and 2a-f to the west. While 2a-e is visually and functionally linked to the edge
of Stanwell Moor, if it were to be removed in isolation it would further reduce the role of 2a-b and 2a-f in preventing
encroachment into the countryside (Purpose 3), by increasing their sense of visual and physical containment by built
development, reducing their linkages to the wider countryside, and introducing new urbanising influences along
their edges. 2a-b, 2a-e and 2a-f are inherently linked, in terms of their function and physical proximity. If removed
from the Green Belt in combination, as well as further diminishing the rurality and openness of the Green Belt across
a wider swathe of Green Belt around Stanwell Moor (Purpose 3), it would also increase the overall sensitivity of the
narrow gap between Stanwell Moor and Greater London (Heathrow Airport) due to the reduction in physical
separation; this would be particularly visible along Airport Way (A3113).

As it is located on the borough boundary, sub-area 2a-e may be impacted by potential Green Belt releases in the
neighbouring authority of the London Borough of Hillingdon and conversely if released sub-area 2a-a may impact on
the performance of the Hillingdon Green Belt. In the most recent Hillingdon Green Belt Assessment (2013), a parcel
of land lying north east of the sub-area was released from the Green Belt due to the construction of Heathrow
Terminal 5. To the west of Stanwell Moor Road, a Green Belt parcel of land remains which lies directly adjacent to
the sub-area 2a-e in the north. If recommended for release, the implications for the wider strategic Green Belt into
Hillingdon would need to be considered, particularly in terms of maintaining the gap between settlements.

Overall, while the sub-area is recognised as playing a lesser role compared with the wider Green Belt Local Area, it is
considered that its release would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, promoting
'finger' development into the Green Belt and further fragmenting the broader swathe of Green Belt to the north and
east of Stanwell Moor. In particular, it would diminish the contribution of 2a-b and 2a-f against Purpose 3.
Furthermore, if considered as a broader area with 2a-b and 2a-f, cumulatively these areas also play an important
role in preventing merging between Stanwell Moor and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, but makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green Belt.
Not recommend.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing west from the eastern boundary, with views of storage area.

View of sub-area facing north west from the western boundary, with views of industrial
uses and allotments.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the north of Stanwell Moor and south-west of Heathrow Airport. It is bounded to the north
partly by Airport Way (A3113), and partly by the River Colne. The River Colne also forms the eastern boundary,
and Horton Road forms part of the southern boundary. The sub-area narrows to the west, where part of the
southern boundary comprises an access road off Horton Road. The sub-area comprises a mixture of uses
including a business park with large car park, storage units, a residential property and open fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           3

2a

2a-e

2a-f

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

2a-f

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

2a-f
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

2a-f

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Stanwell Moor and
Poyle/ Colnbrook. The sub-area has a sense of visual enclosure (due to the
presence of planted features along its boundaries) and is separated from the
overall gap further west. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of sufficient scale and
character that the settlements are unlikely to merge. The M25 provides an
additional barrier to merging.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 22% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the south-eastern part of the sub-area, comprising a business
park with large car park, storage units and a residential property. The
remainder of the sub-area consists of open fields. The overall sense of rurality
is diminished by the land uses within the site as well as the lack of visual links
to the wider countryside. Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

1

2

0
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2a-f

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            3

SA-2a-f does not encompass any of the existing inner Green Belt boundary, and therefore can only be considered
together with adjacent Sub-Area 2a-e. The inner boundary of SA-2a-e is not clearly defined, formed of the built edge of
Stanwell Moor including the irregular backs of residential properties and gardens fronting Spout Lane, Flintlock Close
and Horton Road.

The outer boundaries of the Sub-areas 2a-f and 2a-e combined are predominantly recognisable and defensible,
comprising:

- River Colne, tree line and Airport Way (A3113) to the north;
- Spout Lane to the east; and
- Horton Lane to the south.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of stronger Green Belt boundaries compared to the
existing inner Green Belt boundaries.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 2a did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with sub-area 2a-f. The Local Area was identified as performing
moderately against Purpose 2 and Purpose 3. As a result of its visual enclosure and separation from the overall gap
between Stanwell Moor and Poyle/ Colnbrook further west, 2a-f plays a lesser role against Purpose 2 in maintaining
separation between these settlements. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area plays a lesser role given its semi-
urban character as a result of the presence of built form within the site as well as the lack of visual links to the wider
countryside.

2a-f lies adjacent to 2a-e to the east, as well as the remaining part of Local Area 2a to the west. 2a-f is not physically
at the edge of Stanwell Moor, though is in close proximity and functionally linked due to existing patterns of
development along Horton Road. If the sub-area were to be removed in isolation it would further reduce the role of
2a-e, as well as the wider Local Area 2a, in preventing encroachment into the countryside (Purpose 3), by increasing
their sense of visual and physical containment by built development, further reducing their linkages to the wider
countryside, and introducing additional urbanising influences along their edges. 2a-b, 2a-e and 2a-f are inherently
linked, in terms of their function and physical proximity. If removed from the Green Belt in combination, as well as
further diminishing the rurality and openness of the Green Belt across a wider swathe of Green Belt around Stanwell
Moor (Purpose 3), it would also increase the overall sensitivity of the narrow gap between Stanwell Moor and
Greater London (Heathrow Airport) due to the reduction in physical separation; this would be particularly visible
along Airport Way (A3113).

As it is located on the borough boundary, sub-area 2a-f may be impacted by potential Green Belt releases in the
neighbouring authority of the London Borough of Hillingdon and conversely if released sub-area 2a-a may impact on
the performance of the Hillingdon Green Belt. In the most recent Hillingdon Green Belt Assessment (2013), a parcel
of land lying north east of the sub-area was released from the Green Belt due to the construction of Heathrow
Terminal 5. To the west of Stanwell Moor Road, a Green Belt parcel of land remains which lies directly adjacent to
the sub-area 2a-f in the north. If recommended for release, the implications for the wider strategic Green Belt into
Hillingdon would need to be considered, particularly in terms of maintaining the gap between settlements.

Overall, while the sub-area is recognised as playing a lesser role compared with the wider Green Belt Local Area, it is
considered that its release would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, promoting
'finger' development into the Green Belt and further fragmenting the broader swathe of Green Belt to the north and
east of Stanwell Moor. In particular, it would diminish the contribution of 2a-e and the wider Local Area 2a against
Purpose 3. Furthermore, if considered as a broader area with 2a-b and 2a-e, cumulatively these areas also play an
important role in preventing merging between Stanwell Moor and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, but makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green Belt.
Not recommend.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing north from within the site, with views of business park car park.

View of sub-area facing south from within the site, with view of business park car park.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south-east of Stanwell Moor and south-west of Heathrow Airport. It is bounded by
Horton Road in the north and Stanwell Moor Road to the east. To the south, the sub-area is bounded by a public
footpath and mature tree line, beyond which lies the King George VI Reservoir. To the west, the sub-area is
bounded by a mature tree line and hedge. The sub-area comprises a recycling and waste centre with a small belt
of overgrown shrubbery and bund surrounding the built form.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

          10

2a

2a-a

4-b

2a-c

2a-g

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

2a-g

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

2a-g
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

2a-g

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Stanwell Moor and
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell, and makes a contribution to preventing
ribbon development along Horton Road. Whilst the sub-area has a significant
sense of visual enclosure it forms a large part of the gap between settlements and
prevents further densified development of the physical gap between settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 3% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises the
recycling and waste centre, and associated car parking in the centre of the
sub-area. There is a small belt of overgrown shrubbery and mature tree line
which surrounds the metal and recycling centre site. There are some views to
the residential settlement in the north and west and some views to the sider
countryside in the south east. However, generally the views to the wider
countryside are restricted by mature tree lines and the reservoir bunds in the
south. The overall sense of rurality is diminished by the land uses within the
sub-area and the lack of visual links to the wider countryside. Overall, the sub-
area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

3

2

0
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2a-g

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            3

Sub-are 2a-g does not encompass any of the existing inner Green Belt boundary so the inner boundary of sub-area 2a-c
must be considered. The inner boundary of sub-area 2a-c comprises the regular backs of properties and gardens along
Hithermoor Road.

The outer boundary to the west of sub-area 2a-g is weak comprising the irregular edge of the waste and recycling site
cutting across an open field to meet Horton Road in the east. The remaining outer Green Belt boundaries are strong
comprising:

- Horton Road to the north;
- Stanwell Moor Road to the east; and
- a mature tree line and public footpath in the south.

If released with sub-area 2a-c, the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary
compared with the existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 2a did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with sub-area 2a-g. The Local Area was identified as performing
moderately against Purpose 2 and Purpose 3. As a result of its scale and position within the gap, sub-area 2-ag also
performs moderately against Purpose 2 but as a result of its semi-urban character and limited views to countryside,
the sub-area 2a-g plays a lesser role than we wider Local Area in relation to Purpose 3.

2a-g is adjacent to 2a-a to the north, 4-b to the east and 2a-c to the west. If 2a-g is removed in isolation, this would
have a significant impact on sub-area 2a-c as it would result in the enclosure of the sub-area, reducing its role in
preventing the merging of settlements and limiting the openness of the countryside (Purpose 2 and 3). The release
of sub-area 2a-g would also significantly impact the role of 4-b. The role of 4-b in preventing the merging of
settlements would increase as it would become the most significant part of the gap between Stanwell Moor and
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and its role in protecting the openness of the countryside would be reduced
as it would become further enclosed by development. The removal of sub-area 2a-g would not greatly impact the
role of 2a-a due to the small scale of their shared boundary and existing visual screening.

Overall, the sub-area plays a moderately important role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would impact the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. However, the sub-area is semi-urban in
character, and the majority of it is already built out with limited views to the countryside, limiting its role in relation
to the Green Belt Purposes.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing west from eastern boundary, showing view of waste and recycling
facility.

View of sub-area facing south-west from the eastern part of the sub-area, showing view
of grassy mound adjoining the eastern boundary.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

View of sub-area facing west from eastern boundary, showing view of low-grade field
with electricity pylon, and longer views to the wider countryside beyond.

View of sub-area facing south from grassy mound on eastern boundary, showing view of
waste and recycling facility and adjoining car park.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the north of Staines-upon-Thames. To the east, it is bounded by the built edge of Staines-
upon-Thames. The sub-area is also bounded by Stanwell Moor Road to the east, the base of the King George VI
Reservoir embankment to the north lies to the north of the sub-area, and the Staines Bypass (A30) to the south.
The sub-area comprises pastoral fields and agricultural barns.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           7

3
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Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham on its eastern edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

3-a

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation due to the configuration of surrounding
development.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is physically connected to the large built-up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham, preventing its outward sprawl.

The existing outer sub-area boundaries are formed of the base of the King George
VI Reservoir embankment to the north, Staines Bypass (A30) to the south and the
River Ash to the west. These features are likely to restrict the scale of growth and
assist in regularising built form.

The eastern boundary at the edge of the large built-up area is regular and durable,
formed of Stanwell Moor Road (A3044). Therefore, the Green Belt provides a
further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 3% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
farm buildings to the east which are associated with the agricultural land use
within the sub-area. The majority of the sub-area is formed of a series of
fields used for sheep farming, with views to the wider countryside in the west.
There is a strong sense of enclosure from the reservoir embankment to the
north, and mature treeline to the south and east. Due to the flat topography,
set below the A30 to the south, there are some urbanising influences with
minor visual connections to the A3044 and residential dwellings to the east
and strong visual connections to the A30 in the south. However, overall the
sub-area is largely rural in character due to its agricultural uses and relative
enclosure from the settlement.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

0

3

0
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3-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3            3            3

The outer boundaries of this sub-area are clearly defined by the toe of the reservoir embankment to the north and the
Staines Bypass (A30) to the south.

The inner boundary of the sub-area is clearly defined by Stanwell Moor Road.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (3) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 3-a. Local Area 3 scored moderately against Purpose 1,
preventing the outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames, moderately against Purpose 2, maintaining the wider gap
between Stanwell Moor and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, and moderately against Purpose 3. At the more
granular scale, the sub-area performs a similar role to Local Area 3 in preventing outward sprawl of Staines-upon-
Thames (Purpose 1), although does not contribute to the overall scale and openness of the gap between Stanwell
Moor and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham (Purpose 2). 3-a performs a similar role to Local Area 3 against Purpose 3
due to its largely rural character.

3-a is in close proximity to sub-area 15-a, located to the south of the Staines Bypass. If 3-a were to be released in
isolation, this would further diminish the role of 15-a in preventing sprawl (Purpose 1), as the sub-area (and a
broader area of Green Belt to the south of the Staines Bypass) would be enclosed by development, with weak
connections to the wider Green Belt. It is considered that, if 3-a is released, this would further reinforce patterns of
sprawl to the north of Staines-upon-Thames and also perpetuate patterns of ribbon development along the A30.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, resulting in the further sprawl of Staines-
upon-Thames to the north of the A30 and reducing the performance of the wider Green Belt immediately to the
south.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing west from centre of sub-area showing enclosed nature of sub-area with
embankment in north and road to the south.

Facing south from within sub-area showing strong mature tree line along Staines Bypass
as southern boundary.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north from eastern part of sub-area showing reservoir bund and farm building.

Facing west from centre of sub-area showing open fields.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the north of Stanwell and to the south of Heathrow Airport. It is bounded by the built edge
of Greater London to the north and east, comprising the Southern Perimeter Road (A3113) to the north and
Longford River to the east. To the south, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Stanwell which comprises
Oaks Road, the backs of residential properties and gardens along Lowlands Drive and Russell Drive. To the west,
the sub-area is bounded by an established tree line. The sub-area comprises a mixture of uses, including the
Heathrow Biodiversity Park, a residential property off Oaks Road and a petrol station.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           6

4
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4-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up areas of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London.

Purpose 1 Assessment

4-a

The sub-area forms the essential gap between the large built up areas of Greater
London to the north and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell to the south.
While the Southern Perimeter Road to the northern edge of the sub-area and the
enclosed nature of the site plays some role in maintaining visual separation
between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell and Greater London, the scale of
separation between the settlements would be reduced to such an extent that the
settlements would, in effect, merge physically.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is physically contiguous with the large built up areas of both Ashford/
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London, preventing their outward
sprawl.

The northern boundary of the sub-area at the edge of the Greater London built-up
area is regular and consistent, comprised of the Southern Perimeter Road (A3113)
to the north, and the Longford River to the east. The southern boundary of the sub-
area at the edge of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell is also regular,
comprising Oaks Road, the edge of a residential development on Lowland Drive
(which includes established tree planting around its perimeter) and Russell Drive.
Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 5% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the north-western part of the sub-area, comprising a petrol
station, and there is a residential property to the south-east of the site. The
remainder of the sub-area consists of the Heathrow Biodiversity Park
comprising fields and dispersed trees. There is a strong sense of enclosure,
with a lack of visual links to the wider countryside and the overall sense of
rurality is further diminished by urbanising influences, such as visual links to
adjoining residential properties and roads and the noise generated by the
airport uses. Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

5

2

0
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4-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            3

The southern inner boundary of the sub-area is largely clearly defined, formed of the built edge of Stanwell Moor
including Oaks Road, the backs of residential properties and gardens along Lowlands Drive, and Russell Drive. The
northern inner boundary is clearly defined using the strong boundary feature of Southern Perimeter Road and the
Longford River forms the eastern inner boundary.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are predominantly recognisable and defensible, comprising:

- an established tree line to the west; and
- Southern Perimeter Road to the north.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 4 did not meet Purpose 4, in line with sub-area 4-a. Local Area 4 was identified as performing strongly
against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell and Greater London, strongly against purpose 2, preventing merging between these settlements, and
moderately against purpose 3. At the more granular scale, 4-a performs an equally strong role against Purposes 1
and 2 but plays a lesser role against Purpose 3 given its semi-urban character, as a result of the presence of built
form within the site as well as the lack of visual links to the wider countryside.

4-a is adjacent to 4-b to the west. If 4-a is removed in isolation, while it is unlikely that this would alter the
performance of 4-b against Purpose 3, due to the limited visual links between these sub-areas (as well as with the
wider countryside), it would further reduce the physical and perceptual separation between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London (Heathrow Airport). Thus, 4-b would play a more critical role in preventing
merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between the settlements would be increased by
the reduction in separation.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. In particular, it would harm the integrity of gap between
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing north from Russell Drive, with views of open fields.

View of sub-area facing north from the southern part of the site, with views of open
fields.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the north-west of Stanwell and to the south of Heathrow Airport. It is bounded by Southern
Perimeter Road (A3113) to the north and an established tree line to the east. To the south, part of the site is
bounded by the built edge of Stanwell, comprising the backs of residential properties and gardens on Gleneagles
Close, Park Road (eastern section), Roberts Close and Gibson Place. The remainder of the southern boundary
follows Park Road (western section). The western boundary of the sub-area comprises Stanwell Moor Road
(A3044). The sub-area comprises a mix of uses including quarry, dense woodland, industrial and storage uses, as
well as residential properties off Horton Road.

This assessment was undertaken primarily using desk-based materials due to challenges in arranging a site visit
and limited visibility from publicly accessible areas.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell, and perceptually at the edge of the large built up
area of Greater London as a result of strong visual links between the northern
edge of the sub-area and Heathrow Airport beyond.

Purpose 1 Assessment

4-b

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between the large built up
areas of Greater London to the north and Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell
to the south. While the South Perimeter Road to the north of the sub-area and
the enclosed nature of the site play some role in maintaining visual separation
between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell and Greater London, the scale of
separation between the settlements would be reduced to such an extent that the
settlements would, in effect, merge physically (with the exception of a narrow
strip of remaining Green Belt along the Southern Perimeter Road).

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is physically/perceptually contiguous with the large built up areas of
Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London, preventing their
outward sprawl.

The northern boundary of the sub-area at the edge of the Greater London built-up
area is regular and consistent, comprised of the Southern Perimeter Road (A3113)
to the north. However, the southern eastern boundary at the edge of the Ashford/
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell built-up area comprises features lacking in durability
and permanence. This predominantly consists of the irregular backs of residential
properties and gardens along Stanwell Gardens, Gleneagles Close, Park Road
(eastern section), Roberts Close and Gibson Place, where the boundary often cuts
across existing gardens. The Green Belt is an important barrier to sprawl in the
absence of prominent and permanent boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 4% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the south-eastern and western parts of the site and includes
industrial and storage uses, as well as residential properties. There is also a
quarry located to the centre of the site, with dense woodland to the south
and west. There is a strong sense of enclosure, with a lack of visual links to the
wider countryside and the overall sense of rurality is further diminished by
urbanising influences, such as the land uses and presence of built form on
site. Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5+

5

2

0
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4-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area lacking in durability and permanence, formed of the irregular backs of residential
properties and gardens fronting Stanwell Gardens, Gleneagles Close, Park Road (eastern section), Roberts Close and
Gibson Place.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are predominantly recognisable and defensible, comprising:

- established tree line adjacent to Southern Perimeter Road to the north;
- established tree line to the east;
- Park Road (western section) to the south west; and
- Stanwell Moor Road (A3044) to the west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of stronger Green Belt boundaries compared to the
existing inner Green Belt boundaries.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 4 did not meet Purpose 4, in line with sub-area 4-a. Local Area 4 was identified as performing strongly
against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell and Greater London, strongly against purpose 2, preventing merging between these settlements, and
moderately against purpose 3. At the more granular scale, 4-b performs an equally strong role against both Purpose
1 and Purpose 2. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area plays a lesser role given its semi-urban character as a result
of the presence of built form within the site as well as the lack of visual links to the wider countryside.

4-b is adjacent to 4a to the east, 2a-a to the north west and 2a-g to the south west. If 4-b is removed in isolation,
while it is unlikely that this would alter the performance of 4-a against Purpose 3, due to the limited visual links
between these sub-areas (as well as with the wider countryside), this would render 4-a enclosed by the large built-
up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London, diminishing the role of the sub-area for
preventing sprawl. (Purpose 1). Furthermore, as a result of it being effectively isolated from the wider Green Belt, 4-
a would no longer make a discernible contribution to separating the settlements. To the west, the removal of 4-b
would not likely alter the performance of 2a-a and 2a-g against Purpose 3 (as a result of the very limited connection
between these sub-areas and the presence of Stanwell Moor Road), but would reduce the scale of physical
separation between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Stanwell Moor. Thus, 2a-a and 2a-g would play a
more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between the
settlements would be increased by the reduction in separation.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. In particular, it would harm the integrity of gaps between
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, Greater London and Stanwell Moor.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1 View of sub-area facing west from Park Road, with restricted views through access gate.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Stanwell. It is bounded by a dispersed tree line to the north, the edge of the fuel
storage tanks site to the east, established tree line to the south and the built edge of Stanwell to the west,
comprising Short Lane. The sub-area comprises a mix of uses including Ashford Town (Middlesex) Football Club
including playing pitches, as well as a residential property accessed from Short Lane.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of both the large built-up areas of Ashford/
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London.

Purpose 1 Assessment

6-a

The sub-area forms the essential gap between the large built up areas of Greater
London and Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell. While the regular edge of
the fuel storage tanks site to the east and Short Lane to the west play some role in
maintaining visual separation between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell
and Greater London, the scale of separation between the settlements would be
reduced to such an extent that the settlements would, in effect, merge physically.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is contiguous with the large built up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London, preventing their outward sprawl.

The eastern boundary of the sub-area at the edge of the Greater London built-up
area is regular and consistent, comprised of the rectilinear edge of a fuel storage
tanks site. The western boundary of the sub-area at the edge of the Ashford/
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell is also regular, comprising Short Lane. Therefore, the
Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 6% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the northern part of the sub-area, comprising Ashford Town
(Middlesex) Football Club, as well as a residential property. The remainder of
the sub-area consists of open fields and scrubland, with some playing fields in
the north contributing to a more managed feel. There is a strong sense of
containment, with a lack of visual links to the wider countryside as a result of
the low-lying topography of the site and its surroundings. The overall sense of
rurality is further diminished by the predominant land uses within the site as
well as the strong visual links to the nearby residential dwellings and fuel
storage tanks site. Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

5

2

0
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6-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined, using strong boundaries, which are recognisable and likely to
be permanent, comprising:

- Edge of sewage treatment works site to the east; and
- Short Lane to the west.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are partly defined clearly using a mixture of strong and moderate boundaries,
which are readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Dispersed tree line to the north; and
- Established tree line to the south.

If released, the sub-are would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
south, compared to the existing boundary. Subject to appropriate strengthening of the dispersed tree line to the north,
the boundary could be defined more consistently to ensure it is readily recognisable and likely to be permanent.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 6 was identified as performing strongly against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large
built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. At a finer grain, 6-a also performs
strongly, providing an important barrier to sprawl. Local Area 6 performed strongly against purpose 2 and
moderately against purpose 3. 6-a plays an equally strong role against Purpose 2 in maintaining separation between
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area plays a lesser
role given its semi-urban character and the lack of visual links to the wider countryside.

6-a is adjacent to 6-d to the north and 6-b and 6-c to the south. If 6-a was removed in isolation, 6-d would be
isolated from the wider Green Belt and would no longer make a discernible contribution to preventing sprawl
(Purpose 1) or separating settlements Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London (Purpose 2). In
addition, if 6-a were to be released, Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell would merge with Greater London,
thus reducing the role of the wider Green Belt to the south (6-b and 6-c) in restricting merging (Purpose 2). These
sub-areas would be almost entirely physically enclosed by development, therefore also limiting their contribution to
preventing sprawl (Purpose 1) or preventing encroachment (Purpose 3).

Sub-area 6-a is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1) 2015,
the identified General Area 13 lies adjacent to sub-area 6-a to the east. The majority of General Area 13 was
identified as performing strongly and was recommended for retention within the Green Belt. Therefore, the impact
of the release of sub-area 6-a upon the performance of General Area 13 in Hounslow should be considered. At the
more granular scale, a section in the west of General Area 13 was identified for further consideration for release in
the Green Belt Review (Stage 1) 2015. This section lies adjacent to sub-area 6-a and will be reviewed in the
Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 2). The implications for the wider strategic Green Belt as a result of this
potential combined release would need to be considered, particularly in terms of maintaining the gap between
settlements.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. In particular, it would harm the integrity of gap between
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing east from the western boundary, with views of fuel storage tanks
in the distance.

View of sub-area facing east from the western boundary, with views of playing pitches
and fuel storage tanks in the distance.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Ashford / Sunbury-on Thames /Stanwell. The sub-area is bounded by the large
built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell in the north, west and south east. The boundaries
comprise of the rectilinear, well-defined edges of residential properties and gardens on Genesis Close, Masefield
Way and Nuthatch Close to the north, Long Lane to the west, London Road (A30) to the south and Short Lane to
the east. The sub-area comprises Ashford Burial Ground and Ashford Sports club, as well as some residential
properties and gardens.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell with connection on the northern, south-eastern
and western boundaries.

Purpose 1 Assessment

6-b

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford/Stanwell and Greater
London, preventing development that would significantly reduce the actual
distance between these settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames
/ Stanwell on three sides. The edge of the large built-up area wraps around the sub-
area to the north, west and partially to the south.

The south-eastern, western and northern boundaries at the edge of the large built-
up area predominantly consists of prominent and permanent boundary features,
including Long Lane to the west, London Road (A30) to the south, and the
rectilinear, well-defined edges of residential properties to the north (along Genesis
Close, Masefield Way and Nuthatch Close). The western end of the northern
boundary cuts across the residential properties and gardens in Genesis Close.
Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 13% of the sub-area is covered by built form. The south-
eastern part of the sub-area encompasses Ashford Burial Ground and sporadic
dwellings. This part of the sub-area is flat with long views to the south and
east creating strong visual links to urban form and the A30. The south-western
part of the sub-area encompasses an overgrown field with gated boundary
and views to settlement in the south to the north of the site lies Ashford
Sports Club and associated sports courts/pitches. Far north of the sub-area
lies an overgrown field, scrubland with dumped rubbish, which is relatively
enclosed. There is also a small number of dwellings in the north-eastern part
of the site as part of Genesis Close.  The sense of openness is diminished by
built form, maintained ground and enclosed nature of sub-area. There are
limited views to the wider countryside in the east as the adjoining site is in
use as a quarry. Due to the high concentration of urban land uses and
enclosed nature, the site has an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

3

1

0
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6-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The outer boundaries of this sub-area are clearly defined by Short Lane and London Road (A30) in the east and south
west respectively.

The inner boundaries for this sub area are predominantly clearly defined by:

- London Road (A30) to the south east;
- Long Lane to the west;
- the backs of residential properties and gardens on Genesis Close, Masefield Way and Nuthatch Close in the north.

However, the inner boundary in the north west is less clearly defined by the irregular boundary which cuts across
residential properties and gardens on Genesis Close.

If released, the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 6 was identified as performing strongly against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large
built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. At a finer grain, 6-b performs less
strongly as a result of its enclosure by the large built-up area to the north, west and partially to the south. Local Area
6 performed strongly against purpose 2 and moderately against purpose 3. 6-a plays a lesser role against these
Purposes, performing weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of its semi-urban character. However, it is noted that the
sub-area still makes a contribution to the overall scale and openness of the gap between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London (Purpose 2).

6-b is adjacent to 6-c to the east, and 8-b to the south. If sub-area 6-b were to be removed from the Green Belt in
isolation, this would result in further fragmentation of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell
and Greater London, which has already been compromised significantly by historic patterns of ribbon development
along London Road (A30) Thus, 6-c and 8-b would play a more critical role in preventing merging between
settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between the settlements would be increased by the reduction in
both physical and perceptual separation. If 6-b was removed in isolation, this would also further reduce the role of
6-c in preventing encroachment into the countryside (Purpose 3), by increasing its sense of visual and physical
containment by built development and introducing new urbanising influences along its edge.

Overall, while the sub-area is recognised as playing a lesser role compared with the wider Green Belt Local Area, it is
considered that its release would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt.  In
particular, it would harm the integrity of gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north east from centre of sub-area showing cemetery.

Facing east into sub-area from road along western boundary showing northern part of
the sub-area comprising an open field.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Ashford / Stanwell, to the west of Bedfont and to the south of Heathrow (the
latter two forming part of the continuous built-up area of Greater London). To the south and north, small parts
of the sub-area are bounded by the built edges of Ashford and Greater London, which comprises Staines Road
(A30) and residential properties to the south, and the edge of a fuel storage tanks site to the north. The sub-area
is also bounded by Staines Road (A30) to the south, Short Lane to the west and weak tree belts to the north and
east. The majority of the site comprises a quarry, while Ashford & Staines Community Centre takes up a small
part of the sub-area in the south-east.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

          13
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6-a

6-b

6-c
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up areas of Ashford/
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London.

Purpose 1 Assessment

6-c

The sub-area forms the essential gap between the large built up areas of Greater
London and Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell, preventing development
that would significantly visually and physically reduce the perceived and actual
distance between these settlements and result in their merging.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is contiguous with the large built up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London, preventing their outward sprawl.

The northern boundary of the sub-area at the edge of the Greater London built-up
area is regular and consistent, comprised of the rectilinear edge of a fuel storage
tanks site. The southern boundary of the sub-area at the edge of the Ashford/
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell is also regular, comprising London Road (A30).
Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 4% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
Ashford & Staines Community Centre. The majority of the site is in use as a
quarry with strong visual links to the settlement in the south, glassworks in
the north and Short Lane to the west. There are limited views to the
surrounding countryside due to the enclosed nature from mature trees in the
north-east and east, and built form in the south-east. Overall, due to the
strong connections to settlement, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

5

2

0
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6-c

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The outer boundary to the west is clearly defined by Short Lane, but the boundaries to the north which is a tree line and
to the east the tree line and field edge are not clearly defined.

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined to the south - London Road (A30) and the fuel storage tanks
site to the north.

If released, the sub-area would result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than currently exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 6 was identified as performing strongly against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large
built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. At a finer grain, 6-c also performs
strongly, providing an important barrier to sprawl. Local Area 6 performed strongly against purpose 2 and
moderately against purpose 3. 6-c plays an equally strong role against Purpose 2 in maintaining separation between
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area plays a lesser
role given its semi-urban character and diminished openness.

6-c is adjacent to 6-a and 6-d to the north, 6-b to the west, and 8-a to the south. If 6-c was removed in isolation, 6-a
and 6-b would be isolated from the wider Green Belt and would no longer make a discernible contribution to
preventing sprawl (Purpose 1) or separating settlements Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London
(Purpose 2). In addition, if 6-c were to be released, Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell would merge with
Greater London, thus reducing the role of the wider Green Belt to the south and west (6-b and 8-a) in restricting
merging (Purpose 2). These sub-areas would be almost entirely physically enclosed by development, therefore also
limiting their contribution to preventing sprawl (Purpose 1) or preventing encroachment (Purpose 3).

Sub-area 6-c is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1) 2015,
the identified General Area 13 directly adjoins sub-area 6-c to the north and east. The majority of General Area 13
was identified as performing strongly and was retained within the Green Belt. Therefore, the impact of the release of
sub-area 6-c upon the performance of General Area 13 in Hounslow should be considered. At the more granular
scale, a section in the west of General Area 13 was identified for further consideration for release in the Green Belt
Review (Stage 1) 2015. This section lies directly adjacent to sub-area 6-c and will be reviewed in the Hounslow Green
Belt Review (Stage 2). The implications for the wider strategic Green Belt as a result of this potential combined
release would need to be considered, particularly in terms of maintaining the gap between settlements.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. In particular, it would harm the integrity of gap between
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from northern part of sub-area showing dirt mound.

Facing south west showing western boundary of road and western part of the sub-area.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing east into sub-area from Short Lane which forms the western boundary.

Facing north into sub-area from western boundary showing quarry uses.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Stanwell. It is bounded by the built edge of Greater London to the north and east,
comprising Bedfont Road (north), Crane Road (east) and the boundary of the fuel storage tanks site (east). The
sub-area is also bounded to the south by a mixture of established and dispersed tree lines, while the western
boundary of the sub-area is staggered and follows the built edge of Stanwell comprising Short Lane, Long Lane
and the rear of business units along Long Lane. The sub-area is predominantly formed of scrubland, with small
areas of built form comprising hardstanding, plant, industrial and storage units to the north-western and south-
eastern parts of the site.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

          12
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up areas of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London.

Purpose 1 Assessment

6-d

The sub-area forms the essential gap between the large built up areas of Greater
London and Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell, preventing development
that would significantly visually and physically reduce the perceived and actual
distance between these settlements and result in their merging.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is contiguous with the large built up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London, preventing their outward sprawl.

The eastern and western boundaries at the edges of the large built-up areas of the
site comprise the irregular backs of industrial and storage units, which are not
defined by prominent features that are likely to be permanent. The Green Belt
therefore provides an important barrier to sprawl in the absence of such features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 9% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the north-western and south-eastern parts of the site
comprising hardstanding, plant, industrial and storage units. The majority of
the site is overgrown scrub land. There is a strong sense of enclosure, with a
lack of visual links to the wider countryside, as a result of the low-lying
topography of the site. The overall sense of rurality is further diminished by
the land uses within the site as well as the strong visual links to the nearby
residential dwellings and nearby industrial uses. Overall, the sub-area has a
semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5+

5

2

0
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6-d

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The western inner boundary of the sub-area is not clearly defined, formed of Short Lane, Long Lane and the irregular
backs of business units. The northern, eastern and southern parts of the inner boundaries are more clearly defined,
comprising:

- Bedfont Road to the north;
- Crane Road and the boundary to the fuel storage tanks site to the east; and
- Established tree line to the south.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is not clearly defined, formed of a dispersed tree line to the south.

If released, the sub-are would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing boundary. Subject to appropriate strengthening of the dispersed tree line to the south, the boundary could be
defined more consistently to ensure it is readily recognisable and likely to be permanent.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 6 was identified as performing strongly against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large
built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. At a finer grain, 6-d also performs
strongly, providing an important barrier to sprawl. Local Area 6 performed strongly against purpose 2 and
moderately against purpose 3. 6-d plays an equally strong role against Purpose 2 in maintaining separation between
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area plays a lesser
role given its semi-urban character and the lack of visual links to the wider countryside.

6-d is at the edge of 6-a to the south. If 6-d were to be removed from the Green Belt in isolation, it is unlikely that
this would alter the performance of 6-a against Purpose 3, due to their limited visual connections, as well as the
level of encroachment already prevalent across both of the sub-areas. However, if released, Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell would merge with Greater London, thus reducing the role of the wider Green Belt to the south
(6-a) in restricting merging (Purpose 2). This sub-area would be almost entirely physically enclosed by development,
therefore also limiting its contribution to preventing sprawl (Purpose 1).

Sub-area 6-d is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1) 2015,
the identified General Area 13 lies adjacent to sub-area 6-d to the south east. The majority of General Area 13 was
identified as performing strongly and was retained within the Green Belt. Therefore, the impact of the release of
sub-area 6-d upon the performance of General Area 13 in Hounslow should be considered. At the more granular
scale, a section in the west of General Area 13 was identified for further consideration for release in the Green Belt
Review (Stage 1) 2015. This section lies adjacent to sub-area 6-d and will be reviewed in the Hounslow Green Belt
Review (Stage 2). The implications for the wider strategic Green Belt as a result of this potential combined release
would need to be considered, particularly in terms of maintaining the gap between settlements.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. In particular, it would harm the integrity of gap between
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area across the north western part of the site, with views of hardstanding
and storage uses.

View of sub-area facing west from the eastern boundary of the site, with views across
scrubland.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies on the western edge of Stanwell. To the north, east and south, it is bounded by the built edge
of Stanwell. This comprises the backs of residential properties gardens along Trinity Close to the north, Town
Lane to the east, and the backs and sides of residential properties and gardens on Maisie Webster Close, Jubilee
Close and Lauser Road to the south. The western boundary of the site follows the edge of the Staines Reservoirs.
The sub-area comprises a park and play area.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           2

7
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Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

7-a

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation since it is enclosed by the large built-up
area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell. The sub-area is surrounded on three sides by built form, comprising
residential development on Trinity Close (west) and Maisie Webster Close, Jubilee
Close and Lauser Road (south), and to the east beyond Town Lane. There are weak
visual links to the wider Green Belt due to the prominent edge of the Staines
Reservoirs to the west, which screens wider views.

The northern, eastern and southern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up
area are predominantly prominent and likely to be permanent, comprising durable
road features and the well-defined, rectilinear edges of residential properties and
gardens. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition
to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Less than 1% of the sub-area is covered by built form, comprising children's
play equipment. The sub-area consists of Lauser Road Park which comprises
open field with some dispersed trees and has more of an urban, managed
feel. There is a strong sense of enclosure, with a lack of visual links to the
wider countryside, as a result of the low-lying topography of the site. The
overall sense of rurality is further diminished by the strong visual links to the
nearby roads and residential dwellings. Overall, despite its strong openness,
the sub-area has an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

0

1

0
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7-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using strong boundary features, which are readily recognisable
and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Backs/ gardens of the properties along Trinity Close to the north;
- Town Lane to the east;
- Backs/ sides of residential properties on Maisie Webster Close, Jubilee Close; and Lauser Road to the south.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is also defined clearly using a strong boundary feature, formed of the edge of
Staines Reservoirs to the west, which is readily recognisable and likely to be permanent.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength as the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 7 was identified as performing strongly against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large
built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames and strongly against Purpose 2,
maintaining the essential gaps between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, Staines-upon-Thames and
Stanwell Moor. It also performed moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into a largely rural, open
area. At a finer grain, sub-area 7-a performs a lesser role compared with the wider Local Area. It scores weakly
against Purpose 1 as it is enclosed within the large built-up area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell, does not
meet Purpose 2, making no discernible contribution to separation, and performs weakly against Purpose 3 given its
semi-urban character as a result of the lack of visual links to the wider countryside, as well as strong visual links to
nearby roads and residential properties.

7-a does not lie adjacent to any sub-areas and therefore if it were to be removed in isolation would not impact upon
the performance of any other sub-areas, either alone or in combination. Furthermore, the presence of the Staines
Reservoir embankment immediately to the west restricts any visual connections with the wider Local Area 7 to the
west. Given the very small scale of the sub-area in the context of this wider Local Area, as well as its relative
separation from this wider area of Green Belt (visually and physically), if removed it would have no impact upon the
integrity or performance of the wider Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing west from Town Lane, with views across the park.

View of sub-area facing south from Park Lane, with views across the park.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the west of Stanwell. It is bounded by the built edges of Stanwell to the north and east,
comprising the backs of residential properties and gardens along Jordans Close to the north, and Town Lane to
the east. The south-western boundary of the sub-area follows the edge of Staines Reservoirs. The sub-area
comprises a small pastoral field.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           1

7
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford/
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

7-b

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation since it is enclosed by the large built-up
area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell. The sub-area is surrounded on two sides by built form, comprising
residential development on Jordans Close (north) and Town Lane to the east. There
are weak visual links to the wider Green Belt due to the prominent edge of the
Staines Reservoirs to the south-west, which screens wider views.

The northern and eastern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up area are
prominent and likely to be permanent, comprising Town Lane to the east and the
well-defined, rectilinear edges of residential properties on Jordans Close to the
north. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to
these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 5% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated in the southern corner of the site comprising hardstanding for
car parking. The majority of the site is used as grazing land for ponies. There is
a strong sense of enclosure due to the reservoir embankment to the south-
west and surrounding built from resulting in a lack of visual links to the wider
countryside. The overall sense of rurality is further diminished by the strong
visual links to the nearby residential dwellings and roads. Overall, the sub-
area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

0

2

0
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7-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using strong boundary features, which are readily recognisable
and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Backs/ gardens of the residential properties along Jordans Close to the north; and
- Town Lane to the east.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is also defined clearly using a strong boundary feature, formed of the edge of
Staines Reservoirs to the south-west, which is readily recognisable and likely to be permanent.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength as the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 7 was identified as performing strongly against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large
built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames and strongly against Purpose 2,
maintaining the essential gaps between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, Staines-upon-Thames and
Stanwell Moor. It also performed moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into a largely rural, open
area. At a finer grain, sub-area 7-b performs a lesser role compared with the wider Local Area. It scores weakly
against Purpose 1 as it is enclosed within the large built-up area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell, does not
meet Purpose 2, making no discernible contribution to separation, and performs weakly against Purpose 3 given its
semi-urban character as a result of the lack of visual links to the wider countryside, as well as strong visual links to
nearby roads and residential properties.

7-b does not lie adjacent to any sub-areas and therefore if it were to be removed in isolation would not impact upon
the performance of any other sub-areas, either alone or in combination. Furthermore, the presence of the Staines
Reservoir embankment immediately to the west restricts any visual connections with the wider Local Area 7 to the
south-west. Given the very small scale of the sub-area in the context of this wider Local Area, as well as its relative
separation from this wider area of Green Belt (visually and physically), if removed it would have no impact upon the
integrity or performance of the wider Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing south west from northern boundary of the site, with views of
pony paddock.

View of sub-area facing west from northern boundary of the site, with views towards
Staines Reservoirs.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Ashford and to the west of Bedfont (the latter of which forms part of the
continuous built-up area of Greater London). To the west and east, the sub-area is bounded by the built edges of
Ashford and Greater London (respectively), comprising the backs of residential properties and gardens on
Desford Way to the west, and the edge of an industrial estate to the east. The sub-area is also bounded to the
north by London Road (A30) and to the south-east, east and south by the edge of Bedfont Lakes, which is also
reinforced by dense planted buffers.

This assessment was undertaken primarily using desk-based materials due to challenges in arranging a site visit
and limited visibility from publicly accessible areas.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           5
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up areas of Ashford/
Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London.

Purpose 1 Assessment

8-a

The sub-area forms the essential gap between the large built up areas of Greater
London to the east and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell to the west. The
scale of separation between the settlements would be reduced to such an extent
that the settlements would, in effect, merge physically.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is contiguous with the large built up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London, preventing their outward sprawl.

The eastern boundary of the sub-area at the edge of the Greater London built-up
area is prominent and consistent, comprised of the well-defined, rectilinear edge of
an industrial estate. The western boundary of the sub-area at the edge of the
Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell is also regular, comprising the rectilinear
backs of residential properties and gardens on Desford Way. Therefore, the Green
Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 5% of the sub-area is covered in built form. This comprises
stables, buildings at the back of gardens and a small area of parking at the
north of the site. There is a strong sense of enclosure due to the Bedfont
Lakes Country Park to the south east of the site and the vegetation around
boundaries resulting in a lack of visual links to the wider countryside. The
overall sense of rurality is further diminished by the strong visual links to the
nearby residential dwellings and roads. Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban
character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

5

2

0
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8-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The outer boundary with Bedfont Lakes is defined by the tree line surrounding the water bodies.

The inner boundaries of the sub-are are defined clearly using strong boundary features:

- London Road (A30) to the north;
- Edge of the industrial area to the east.

The inner boundary to the west is less clearly defined, although it broadly follows the backs of residential properties and
gardens on Desford Way the line is irregular.

If released, the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 8 was identified as performing strongly against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large
built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. At a finer grain, 8-a also performs
strongly, providing an important barrier to sprawl. Local Area 6 performed strongly against purpose 2 and
moderately against purpose 3. 8-a plays an equally strong role against Purpose 2 in maintaining separation between
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London. With regard to Purpose 3, the sub-area plays a lesser
role given its semi-urban character and limited linkage to the wider countryside.

8-a is adjacent to 6-c to the north, and in close proximity to 6-b to the north-west. Additionally, the remaining part of
Local Area 8 lies immediately to the south. If 8-a were to be released in isolation, the impact on the wider Local Area
8 would be limited due to the limited physical and visual connection between these areas of Green Belt, which are
separated by dense planted buffers along Bedfont Lake. However, if the sub-area were to be released, Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell would merge with Greater London, thus reducing the role of the wider Green Belt to
the north (6-c and 6-b) in restricting merging (Purpose 2). These sub-areas would be almost entirely physically
enclosed by development, therefore also limiting their contribution to preventing sprawl (Purpose 1). This would
also further reduce the role of 6-c in preventing encroachment into the countryside (Purpose 3), by increasing its
sense of visual and physical containment by built development and introducing further urbanising influences along
its edge.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. In particular, it would harm the integrity of gap between
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1 Facing south east into corner of site from northern boundary.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Ashford. To the west and south, it is bounded by the built edge of Ashford,
comprising Church Road and Stanwell Road to the south and the backs of residential properties and gardens on
Gordon Road and Lodge Road to the west. The sub-area is also bounded by London Road (A30) to the north and
dense planted buffers along the edge of Bedfont Lakes to the east. The sub-area comprises various colleges and
schools to the south and open fields to the north.

This assessment was undertaken primarily using desk-based materials due to challenges in arranging a site visit
and limited visibility from publicly accessible areas.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford to the
east, west and south.

Purpose 1 Assessment

8-b

The sub-are does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation since it is enclosed by the large built-up
area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by large built-up area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell on three sides, with residential properties and gardens wrapping around
along Stanwell Road/Church Road in the south, Lodge Way/Gordon Road in the
west, and Edward Way in the north-east. Furthermore, the sub-area is likely to have
limited connections to the wider Green Belt beyond due to the presence of
substantive planted buffers along the eastern edge of the sub-area, separating it
from Bedfont Lakes beyond.

The western, southern and north-eastern boundaries of the sub-area at the edge of
the large built-up area are prominent and likely to be permanent, comprising
Church Road and Stanwell Road to the south and the well-defined, rectilinear backs
of residential properties and gardens on Lodge Way and Gordon Road to the west,
and Edward Way to the north-east. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further
barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 19% of the sub-area is covered in built form. This comprises
Brooklands College, Thomas Kynvett College, St James Senior Boys School and
the derelict Ashford Clinic in the south. This part of the site is very urban in
character and there are strong connections to the settlement in the south and
east with no views to the surrounding countryside. The northern part of the
site comprises open agricultural fields with strong views to the settlement in
the east and north-west. There are limited views to the wider countryside in
the north due to the A30 and limited views to the Bedfont Lakes in the east
due to a mature tree line. Therefore, overall this sub-area has a semi-urban
character as it contains a mix of urban and rural land uses with limited views
to the wider countryside.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

0

2

0
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8-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The outer boundary with London Road (A30) is clearly defined as is the outer boundary to the east where it backs onto
residential properties and gardens with a regular edge and a mature tree line.

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are generally defined clearly using strong boundary features:
- Stanwell Road to the south;
- The backs of residential properties and gardens on Gordon Road and Lodge Way.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 8 was identified as performing: strongly against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of the large
built-up areas of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Greater London; strongly against Purpose 2, preventing
the merging of Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell; and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment
into an area with a largely rural character. Sub-area 8-b plays a weaker role against the Green Belt Purposes than
Local Area 8 in which it sits. The sub-area plays a limited role in preventing sprawl (Purpose 1) as it is enclosed by the
large built-up area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell on three sides, and is detached from the edge of
Greater London. The sub-area is at the western side of Local Area 8 at the edge of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell, and separated from Greater London by Bedfont Lakes, thus reducing its role in preventing the merging of
these settlements (Purpose 2). The sub-area also plays a lesser role than Local Area 8 in safeguarding the
encroachment of the countryside as it is semi-urban in character.

If sub-area 8-b is removed in isolation, this is unlikely to have an impact on the performance of the surrounding
Green Belt due to its visually contained nature, and separation from the wider Green Belt by established, mature
treelines along its eastern edge. Whilst the northern part of the sub-area lies adjacent to sub-area 6-b, the A30
physically separates the sub-areas. Furthermore, existing development lies directly to both the east and west. As a
result, if 8-b is removed in isolation it is unlikely to have a substantive impact upon the performance of 6-b against
the Purposes.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north from southern part of sub-area showing Brookland College and car park.

Facing north west from centre of sub-area showing the Ashford Centre.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-east of Ashford and to the west of Feltham. To the west, south-west, and
south-east the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.  The
boundaries comprises  Clockhouse Lane (B3003) to the west; the backs of residential properties and gardens on
Haven Road, Wentworth Close and Reedsfield Road to the south-west; a treeline that runs adjacent to the
allotment boundary to the south; the edge of an industrial estate to the south-east; a wooded edge and water
body to the north-east; and the London-Staines railway line  to the north. The sub-area comprises sporadic
residential properties and gardens and small commercial premises in the south, and open paddock fields to the
north.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up areas of Ashford in the
south, and Greater London in the north.

Purpose 1 Assessment

10-a

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Greater London and
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of
sufficient scale that the settlements are unlikely to merge due to the presence of
the Bedfont Lakes and Country Parks in the north.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell to the west, south-west and south-east.

The existing outer sub-area boundary comprises boundaries of mixed strength.
Whilst the northern boundary is strong, and likely to be permanent, comprising the
London-Staines railway line which restricts the scale of growth towards Greater
London; the southern and north-eastern boundaries are weaker comprising  a
treeline which runs adjacent to the allotment boundary in the south and a  wooded
edge and water body boundary in the north east. It is unlikely that these features
would restrict the scale of growth or assist in regularising development form.

The boundaries to the west and south-west, at the edge of the large built-up area,
are predominantly strong and clearly defined respectively comprising Clockhouse
Lane (B3003) and the rectilinear edges of residential development and gardens on
Reedsfield Road, Haven Road and Wentworth Close. The Green Belt provides a
further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 10% of this sub-area is covered in built form. It is largely
characterised by rural land uses and landscapes with sporadic developments
and man-made structures. The sub-area comprises residential dwellings and
small business enterprises to the south and open paddocks and agricultural
uses with long views to the adjoining country park to the north. The northern
part of the site comprises open paddocks with long views to the adjoining
country park and sporadic dwellings (farmhouses). As a result, this sub-area is
largely rural in character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

1

3

0
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10-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            2

The outer boundaries of the sub-area comprise features of mixed strength. The northern boundary is strongly defined
and readily recognisable comprising the London-Staines railway line, however the southern and north-eastern
boundaries are weaker and unlikely to be permanent comprising a treeline which runs adjacent to the allotment
boundary in the south and a  wooded edge and water body boundary in the north east.

The western and south-western inner boundaries of the sub-area are predominantly strong, defined clearly using strong
boundary features, which are readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- The backs of residential properties and Clockhouse Lane (B3003).

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently
exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The sub-area performs similarly to the Local Area (10) in which it sits in relation to the prevention of unrestricted
sprawl (Purpose 1). However, Local Area 10 met Purpose 2 strongly, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, while the sub-area scores less strongly as it forms a less
essential part of this overall gap. The sub-area performs more strongly against Purpose 3 than the wider Local Area,
as a result of its largely rural character and strong views to Bedfont Parks in the north; thus, it plays a more
important role in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment.

If 10-a were to be removed from the Green Belt in isolation, this would have an adverse impact upon the
performance of 10-b against Purposes 1 and 2. This sub-area which would become isolated from the wider Green
Belt, and would therefore make no contribution to Purpose 1 (as it would not be at the edge of the settlement) or
Purpose 2. Additionally, in relation to the wider Local Area 10 to the east, if 10-a was released this would further
reduce the degree of separation between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London (Feltham).
The wider Local Area 10 would play a more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, but the overall
sensitivity of the gap between the settlements would be increased by the reduction in physical separation. If 10-a
were to be removed this would also begin to increase the physical enclosure of the remaining parts of Local Area 10
to the east. This would further diminish the contribution of the broader Local Area to preventing encroachment
(Purpose 3).

Sub-area 10-a is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1)
2015, the identified General Areas 15 and 16 directly adjoin sub-area 10-a to the north and east respectively. The
majority of these General Areas were identified as performing strongly and were recommended for retention within
the Green Belt. Therefore, the impact of the release of sub-area 10-a upon the performance of General Area 15 and
16 in Hounslow should be considered.

Overall, the sub-area plays a strong role in the wider Green Belt, particularly in preventing the unrestricted, irregular
sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, and its release would harm the performance and integrity of the
wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north east from centre of sub-area showing agricultural field with industrial
buildings in distance.

Facing south into sub-area from Feltham Road showing field.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north into sub-area showing horse paddock and rising topography in the distance.

Facing south east into sub-area from southern boundary showing agricultural uses.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north of Ashford. To the east, south and west, the sub-area is bounded by the built
edges of Ashford, comprising the backs of residential properties and gardens on Rosary Gardens, Feltham Road,
Wye Close and Chattern Road. The remaining boundary to the north comprises a treeline. The sub-area
comprises allotments in the west and an open paddock field in the east.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford with
visual links to the settlement in the south.

Purpose 1 Assessment

10-b

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation due to its small size and its enclosure by the
large built up area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames
/ Stanwell to the south, east and west, with limited visual connections to the wider
Green Belt beyond. There are strong visual connections inwards to the edges of the
large built-up area, and more limited views to the wider Green Belt to the north are
due to the presence of thick, mature tree lines to the north.

The eastern, southern and western boundaries of the sub-area at the edge of the
large built-up area are regular and likely to be permanent, comprising the well-
defined, rectilinear edges of surrounding residential properties and gardens. The
Green Belt therefore provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 1% of this sub-area is covered in built form. The majority of the
sub-area comprises allotments which are characterised as a semi-urban land
use. The eastern part of the site comprises one open paddock with a more
rural character. However, as the site is surrounded by built form on three
sides, there are strong views to the settlement boundary throughout and the
topography in the east gives a strong connection to the settlement. There are
limited views to the wider countryside in the north due to a mature tree line.
The sub-area lies at the edge of the built up area and contains a mix of urban
and rural land uses before giving way to the wider countryside, therefore
overall it is semi-urban in character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

0

2

0
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10-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            2

The outer boundary of the sub-area is not clearly defined, formed of a fragmented mature tree line and irregular backs
of house, which is not readily recognisable

The inner boundaries of the sub-area defined clearly using strong boundaries, which are recognisable and likely to be
permanent, comprising the backs of residential properties:

- off Chattern Road to the east;
- off Feltham Road to the south; and
- off Rosary Gardens to the west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than currently
exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The sub-area performs much less strongly than Local Area 10 in which it sits. This is due to its small size and
enclosure by the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell (Purpose 1). In contrast to Local
Area 10, the sub-area does not play a role in preventing the merging of settlements as a result of the configuration
of surrounding development, and its small scale in the context of the overall gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London. It performs similarly weakly as Local Area 10 against Purpose 3 due to its
semi-urban character and strong visual and functional links to the edge of the urban area.

10-b is adjacent to 10-a to the north. If 10-b is removed in isolation, there may be a small reduction in the
performance of adjacent 10-a against Purpose 3 due to a small reduction in the visual openness of the overall area,
as well as the introduction of additional urbanising influences along its southern boundary. However, given the
strong links of this sub-area to existing adjacent development, it is considered that any impact would be very
minimal.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from centre of sub-area showing field and settlement along eastern
boundary.

Facing north east into site showing allotments and industrial buildings in the distance.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description Sub-area 13-a lies to the north of Staines-upon-Thames. To the east, south-east and south-west, the sub-area is
bounded by the built edge of Staines-upon-Thames. The sub-area is also bounded by the River Colne to the east
and the south-east, a railway line to the south-west, an artificial Thames Water channel to the north, and a
mature treeline to the north-west. The sub-area comprises a play area and managed park.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           2

13

13-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

13-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

13-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham on its northern and eastern edges.

Purpose 1 Assessment

13-a

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation due to its small size and its enclosure by the
large built up area of Staines-Upon-Thames/ Egham.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The southern part of the sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Staines-
upon-Thames / Egham. Visually, it is almost entirely surrounded by built-form,
comprising residential properties and gardens to the east, and a railway line to the
south (which adjoins a retail park). The boundary of the sub-area to the north and
west comprises a thick, mature tree line which limits connections to the wider
Green Belt.

The eastern and south-western boundaries at the edge of the large built up area
consist of prominent and permanent boundary features, including the River Colne
and a railway line. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in
addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Less than 1% of this sub-area is covered in built form. The sub-area comprises
a play area and a small open park which appears to be managed. The sub-area
is enclosed with a mature tree line along three boundaries and a residential
settlement along the eastern boundary. The River Colne also runs along this
eastern boundary.  There are very limited views to the wider countryside in
the south and west due to the dense tree line/woodland. There is a strong
perceptual connection to the settlement along the eastern boundary and
there is an access bridge from the residential area over the River Colne. Due
to topography, there also are long views to the north-east of residential
towers from the eastern part of the site. The railway line runs along the
southern boundary adjacent to the mature tree line, providing an additional
urban influence. Therefore, whilst the sub-area has a low built form
percentage, it does comprise managed land and a play area which is an urban
land use. Additionally, the connection to the settlement in the east and
restricted views to the wider countryside create a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

0

2

0
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13-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3            1            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using strong boundaries, which are recognisable and likely to
be permanent, comprising:

- the River Colne in the north and east; and
- a railway line in the south west.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is also defined clearly formed of a mature tree line which is readily recognisable and
likely to be permanent.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (13) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 13-a. Local Area 13 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames, weakly against Purpose 2, forming the less
essential part of the gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Poyle/ Colnbrook, and moderately against Purpose 3,
preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural character. At the more granular scale, the
sub-area makes a lesser contribution to Purposes 1 and 2. The sub-area performs weakly in terms of preventing the
outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames (Purpose 1), and does not contribute to the overall scale and openness of
the gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Poyle/ Colnbrook (Purpose 2). 13-a performs a weaker role than Local
Area 13 against Purpose 3 due to its semi-urban character.

13-a does not lie adjacent to other sub-areas. If 13-a is removed in isolation, there would be no impact on the
performance of other sub-areas.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from centre of sub-area showing raised topography and backs of residential
properties.

Facing south west towards playground, taken from highest topography on mound in
eastern part of sub-area.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing south west towards the historic core showing mature tree line restricting view.

Facing east from centre of sub-area showing eastern boundary and bridge toward
residential properties.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the north of Staines-upon-Thames/Egham. It is bounded by the A30 to the north, London
Road Roundabout to the east, a Thames Water artificial water channel to the south, and the River Ash and a
mature treeline to the west. The sub-area comprises a Thames Water Treatment Site with associated buildings
and hardstanding.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           3

15

15-a

3-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

15-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

15-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is perceptually at the edge of the large built up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham due to the presence of continuous built-form along Birch Green
and the Water Treatment Site access road, which functionally links the sub-area to
the wider settlement and creates a perceptual connection. In addition, there are
visual links towards the edge of Staines-upon-Thames to the south.

Purpose 1 Assessment

15-a

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation due to the configuration of the surrounding
area.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is perceptually connected to the large built up area of Staines-upon-
Thames / Egham, preventing its outward sprawl.

The sub-area is predominantly bounded by durable boundary features, including
the Staines Bypass (A30) to the north, a Thames Water artificial watercourse to the
south, and the River Ash partly to the west. These features would restrict the scale
of growth and assist in regularising built form.

The sub-area is not physically adjacent to the large built-up area, therefore this sub-
area provides an additional barrier to sprawl.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 11% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
the Thames Water treatment works and car park. In the west of the site there
is a low-grade, small field with a track running through it. The River Ash also
runs through this part of the sub-area. There are sporadic mature tree lines
across the western part of the site, site restricting the views to the wider
countryside in the west and the A30 in the north west in places. There are
strong views to the A30 to the north of the site creating an urbanising
influence. The eastern part of the site comprises grounds associated with the
treatment works and has a more urban character due to the strong influence
of the A30 and the A30/London Road roundabout. Overall, due to the mix of
urban and rural land uses and the strong urbanising influence of the A30, the
sub-area is semi-urban in character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

0

2

0
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15-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            1            3

The sub-area does not encompass any of the existing inner Green Belt boundary, and therefore can only be considered
with the adjacent Green Belt which lies to the south of the sub-area within Local Area 15. The inner boundary of this
part of Local Area 15 is defined by the irregular backs of residential properties along London Road, Fairfield Avenue,
Moormede Crescent and Birch Green.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are defined using a mixture of strong and moderate boundaries, which are
recognisable and are likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Staines Bypass to the north and east; and
- weaker fragmented tree line with significant gaps to the west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (15) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 15-a. Local Area 15 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames, weakly against Purpose 2, forming the less
essential part of the gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Poyle/ Colnbrook, and moderately against Purpose 3,
preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural character. At the more granular scale, the
sub-area performs a similar role to Local Area 15 in preventing the outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames (Purpose
1), although does not contribute to the overall scale and openness of the gap between Staines-upon-Thames and
Poyle/ Colnbrook (Purpose 2). 15-a performs a weaker role than Local Area 15 against Purpose 3 due to its semi-
urban character.

15-a does not lie adjacent to other sub-areas. If 15-a is removed in isolation, there would be no impact on the
performance of other sub-areas. 15-a is in close proximity to sub-area 3-a, located to the north of the Staines
Bypass. If 15-a were to be released in isolation, due to its small scale and physical separation by the A30 it is
considered that there would be limited impact upon 3-a. However, in terms of the wider Green Belt, this would
further reinforce patterns of sprawl to the north of Staines-upon-Thames and also perpetuate patterns of ribbon
development along the A30.

Overall, while the sub-area plays a more limited role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, its release
would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, resulting in the further sprawl of
Staines-upon-Thames and perpetuating patterns of ribbon development along the A30.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north showing pumping station within centre of sub-area.

Facing south showing southern boundary from western part of sub-area.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north from south western part of sub-area showing northern boundary comprising
Staines Bypass.

Facing east from within sub-area showing waterworks within sub-area and eastern
boundary comprising fence with roundabout and settlement beyond.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-east of Sunbury-on-Thames and to the south of Feltham. It is bounded to
the west by Groveley Road, to the north by Snakey Lane, to the east by Country Way (A316), to the south partly
by the Felthamhill Brook, and partly by the built edge of Sunbury-on-Thames. The sub-area largely consists of
managed sports fields and arable and paddocks, interspersed with occasional built-form.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

          57

16

16-a

16-b

16-c

19-a 28-a
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

16-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

16-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edges of the large built-up areas of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London.

Purpose 1 Assessment

16-a

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, preventing development that would
significantly visually and physically reduce the perceived and actual distance
between these settlements, and that would result in their merging. The scale of
the gap is very small and the sub area is predominantly open, affording longer
views as well as direct visibility between the settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is contiguous with the large built up-areas of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, preventing their outward sprawl into open
land.

The northern and southern boundaries at the edge of the adjacent large built-up
areas consist of prominent, permanent and consistent boundary features, including
the Felthamhill Brook and various roads (Vicarage Road, Groveley Road and Snakey
Lane). The Green Belt provides an additional barrier to sprawl.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 5% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
concentrated along the edges of the sub-area, comprising artificial sports
pitches, a public house, a rugby clubhouse, a miniature railway, structures
associated with Hampton Park Water Treatment Works, and various areas of
hardstanding. The remainder of the sub-area is open, consisting of managed
sports fields in the north and south, and arable and paddock fields to the east
and west. While there are strong views to surrounding urban developments,
including residential properties and gardens to the north-west and south,
which slightly diminish the rurality of the sub-area, overall it has a largely rural
character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this Purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

5

3

0
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16-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using strong boundaries, which are  recognisable and likely to be
permanent, comprising:

- The Felthamhill Brook;
- Bryony Way;
- Vicarage Road; and
- Groveley Road.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is also defined clearly using a mixture of strong and moderate boundaries, which
are  recognisable and likely to be permanent, specifically:

- Groveley Road to the west;
- Snakey Lane to the north;
- Made access roads to Kempton Park Water Treatment Works to the north-east;
- Country Way (A316) to the east.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (16) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 16-a. Local Area 16 scored strongly against Purpose 1,
preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, strongly
against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater
London, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural
character. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a similarly important contribution as the wider Local Area,
attaining the same scores against the Purposes.

Sub-area 16-a is directly adjacent to 16-b and 16-c, as well as the wider Local Area 16 to the north and west and
Local Area 19 to the east. Due to the predominantly flat topography across much of the wider Local Area, in
combination with dense tree planting along the edges of 16-b and 16-c and the role of the A316 to the east as a
major buffer, if 16-a was released in isolation there would be limited impact upon the visual impact or rurality of
these neighbouring areas to the east and south-east (Purpose 3). However, if 16-a was released, there would be a
substantive impact upon the performance of these areas and the wider Local Area 16 upon Purposes 1 and 2. 16-b
and 16-c would be enclosed within the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and would
make a lesser contribution to Purpose 1, and furthermore would no longer play a role in preventing merging of
settlements (Purpose 2) due to the configuration of the surrounding settlement edge. Additionally, if released, there
would be a significant reduction, and in some areas a complete loss, of separation between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, reducing the role of the wider strategic Green Belt (particularly Local Areas
16 and 19) in preventing sprawl (Purpose 1) and maintaining the gaps between settlements (Purpose 2).

Sub-area 16-a is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1)
2015, General Area 19 directly adjoins sub-area 16-a to the north. The majority of this General Area was identified as
performing strongly and was recommended for retention within the Green Belt. Therefore, the impact of the release
of sub-area 15-a upon the performance of General Area 19 in Hounslow should also be considered.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing south from the northern boundary of the site, with views across
rugby pitches.

View of sub-area facing east from within south western part of the site, with views of
paved sports pitches and long views towards eastern boundary.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

View of sub-area facing west from within the south western part of the site, with views
across farmland.

View of sub-area facing north from the south western part of the site, with views across
farmland.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east of Sunbury-on-Thames. It is partly bounded to the west by the built edge of
Sunbury-on-Thames, which comprises an alleyway along the backs of residential properties on Ashridge Way. It
is also bounded to the east by the Felthamhill Brook, and to the south by an artificial channel (associated with
nearby Thames Water infrastructure). The sub-area consists of a Scout hut and dense woodland.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           4

16

16-a

16-b

16-c

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

16-b

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

16-b
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

16-b

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Greater London (Hanworth). The sub-area is visible passing along
the Country Way (A316) flyover between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell
and Greater London, thus maintaining the perceived narrow gap between the
settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is physically connected to the large built up-area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, preventing its outward sprawl into open land.

The sub-area is bounded to the east and south by established watercourses; due to
their prominence, these features would restrict the scale of growth and assist in
regularising built form.

The western boundary at the edge of the large built-up area is a mixture of durable
and non-durable boundary features. The boundary partly consists of an alleyway to
the rear of residential properties and gardens on Ashridge Way, but to the north
cuts through dense woodland and is not aligned with a specific feature. The Green
Belt is therefore an important barrier to sprawl  in the absence of consistent
durable boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 1% of the sub-area is covered by built form, which consists of a
scout hut in the south-western corner. The remainder of the sub-area is open,
comprising dense woodland. While there are occasional glimpses towards
neighbouring residential properties, as well as large warehouses to the south-
west which have a slight urbanising influence upon the character of the sub-
area, the presence of dense woodland contributes to its sense of remoteness
and separation from the settlement. Overall, the sub-area has a largely rural
character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this Purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3+

3

3

0
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16-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is partly defined clearly using a boundary of moderate strength, which is
recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising an alleyway along the backs of residential properties and gardens
on Ashridge Way. However, part of this western boundary is not defined clearly, cutting through dense woodland. This
would not be readily recognisable or likely to be permanent.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using a mixture of strong and moderate boundaries, which are
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- The Felthamhill Brook to the north; and
- An artificial watercourse associated with Thames Water infrastructure to the south, further reinforced by the edge of
an embankment.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than the existing
inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (16) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 16-b. Local Area 16 scored strongly against Purpose 1,
preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, strongly
against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater
London, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural
character.  At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a lesser contribution to Purposes 1 and 2. The sub-area
prevents the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, but to a lesser extent than the Local Area
due to the presence of established watercourses to regularise and restrict the form and scale of growth (Purpose 1),
and while the sub-area contributes to the overall scale and openness of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London (Hanworth) it forms a smaller part of the overall physical gap (Purpose 2).
16-b scores similarly to the Local Area against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into a predominantly open area
with a largely rural character.

Sub-area 16-b is directly adjacent to 16-a to the north and 16-c to the east. Due to its flat topography and the
presence of dense tree planting along its edges, screening views across to surrounding sub-areas, if 16-b was
released in isolation there would only a be limited visual impact upon the openness or rurality of surrounding sub-
areas (Purpose 3). However, if 16-b was released, this would have an adverse impact upon the performance of 16-c
against Purposes 1 and 2. This sub-area which would become almost completely enclosed within the large built-up
area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, making a lesser contribution to Purpose 1, and furthermore would
play a lesser role in preventing merging of settlements (Purpose 2) due to the configuration of the surrounding
settlement edge. Additionally, if 16-b were to be released in isolation, 16-a would play a more critical role in
preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London would be increased by the increased visibility between the settlements
(which would be particularly prominent driving along the raised A316 to the east).

Sub-area 16-b is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1)
2015, the identified General Area 19 directly adjoins sub-area 16-b to the north. The majority of this General Area
and was identified as performing strongly and was recommended for retention within the Green Belt. Therefore, the
impact of the release of sub-area 16-b upon the performance of General Area 19 in Hounslow should be considered.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing north east along western boundary, with view of dense planting
and track to the rear of properties.

View of sub-area facing south east from the western boundary, with view of scout hut set
in dense woodland at the southern tip of the sub-area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east of Sunbury-on-Thames. It is bounded to the west by the built edge of
Sunbury-on-Thames, which comprises the edge of a large warehouse and a dispersed planted edge. The sub-
area is also bounded to the east by the Felthamhill Brook, and to the south by Country Way (A316). The sub-area
consists of former reed beds associated with the Kempton Park Water Works.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           8

16

16-a

16-b

16-c

19-a

28-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

16-c

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

16-c
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

16-c

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Greater London (Hanworth). The edge of the sub-area is visible
passing along Country Way (A316) between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Greater London, thus the sub-area plays a role in preventing ribbon
development, which would perceptually reduce this gap. However, dense planting
and bunds around the edges of the sub-area limit any visibility from within the
sub-area towards nearby settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is physically connected to the large built up-area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, preventing its outward sprawl into open land.

The sub-area is bounded to the east by an established watercourse and to the
south by Country Way (A316); due to their prominence these features would
restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising built form.

The western boundary at the edge of the built-up area is a mixture of durable and
non-durable boundary features. The southern part of the boundary is aligned with
the rectilinear edges of large commercial warehouses at the edge of Sunbury-on-
Thames, but further north cuts across open land, defined only by a planted buffer.
The Green Belt is therefore an important barrier to sprawl in the absence of
consistent durable boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 1% of the sub-area is covered by built-form, comprising the
A316 footbridge on the southern boundary. While the sub-area has previously
been used as reedbeds associated with the adjacent Kempton Park Water
Treatment Works, as a result of the prevalence of meadow and scrubland
planting throughout the sub-area it has a natural feel. While there are
occasional, glimpses from within the sub-area to more distant urbanising
influences (including structures associated with the Water Works and a church
spire within Hanworth), in general established planted buffers around the
edge of the sub-area screen immediate views to adjacent development.
Overall, despite the proximity of the sub-area to surrounding development, it
retains strong openness and a largely rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this Purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3+

3

3

0
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16-c

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are partly defined clearly using boundaries of moderate strength, which are
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising an alleyway along the rectilinear edges of large commercial
warehouses at the edge of Sunbury-on-Thames. However, part of the western boundary is not defined clearly, cutting
across open land. This is not readily recognisable, nor is it likely to be permanent.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using strong boundary features, which are readily recognisable
and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- The Felthamhill Brook to the east; and
- Country Way (A316) to the south.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than the existing
inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (16) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 16-c. Local Area 16 scored strongly against Purpose 1,
preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, strongly
against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater
London, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural
character.  At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a lesser contribution to Purposes 1 and 2. The sub-area
prevents the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, but to a lesser extent than the Local Area
due to the presence of established watercourses to regularise and restrict the form and scale of growth (Purpose 1),
and while the sub-area contributes to the overall scale and openness of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London (Hanworth) it forms a smaller part of the overall physical gap (Purpose 2).
16-c scores similarly to the Local Area against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into a predominantly open area
with a largely rural character.

Sub-area 16-c is directly adjacent to 16-b to the north and 16-a to the east. Due to the presence of dense tree
planting and bunds along its edges, screening views across to surrounding sub-areas, if 16-c was released in isolation
there would only a be limited visual impact upon the openness or rurality of surrounding sub-areas (Purpose 3).
However, if 16-c was released, this would have an adverse impact upon the performance of 16-b against Purposes 1
and 2. This sub-area which would become completely enclosed within the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell, making a lesser contribution to Purpose 1, and furthermore would play a lesser role in
preventing merging of settlements (Purpose 2) due to the configuration of the surrounding settlement edge.
Additionally, if 16-c were to be released in isolation, 16-a would play a more critical role in preventing merging
between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and
Greater London would be increased by the increased visibility between the settlements (which would be particularly
prominent driving along the raised A316 to the east).

Sub-area 16-c is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1)
2015, the identified General Area 19 directly adjoins sub-area 16-c to the north. The majority of this General Area
and was identified as performing strongly and was recommended for retention within the Green Belt. Therefore, the
impact of the release of sub-area 16-c upon the performance of General Area 19 in Hounslow should be considered.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing west from eastern part of site, with views across overgrown
scrubland and occasional glimpses to the edge of Sunbury.

View of sub-area facing east from western part of site, with views towards the Kempton
Park Water Works.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north of Sunbury-on-Thames. It is bounded to the east, south and west by the
built edges of Sunbury-on-Thames, which comprise the backs of residential properties and gardens on Doris
Road, the edge of Spelthorne School, and the edge of the BP Campus. The sub-area has no readily recognisable
boundary features to the north. It comprises school playing fields and a sports ground.

This assessment was undertaken primarily using desk-based materials due to challenges in arranging a site visit
and limited visibility from publicly accessible areas.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           4

17

17-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

17-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

17-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

17-a

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London (Feltham), which is of sufficient scale
and character that the settlements are unlikely to merge. As a result of the
configuration of the edge of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, which
wraps around to the west, south and east, the sub-area makes little contribution
to the physical separation between the settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is physically connected to the large built up-area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, preventing its outward sprawl into open land.
While the built area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell encloses the sub-
area to the east, south and west, there are strong visual connections to the wider
Green Belt as a result of limited features along the northern boundary of the sub-
area. It should be noted that the southern part of the sub-area, which is visually
contained by dense planted buffers, may play a lesser role in preventing sprawl due
to its enclosure and limited connection to the wider Green Belt.

The southern and eastern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up area are a
mixture of durable and non-durable boundary features. The eastern and western
boundaries are aligned with the rectilinear edges of residential properties and
gardens and commercial developments at the edge of Sunbury-on-Thames, but the
southern part of the boundaries cut across open land. The Green Belt is therefore
an important barrier to sprawl in the absence of consistent durable boundary
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 4% of the sub-area is covered by built-form, which comprises
artificial sports pitches and hardstanding in the very south of the sub-area.
The remainder of the sub-area is open, characterised by managed sports
fields and amenity open space throughout. While the northern part of the
sub-area is likely to have some longer views to the wider Green Belt, due to
the functional and physical connection of this area to the wider BP Sports
Ground, the southern part is likely to have a stronger sense of visual
containment due to the presence of planted buffers separating this area from
the wider Green Belt, as well as surrounding development to the east, south
and west. Overall, despite its strong openness, the sub-area has an urban
character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this Purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3+

1

1

0
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17-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is partly defined clearly using boundaries of moderate strength, which are readily
recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising the established, rectilinear edges of residential properties and
gardens on Doris Road and Ashgrove Road, as well as the edges of educational buildings and areas of hardstanding to
the south. However, the south-western part of the boundary is not aligned with any recognisable features.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is not defined clearly using boundaries that are readily recognisable or likely to be
permanent. An intermediate boundary feature which separates the northern and southern parts of the sub-area,
consisting of a denser, well-established belt of trees and hedgerow, may provide a more defensible boundary for the
Green Belt.

If the entire sub-area is released, this would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than
the existing inner Green Belt boundary. Considering the southern area in isolation, the partial release of the sub-area
would result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of a similar strength and permanence as the existing inner
Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (17) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 17-a. Local Area 17 scored strongly against Purpose 1,
preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, strongly
against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater
London, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural
character. At the more granular scale, the sub-area plays a similarly important role as the wider Local Area in
preventing sprawl, preventing the outward growth of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell into open land in the
absence of boundary features that could regularise and restrict the form and scale of growth (Purpose 1). However,
17-a performs less strongly against Purpose 2, as a result of its small scale in the context of the overall gap between
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, and also performs weakly against Purpose 3 due to its
semi-urban character.

Sub-area 17-a is directly adjacent to the remaining part of Local Area 17 to the north. Due to the configuration of
surrounding development at the edge of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, it is considered that, if 17-a were
removed in isolation, there would be no impact on the performance of Local Area 17 against Purposes 1 or 2, or
upon the overall integrity of the wider Green Belt. The northern part of the sub-area in particular is likely to have
strong visual links to the wider Local Area, due to the lack of any visual buffers along its northern boundaries. Thus, if
17-a was removed in isolation it could adversely affect the visual openness of the wider Local Area, resulting in the
introduction of new urbanising influences along its southern boundary (Purpose 3). However, it is acknowledged
that this impact would likely be relatively local, and furthermore could be somewhat overcome through visual
buffering from the wider Green Belt. The southern part of the sub-area has a greater sense of containment and
more limited visual links to the wider countryside. If this part were to be removed in isolation, it is considered that it
would not result in harm to the openness or rurality of the wider Green Belt.

Sub-area 17-a is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1)
2015, the identified General Area 17 directly adjoins sub-area 17-a to the north. This General Area and was
identified as performing strongly and was recommended for retention within the Green Belt. Therefore, the impact
of the release of sub-area 17-a upon the performance of General Area 17 in Hounslow should be considered.

Overall, it is considered that the sub-area as a whole plays an important role in terms of the wider strategic Green
Belt. It plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its removal would result in
encroachment into a wider area of Green Belt (Purpose 3) due its strong visual linkage with the wider Green Belt to
the north. However, due to its visual containment, semi-urban character, and strong links to the edge of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, the southern part of the sub-area does not play a fundamental role in relation to the
wider Green Belt Parcel, and if released in isolation it would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green
Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, but the southern part makes a less important contribution to the
wider strategic Green Belt. Southern part is recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1 Aerial view of SA 17-a, showing sub-area boundary and surrounding land-uses. Aerial
photography used as a result of limited access to the sub-area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description This sub-area lies to the west of Ashford. It is bounded by the built edge of Ashford to the east, along
Woodthorpe Road. The sub-area is also bounded to the north by the entrance road to HMP Bronzefield, to the
south by Buxton Road, and to the west by Ruggles Brise Road. The sub-area comprises a managed park and
residential properties and gardens along Ruggles Brise Road.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           2

18

18-a

18-b
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18-a
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18-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of
Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell along its eastern edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

18-a

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell and
Staines-upon-Thames/Egham. The sub-area prevents ribbon development along
Woodthorpe Road between Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell, thus ensuring that this
gap is not reduced perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell,
preventing its further outward sprawl.

The outer sub-area boundaries are durable, comprising Ruggles Brise Road to the
west, Buxton Road to the south and the access road to HMP Bronzefield in the
north. These features would restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising
the extent of built form.

The eastern boundary at the edge of the large built-up area comprises Woodthorpe
Road, which is strongly defined, regular and consistent. Therefore, the Green Belt
provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to this feature.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 11% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
residential properties along the western boundary of the sub-area, along with
an area of car parking in the north and Buxton Road in the south.  The
remaining part of the sub-area comprises a managed urban park. The park is
currently in use by travellers. The sub-area is bounded by roads on all sides
with strong connections to the settlement in the east and south. There are
limited views to the wider countryside due to development along the western
boundaries and the fragmented mature tree line in the north. Overall, the
sub-area is urban in character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

3

1

0
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18-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            2

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using a strong boundary which is recognisable and likely to be
permanent, comprising Woodthorpe Road in the east.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are also clearly defined using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely
to be permanent, comprising:

- the access road to HMP Bronzefield in the north;
- Buxton Road in the south; and
- Ruggles Brise Road in the west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (18) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with the sub-area. Local Area 18 scored strongly against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Staines-upon-
Thames / Egham, strongly against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, and weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of its semi-urban character
and diminished openness. Sub-area 18-a performs less strongly than the Local Area against all of the Green Belt
Purposes. It performs moderately against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell, moderately against Purpose 2, forming a wider part of the gap between these settlements
(which would be particularly important to preventing their further perceptual merging), and very weakly against
Purpose 3 due to its urban character.

18-a is adjacent to 18-b to the south and the wider Local Area 18 to the west.  If sub-area 18-a were to be removed
from the Green Belt in isolation, this would result in further fragmentation of the very narrow gap between Ashford
/ Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, which has already been compromised
significantly by historic patterns of development. Thus, 18-b (and, to some extent the wider Local Area) would play a
more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between the
settlements would be increased by the reduction in perceptual separation. If 18-a was removed in isolation, this
would also further reduce the role of 18-b in preventing encroachment into the countryside (Purpose 3), by
increasing its sense of visual and physical containment by built development and introducing new urbanising
influences along its northern edge. If sub-areas 18-a and 18-b were to be released together, the cumulative impact
on Purpose 2 would be greater still due to the intensification of ribbon development along Woodthorpe Road.

Overall, while the sub-area is recognised as playing a lesser role compared with the wider Green Belt Local Area, it is
considered that its release would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, further
diminishing the separation between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north from Buxton Road showing recreation ground and existing use by Travellers.

Facing north east from Buxton Road showing sporadic tree line and recreation ground.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the west of Ashford and is bounded by the built edge of Ashford to the east, along
Woodthorpe Road. The sub-area is bounded by Buxton Road to the north, Ruggles Brise Road to the west, and
the River Ash to the south. The sub-area comprises a managed park and play area.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           1

18

18-a

18-b
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18-b
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell along its eastern edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

18-b

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell and
Staines-upon-Thames/Egham. The sub-area prevents ribbon development along
Woodthorpe Road between Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell, thus ensuring that this
gap is not reduced perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell, preventing its further outward sprawl.

The outer sub-area boundaries are durable and predominantly strong, comprising
Buxton Road to the north, the River Ash to the south and Ruggles Brise Road partly
to the west. A small part of the western boundary consists of the rectilinear edge of
a residential and property. In combination, it is considered that these features
would restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising the extent of built form.

The eastern boundary at the edge of the large built-up area comprises Woodthorpe
Road, which is strongly defined, regular and consistent. Therefore, the Green Belt
provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to this feature.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 1% of the sub-area is covered by built form, comprising small
areas of hardstanding associated with a children's playground. The remaining
part of the sub-area comprises a managed urban park. The sub-area is
bounded by roads to the north, east and west along which run sporadic
mature tree lines. There are strong views to the settlement to the east and
west and to the urban park to the north. The River Ash runs along the
southern boundary with a dense mature tree line restricting any views to the
wider countryside. Overall, the sub-area has an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

3

1

0
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18-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            2

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using a strong boundary which is recognisable and likely to be
permanent, comprising Woodthorpe Road in the east.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are also clearly defined using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely
to be permanent, comprising:

- Buxton Road to the north;
- the River Ash to the south; and
- Ruggles Brise Road to the west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (18) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with the sub-area. Local Area 18 scored strongly against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Staines-upon-
Thames / Egham, strongly against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, and weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of its semi-urban character
and diminished openness. Sub-area 18-b performs less strongly than the Local Area against all of the Green Belt
Purposes. It performs moderately against Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell, moderately against Purpose 2, forming a wider part of the gap between these settlements
(which would be particularly important to preventing their further perceptual merging), and very weakly against
Purpose 3 due to its urban character.

18-b is adjacent to 18-a to the north and the wider Local Area 18 to the west.  If sub-area 18-b were to be removed
from the Green Belt in isolation, this would result in further fragmentation of the very narrow gap between Ashford
/ Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, which has already been compromised
significantly by historic patterns of development. Thus, 18-a (and, to some extent the wider Local Area) would play a
more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between the
settlements would be increased by the reduction in perceptual separation. If 18-b was removed in isolation, this
would also further reduce the role of 18-a in preventing encroachment into the countryside (Purpose 3), by
increasing its sense of visual and physical containment by built development and introducing new urbanising
influences along its northern edge. If sub-areas 18-a and 18-b were to be released together, the cumulative impact
on Purpose 2 would be greater still due to the intensification of ribbon development along Woodthorpe Road.

Overall, while the sub-area is recognised as playing a lesser role compared with the wider Green Belt Local Area, it is
considered that its release would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, further
diminishing the separation between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing South East from Ruggles Brise Road showing play area.

Facing north east from Ruggles Brise Road showing play area and houses adjoining
Woodthorpe Road.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the west of Ashford. It is bounded by the built edge of Ashford to the north, east and south-
east. The sub-area is also bounded to the north by a railway line, to the south-east by Woodthorpe Road, and to
the south-west by a cycle path and footpath. The sub-area comprises a sports club, tennis club and an
overgrown field and disused allotment, both in the east.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           4

18

18-a

18-c

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

18-c

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

18-c
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell along its northern, eastern and south-eastern
edges.

Purpose 1 Assessment

18-c

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between
Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames/Egham. Its role is limited
due to its size and positioning as it is at the far north-eastern tip of the gap and is
enclosed on three sides by Ashford. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of
sufficient scale and character that the settlements are unlikely to merge.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames
/ Stanwell on three sides, with development wrapping around the sub-area to the
north (the railway line and residential properties and gardens beyond), east (backs
of residential properties and gardens on Ashford Close) and south-east
(Woodthorpe Road). There are limited connections to the wider Green Belt due to
the presence of a treeline along the south-western edge, which limit visual links
beyond. Visual and functional connections to the wider Green Belt are further
diminished by the presence of piecemeal built-development within the Green Belt
immediately to the south, reducing its openness.

The northern, eastern and south-eastern boundaries at the edge of the built-up
area are strongly defined, consistent and regular, comprising the railway line to the
north, Woodthorpe Road to the south-east, and well-defined, rectilinear backs of
residential properties and gardens along Ashford Close. Therefore, the Green Belt
provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 30% of the sub-area is covered in built form. This comprises a
sports clubhouse and associated facilities including tennis courts, bowls
greens, a children's play area and a car park with a small, enclosed overgrown
field in the east and overgrown disused allotments in the west. There is a
notable difference between the area of the site in use by the Sports Club and
the flat, overgrown field in the eastern part of the site, which is separated by a
strong internal barrier comprising a mature tree line/hedgerow and fence. In
the eastern field, there are very strong views to the built form, including the
railway to the north and the settlement to the east and south. In the far
western part of the site there are very limited views to the wider countryside
due to the overgrown nature of the allotment and mature tree line.
Additionally, the western part adjoins the HMP Bronzefield car park, again
restricting the connection to the wider countryside in both visual and
perceptual terms.

Although the eastern part of the sub-area comprises a field, it has strong
connections to the settlement, and in combination with the urban uses and
strong connection to the settlement throughout the sub-area, overall it is
considered to generally have an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

1

0

0
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18-c

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5+            5            2

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely to be
permanent, comprising:

- the railway line along the north-western boundary;
- the backs of residential properties off Ashford Close along the north-eastern boundary; and
- Woodthorpe Road to the south.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is also clearly defined using a strong boundary which is recognisable and likely to be
permanent, comprising a footpath/ cycle path to the south west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (18) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with the sub-area. Local Area 18 scored strongly against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Staines-upon-
Thames / Egham, strongly against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, and weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of its semi-urban character
and diminished openness. The sub-area performs much less strongly against all of the Green Belt purposes. Its
enclosure with the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, small scale and urban character
of the site reduces the role it plays in restricting sprawl (Purpose 1), preventing the merging of settlements (Purpose
2), and preventing encroachment into the countryside (Purpose 3).

18-c is in close proximity to 18-a and 18-b to the south. If sub-area 18-c were to be released in isolation, it would
likely have a very limited impact upon surrounding sub-areas as a result of the visual self-containment of 18-c and its
limited connections to the wider Green Belt. If released, sub-areas 18-a and 18-b would play a more important role
in preventing the merging of settlements due to existing development patterns along Woodthorpe Road to the
south. However, the sensitivity of the gap would not be increased by the removal of 18-c, which makes very little
contribution to its overall scale or integrity.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north east towards settlement showing overgrown field.

Facing west  from centre of sub-area showing tennis courts.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing west from centre of sub-area showing play area and bowling club.

Facing north showing bowling green and adjoining residential dwellings.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east of Sunbury-on-Thames. It is bounded to the west by the built edge of
Sunbury-on-Thames, which comprises the edge of an industrial estate. It is also bounded to the north by Country
Way (A316), to the east by the Port Lane Brook, and to the south by the Shepperton branch railway line. The sub-
area is comprised of depot sites and paddock fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           6

19

16-a

16-c

19-a

28-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

19-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

19-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

19-a

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Greater London (Hanworth). In particular, the sub-area prevents
ribbon development along the A316 between the settlements, thus ensuring that
this gap is not reduced perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is physically connected to the large built up-area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, preventing its outward sprawl into open land.

The sub-area is bounded to the east by an established watercourse, to the north by
Country Way (A316), and to the south by a railway line; due to their prominence,
these features would restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising built
form.

The western boundary at the edge of the large built-up area is predominantly
weak. The boundary is not aligned with a readily recognisable feature, cutting
across amenity open space and roads. The Green Belt is therefore an important
barrier to sprawl in the absence of durable boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 23% of the sub-area is covered by built-form. This is
concentrated in the western part of the sub-area, comprising large areas of
hardstanding, a grit storage facility and low-density structures associated with
a depot, as well as stables. The eastern part of the sub-area is more open,
consisting of a series of small paddocks. While the eastern part of the sub-
area in particular has a sense of visual containment, due to dense planted
buffers along the eastern and northern edges of the sub-area, the western
part has stronger functional and visual links to the edge of Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell, as well as the A316 to the north which is a significant
urbanising influence. Noting the stronger contribution of the eastern area to
maintaining the openness of the countryside, overall the sub-area has a semi-
urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this Purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3+

3

2

0
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19-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            2

The inner boundary of the sub-area is not defined clearly using boundaries that are readily recognisable or likely to be
permanent, cutting across amenity open land and existing roads.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using strong boundary features, which are readily recognisable
and likely to be permanent, comprising:
- Country Way (A316) to the north;
- The Port Lane Brook to the east; and
- The Shepperton branch railway line to the south.

If the sub-area is released this would therefore result in a stronger Green Belt boundary than the existing inner Green
Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (19) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 19-a. Local Area 19 scored strongly against Purpose 1,
preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, strongly
against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater
London, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural
character. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a lesser contribution to Purposes 1 and 2. The sub-area
prevents the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, but to a lesser extent than the Local Area
due to the presence of established watercourses to regularise and restrict the form and scale of growth (Purpose 1),
and while the sub-area contributes to the overall scale and openness of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London (Hanworth) it forms a smaller part of the overall physical gap (Purpose 2).
19-a also makes a lesser contribution than the Local Area to Purpose 3 as a result of its diminished openness and
semi-urban character.

Sub-area 19-a is directly adjacent to 16-c to the north, 28-a to the south, and the remaining part of Local Area 19 to
the east. Due to its flat topography and the presence of established physical features along its boundaries,
reinforced by a mixture of planted buffers, screening views across to surrounding sub-areas, if 19-a was released in
isolation there would be limited if any visual impact upon the openness or rurality of surrounding sub-areas
(Purpose 3). However, if 19-a was released, this would have an adverse impact upon the performance of 16-c against
Purposes 1 and 2. This sub-area would have a greater sense of enclosure within the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, making a lesser contribution to Purpose 1, and furthermore would play a lesser role
in preventing merging of settlements (Purpose 2) due to the configuration of the surrounding settlement edge as
well as the reduction in the physical scale of this gap. Additionally, if 19-a were to be released in isolation, the wider
Local Area 19 would play a more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity
of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London would be increased by the further
reduction in the scale of separation (which is already diminished due to the presence of dispersed built-
development throughout the western part of the Local Area).

Sub-area 19-a is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1)
2015, the identified General Area 20 directly adjoins sub-area 19-a to the north. This General Area and was
identified as performing strongly and was recommended for retention within the Green Belt. Therefore, the impact
of the release of sub-area 19-a upon the performance of General Area 20 in Hounslow should be considered.

Overall, while the sub-area is recognised as playing a lesser role compared with the wider Green Belt Local Area, it is
considered that its release would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, further
fragmenting a sensitive gap between settlements which is narrow in scale.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1 View of sub-area facing south east from A313 footbridge, with views of depot site in
distance.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-east of Staines-upon-Thames, and west of Ashford. To the north and west,
the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Staines-upon-Thames, which comprises the railway line to the
north and the backs of residential properties and gardens on Sykes Drive to the west. The sub-area is also
bounded by a mature treeline and public footpath to the east. The sub-area comprises an overgrown meadow,
with residential properties and a playing field to the west.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           1

20

20-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

20-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

20-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Staines-Upon-
Thames along its northern and western edges.

Purpose 1 Assessment

20-a

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Staines-Upon-
Thames/ Egham and Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell. Its role is limited due
to its size and positioning as it is at the far south-western edge of the gap and is
enclosed on three sides by Staines-Upon-Thames/ Egham. Overall, it is judged
that the gap is of sufficient scale and character that the settlements are unlikely to
merge.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Staines-Upon-Thames /
Egham to the north and west, preventing its outward sprawl. Built form wraps
around the sub-area to the north, however is visually separated by the railway line
and mature treeline boundary.

The existing outer sub-area boundary is formed of a public footpath, further
reinforced by a mature tree line to the east and south. In combination, these
features are likely to restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising built
form.

The eastern and northern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up area are
predominantly regular and prominent, formed of the well-defined, rectilinear
edges of residential properties on Sykes Drive and Millers Close and the railway line
to the north. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in
addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 1.5% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
residential properties to the west, and the railway line to the north. The
remainder of the sub-area consists of an overgrown meadow, with a
maintained informal playing field to the west, adjoining the residential
properties. The mature treeline to the north and east creates a strong sense
of enclosure, with limited visual links to the surrounding countryside.
Although the sub-area is characterised by rural uses, the direct visual links to
residential properties and gardens on Sykes Drive diminish the overall sense
of rurality. Overall, the sub-area has a largely rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

1

3

0
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20-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

1+            1            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising regularised
properties and gardens on Sykes Drives.

The outer boundaries are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, including a public footpath
and mature tree line to the east and south.

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary, comprising the railway
line to the north and regularised backs of residential properties to the east.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 20 was identified as performing weakly against Purposes 1 and 2, as it is enclosed by the large built-up
area of Staines-upon-Thames, and forms part of the less essential gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.  The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
with a largely rural character, but with some development and urbanising influences. At the granular scale, the sub-
area performs moderately against Purpose 1, preventing its outward sprawl into the open Green Belt. The sub-area
performs similarly against Purpose 2, forming a small part of the less essential gap between Staines-Upon-Thames
and Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/Stanwell, and more strongly against Purpose 3, maintaining a largely rural
character.

SA-20-a does not directly adjoin any other sub-area. Due to the enclosed nature of the sub-area, and strong sense of
enclosure with limited visual links into the wider countryside, if released from the Green Belt it would not impact the
performance of the surrounding Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its
release would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north from southern part of sub-area showing field and adjoining residential
dwellings.

Facing south west from centre of sub-area showing field and adjoining residential area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south of Ashford. It is bounded by the built edge of Ashford to the north, north-east and
west. The sub-area is also bounded to the north by Fordbridge Road, to the south-east by the edge of a car park,
and to the south-west by a tree line along the edge of a golf course. The sub-area comprises a car park and
miscellaneous structure associated with the golf course.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           1

22

22-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

22-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

22-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell along its northern, eastern and western edges.

Purpose 1 Assessment

22-a

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation due to its small size and its enclosure by the
large built up area of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames
/ Stanwell to the north, east and west, with limited connection to the wider Green
Belt due to the presence of a planted buffers along part of its southern edge, as
well as the golf course and associated clubhouse and ancillary buildings to the
south, which screen views to the wider Green Belt beyond. It should be noted that
part of the southern boundary, specifically along the edge of the golf course itself,
comprises an intermittent hedgerow.

The northern, eastern and western boundaries at the edge of the large built-up
area are generally prominent and likely to be permanent, comprising Fordbridge
Road to the north, the well-defined, rectilinear edge of a residential property and
garden to the east, and a strongly defined edge of a mature wooded area in the
west. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to
these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 33% of the sub-area is covered by built-form. This comprises
the car park for the Robert Walton Ashford Manor Golf Club in the eastern
part of the sub-area. Separated by the access lane to the golf course, the
western part of the sub-area comprises the northern tip of the golf course
with an area of mature trees along the north-western boundary. There are
strong views to the adjacent settlement in the east and views to the golf
course in the south-west. There are limited views to the wider countryside as
the golf clubhouse lies to the south of the sub-area and restricts views to the
wider Green Belt. Overall, the sub-area has an urban character due to the
strong relationship with the settlement and urban land uses.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

0

0

0
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22-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

1+            1            2

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely to be
permanent comprising:

- Fordbridge Road to the north;
- the regular backs of houses in the east; and
- a strong mature tree line/woodland in the west.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is not clearly defined, comprising a broken mature tree line which runs along the
car park in the south east and has significant gaps in the south west due to the golf course. This boundary is not readily
recognisable and is unlikely to be permanent.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than currently
exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The sub-area performs similarly weakly as the wider Local Area 22 in which it sits, scoring weakly against Purposes 1,
2 and 3.

The removal of the sub-area will not affect the performance of other sub-areas as there are no sub-areas in close
proximity. Furthermore, the relatively self-containment of this sub-area in the context of the wider Green Belt Local
Area means that there would limited or no impact on the performance of this broader area against the Purposes.

Overall, the sub-area plays a very limited role in the wider Green Belt due to its enclosed nature and urban
character.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south east from centre of sub-area showing golf car park .

Facing west from eastern boundary showing golf course.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the east of Staines-upon-Thames and the south-west of Ashford. It is bounded by the built
edge of Staines to the west. The sub-area is also bounded to the north by the Fordbridge Roundabout and
Kingston Road (B377), to the east by the River Ash, to the south by a Thames Water artificial water channel, and
to the west by the edge of the Refuse and Recycling Centre. The sub-area comprises a paddock field, as well as
hardstanding used as car parking and open storage.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           1

24

24-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018
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24-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham in the west, and perceptually at the edge of the large built-up area
of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell along its northern and north-eastern
edges due to the strong functional and visual links across to development on the
opposite side of the Fordbridge Roundabout.

Purpose 1 Assessment

24-a

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between
Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames/Egham. The location of the
sub-area is at a critical point of connection between settlements. Therefore, the
sub-area plays a strong contribution to the prevention of merging settlements
forming large part of very narrow gap between settlements. Its removal would
contribute to the merging of settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is contiguous within the large built up areas of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham to the west, and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell to the
north and north-east, preventing their outward sprawl and playing a particularly
important role in preventing sprawl.

The western boundary at the edge of the built-up area is predominantly weak and
lacking in durability. The existing boundary cuts across hard standing associated
with the Refuse and Recycling centre and is therefore not aligned with a feature
that is readily recognisable. The Green Belt plays an important role in preventing
sprawl in the absence of durable boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 17% of the sub-area is covered by built form comprising
hardstanding and open storage associated with the Recycling and Refuse
Centre. A low-grade paddock also lies in the east of the sub-area. This part of
the sub-area is bounded by a strong mature tree line and the River Ash,
restricting any longer views to the wider countryside in the east and south-
east. There is also a thick mature tree line in the south-west of the sub-area
which runs along the canal. There are strong views to the B377 in the west
and north-west due to the weak western boundary which comprises a broken
hedgerow. The Refuse and Recycling Centre provides a strong urban influence
as the sub-area wraps around it. Therefore, due to the mix of rural and urban
uses, the views to the B377 and the urbanising influence of the Refuse and
Recycling Centre the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5+

5

2

0
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24-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is not clearly defined, comprising the Refuse and Recycling Centre car park edge and
a small part of Ashford Road. This boundary is not readily recognisable and unlikely to be permanent.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely to
be permanent comprising:

-the B377 and Fordbridge Roundabout in the north;
- a strong mature tree line in the east; and
- the River Ash along the east and south.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently
exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (24) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with the sub-area. Local Area 24 scored strongly against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Staines-upon-
Thames / Egham, strongly against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an
area with a largely rural and open character. While the sub-area performs less strongly against Purpose 3 due to its
semi-urban character and close proximity to surrounding development, it plays a similarly important role against
Purposes 1 and 2. While it is small in scale, it sits in a particularly sensitive location between two large built-up areas.
It is contiguous with Staines-upon-Thames/Egham and Ashford/ Sunbury / Stanwell and plays a strong role in
preventing sprawl (Purpose 1), and prevents the merging of these settlements (Purpose 2).

If sub-area 24-a is released, this is unlikely to impact the performance of any other sub-areas as there are no sub-
areas within close enough proximity. However, if removed, Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell would merge
with Staines-upon-Thames, thus reducing the role of the wider Green Belt Local Areas 23 and 24 to the north and
south in restricting merging (Purpose 2). At a strategic level, it would also sever the links across this broader,
strategic swathe of Green Belt separating Staines-upon-Thames / Egham from Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell.

Overall, the sub-area plays a very important role in the wider strategic Green Belt, as it is a key point at which, both
physically and perceptually, Staines-upon-Thames / Egham and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell could
merge.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north east from carpark showing enclosed field in the north of the sub-area.

Facing east into sub-area from car park showing bin storage.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-west of Littleton. To the south-east, the sub-area is bounded by the built
edge of Littleton, comprising Studios Road and the backs of residential properties and gardens on Korda Close,
Astleham Way and Oberon Way. It is also bounded by the bottom of the Queen Mary Reservoir embankment to
the north-east, and the River Ash to the west and south-west. The sub-area comprises a meadow and dispersed
woodland to the west, and a car park to the south-east.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

          21

25

33-a

25-a

42-bContains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

25-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

25-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

25-a

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Staines-Upon-Thames and
Littleton, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the gap. The sub-area
prevents development along the western reservoir edge, ensuring that this gap is
not reduced perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 6% of the sub-area is covered by built form, comprising the
Shepperton Studios car park. The remaining part of the sub-area comprises an
open field, with dispersed woodland in the north-western and southern
corners. The north-western part of the sub-area has a more rural character,
with a strong sense of enclosure due to the reservoir embankment and the
dense woodland to the north. The eastern part of the sub-area is more semi-
urban in character, formed of the Shepperton Studio car park, and has strong
visual and functional links with the studio and residential development to the
south. Although there is an absence of built form, the residential
development, Studio Road and filming studios to the south form strong
urbanising influences. Overall, the sub-area has a largely rural character,
however the south-eastern part is more semi-urban in character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

3

3

0
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25-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3            3            3

The outer boundaries are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, including:

- Queen Mary Reservoir to the north
- The River Ash and mature treeline to the west

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined by a mixture of strong and moderate boundary features, including:

- Studios Road
- Rectilinear backs/sides of residential properties and gardens

If released, the sub-area would result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength as the existing
inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 25 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land.
The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purposes 2 and 3, forming part of the wider gap
between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Shepperton / Lower Halliford and Littleton, with a largely
rural character.

At the granular scale, the sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 1, as it does not adjoin a large built-up
area. The sub-area performs similarly against Purpose 2, forming part of the wider gap between Staines-Upon-
Thames and Littleton, and more strongly against Purpose 3 due to its largely rural character.

SA-25-a directly adjoins SA-33-a to the south. Due to the enclosed nature of the sub-area, located between Littleton
and the Queen Mary Reservoir, if it is released from the Green Belt in isolation it is unlikely to substantially alter the
performance of the adjoining sub-area against Purpose 3. Although SA-33-a is largely rural in character, the mature
treeline adjoining the River Ash could help to screen potentially urbanising influences. The dense woodland to the
north-west of the sub-area is also likely to maintain the perceptual gap between Littleton and Staines-upon-Thames.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its
release would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, but makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic
Green Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from centre of sub-area showing car park.

Facing north west from car park showing open field and reservoir bund in east.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Charlton Village (part of the continuous built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell). To the north, it is bounded by the built edge of Charlton Village, which
comprises the backs of residential properties and gardens on Walnut Tree Road. It is bounded to the south by
New Road and Charlton Road, and to the north-west by the base of the Queen Mary Reservoir embankment.
The sub-area comprises of paddocks and stables.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           3

25

29-b

42-a

25-b

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

25-b

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

25-b
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

25-b

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell and Littleton, which is of sufficient scale and character that
the settlements are unlikely to merge. As a result of the configuration of the edge
of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, which partly wraps around to the
sub-area to the north and east, as well as the presence of significant buffer
features to the south and north-west, the sub-area makes little contribution to
the physical separation between the settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is physically connected to the large built up-area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, preventing its further outward sprawl into open
land.

The sub-area is bounded to the south by New Road / Charlton Road and to the
north-west by the edge of the Queen Mary Reservoir embankment; due to their
physical prominence, these features would restrict the scale of growth and assist in
regularising built form.

The northern and eastern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up area are a
mixture of durable and non-durable boundary features. While the boundary is
aligned with the largely rectilinear edges of residential properties and gardens,
some of these boundaries are poorly defined and challenging to identify. The Green
Belt plays an important role in preventing sprawl in the absence of durable
boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 4% of the sub-area is covered by built-form, comprising stables
in the south-eastern part of the sub-area. The remainder of the sub-area
comprises open pony paddocks. There are substantive urbanising influences
surrounding the sub-area, including strong visual links to residential
properties and gardens to the north and east, as well as Charlton Road and
New Road to the south. These features, as well as the embankment of the
Queen Mary Reservoir to the north-west, create a sense of visual containment
and severance from the wider countryside, and a strong connection to the
adjacent settlement edge. However, based on the openness of the sub-area
and its functional land use, it retains a largely rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this Purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3+

1

3

0
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25-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3            3            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is partly defined using boundary features of moderate strength, which are readily
recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising the established, rectilinear edges of residential properties and
gardens on Charlton Road and Walnut Tree Road. However, part of the northern boundary is not clearly defined, where
the backs of existing residential gardens are not aligned with readily recognisable features.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using a mixture of strong and moderate boundary features, that
are readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, specifically:

- Charlton Road and New Road to the south; and
- The base of the Queen Mary Reservoir embankment to the north-west.

If the sub-area is released this would therefore result in a stronger Green Belt boundary than the existing inner Green
Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (25) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 25-b. Local Area 25 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, moderately against Purpose
2, maintaining the wider gaps between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Shepperton / Lower Halliford
and Littleton, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely
rural character. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a similar contribution as the wider Local Area to
Purposes 1 and 3, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell where there are
established boundaries to regularise and restrict the form and scale of growth (Purpose 1), and preventing
encroachment into an area with a largely rural character (Purpose 3). However, 25-b makes a lesser contribution to
Purpose 2, forming only a small, less essential part of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and
Littleton, which is of sufficient scale and character that the settlements are unlikely to merge.

25-b is directly adjacent to 42-a and 29-b to the south, as well as the remaining part of Local Area 25 to the north.
Due to its sense of containment and separation from adjacent sub-areas and the Local Area, both visually and
physically (as a result of strong, defensible boundary features to the north-west and south), and its stronger visual
connection to the edge of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, if 25-b is released in isolation it is considered
that there would be limited impact upon the performance of surrounding areas against the Purposes.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, but makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic
Green Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing west from eastern part of the site, with views towards Queen
Mary Reservoir.

View of sub-area facing north east from with the eastern part of the site, with views
towards rear of residential dwellings.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

View of sub-area facing north from the southern boundary, with views towards Queen
Mary Reservoir.

View of sub-area facing west from the southern part of the site, with views towards
Queen Mary Reservoir.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south of Staines-upon-Thames and to the north of Laleham. To the west, north and east,
the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Staines-upon-Thames, which comprises Worple Road to the east,
and the backs of residential properties and gardens along Pavilion Gardens and Brightside Avenue to the north
and east. The sub-area is also bounded by the edge of a garden centre and an established treeline to the south.
The sub-area comprises Staines Hockey Club, Cricket Club and an open paddock field.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

          14

27

27-a

27-b

27-c

27-d

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

27-a

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

27-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up area of Staines-upon-
Thames along its northern, eastern and western edges.

Purpose 1 Assessment

27-a

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham and Laleham. Its role is limited since it is enclosed by the large
built-up area of Staines-Upon-Thames/Egham and is separated by the overall gap
further south. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of sufficient scale and character
that the settlements are unlikely to merge.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Staines-Upon-Thames /
Egham. The sub-area is physically and visually enclosed by built form as the
settlement wraps around the sub-area on three sides (north, east and west), while
part of the southern edge abuts a garden centre and the edges of residential
properties, further increasing the sense of containment. Much of the outer
boundary of the sub-area to the south-east comprises mature trees, which screen
views towards the wider Green Belt (though it is acknowledged that this linkage is
greater in the south-western part of the sub-area, where the outer boundary
comprises irregular hedgerow). The western, northern and eastern boundaries at
the edge of the large built-up area consist of predominantly consistent and
prominent features that are likely to be permanent, including the well-defined,
rectilinear backs of residential properties along Pavilion Gardens to the north,
Brightside Avenue to the east and Worple Road to the west (which is further
reinforced by a strong hedgerow and mature tree line). Therefore, the Green Belt
provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 9% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises a
Hockey Club, Cricket Club and sports pitch in the southern part of the sub-
area. The majority of the sub-area encompasses a large open paddock in the
north and north-east. There is also a sports ground and artificial sports ground
which is separated from the paddock field by an internal boundary comprising
a mature tree line. As a result of this internal boundary and the strong mature
tree line in the west which runs adjacent to Worple Road, the sports ground
part of the sub-area is perceptually enclosed with some views to the
surrounding settlement in the south-west and north-east. The large open
paddock field in the northern part of the sub-area, beyond the internal
boundary has strong views to the settlement in the north, east and west.
There are limited views to the wider countryside in the south, particularly in
the south-west where the tree line is more dispersed. Overall, the sub-area
has a semi-urban character due to the mix of rural and urban uses and the
strong relationship with the settlement.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

1

2

0
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27-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely to be
permanent comprising:

- the regular backs of houses off Pavilion Gardens and Brightside Avenue to the north and east; and
- a strong mature tree line running adjacent to Worple Road, with a small section following the rear of residential
properties, to the west.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are not clearly defined, comprising a mix of intermittent hedge way and stronger
mature tree line and fences separating the sports pitch and adjoining garden centre. Whilst this is readily recognisable,
it is not likely to be permanent.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than currently
exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Predominantly due to its relatively small scale, sub-area 27-a performs less strongly against Purposes 1 and 2 than
the wider Local Area 27 in which it sits. As the sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Staines-upon-
Thames / Egham, and relatively small in scale in the context of the overall gap between Staines-upon-Thames and
Laleham, it plays a weaker role in preventing sprawl from the large built up area (Purpose 1) and preventing the
merging of settlements (Purpose 2). The sub-area plays a lesser role than the wider Local Area in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment (Purpose 3). While the Local Area was considered to have a largely rural character,
the sub-area is semi-urban and has strong visual links to the edge of the urban area.

27-a is adjacent to 27-b to the south. Due to the irregular pattern and configuration development at the edge of
Staines-upon-Thames, it is considered that, if 27-a were removed in isolation, there would be limited impact upon
the performance of 27-b against Purposes 1 or 2, or upon the overall integrity of the wider Green Belt. The overall
scale and openness of the gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Laleham would not be diminished substantively
(Purpose 2), though 27-b would play a more critical role in maintaining this separation. While much sub-area 27-a is
visually contained by mature tree lines, it is noted that the south-western part has stronger visual links across 27-b
towards the wider countryside as the boundaries here are formed of intermittent hedgerow. Thus, there may be an
adverse impact upon the visual openness and rurality of the adjacent 27-b (Purpose 3). However, it is acknowledged
that this impact would likely be relatively localised, and furthermore could be mitigated through enhancements to
existing planted buffers.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt subject to the incorporation of
additional visual screening from the wider Green Belt in the south-western part.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from car park showing cricket pitches in southern part of sub-area.

Facing north from club house showing agricultural field and adjoining residential
dwellings.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south of Staines-upon-Thames and to the north of Laleham. To the west and partly to
the north, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Staines-upon-Thames, which comprises the backs of
residential properties and gardens along Northfield Road, Staines Road and Brightside Avenue. It is also bounded
to the south, east and partly to the north by mature treelines. The sub-area comprises a garden centre and an
open paddock.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

          24

27

27-a

27-b

27-c

27-d

27-e

27-f

33-c
Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

27-b

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright

and database right 2018

27-b
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham along its western edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

27-b

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Staines-upon-Thames/Egham
and Laleham, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the gap between
settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Staines-upon-Thames /
Egham, preventing its outward sprawl into open land. The outer green belt
boundaries all comprise natural features of moderate strength, including a mature
tree line to the east and more an intermittent tree belt / hedgerow to the south
(adjoining sub-area 27-f). It is unlikely that these features, in themselves, would
restrict the scale of growth or assist in regularising development form.

The eastern and northern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up area consist
of largely prominent features that are likely to be permanent, including the well-
defined, rectilinear backs of residential properties on Northfield Road, Staines Road
and, to the north, Brightside Avenue. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further
barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 7% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises a
garden centre and car park. The majority of the sub-area comprises a large
open field to the east and a smaller open field separated by an internal
boundary in the north-west. In the east, there are limited views to open
countryside due to a strong mature tree line along the eastern boundary.
There are minor views to the settlement in the north.  The section of the sub-
area which comprises the garden centre is notably different in character to
the eastern part of the sub-area, as the garden centre has a strong connection
to the wider settlement and views to Staines Road. However, the majority of
the sub-area comprises large open fields which gives the sub-area a largely
rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

3

3

0
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27-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely to be
permanent comprising:

- the regular backs of residential properties to the north along Brightside Avenue; and
- the regular backs of residential properties along Staines Road and Northfield Road to the west.

The outer boundary to the north is not clearly defined, comprising a mixture of intermittent hedge way and stronger
mature tree line. The outer boundary to the south is also not clearly defined comprising a wall/fence and scattered
mature trees and hedge ways. Although these features are readily recognisable, they are unlikely to be permanent. The
outer boundary to the east is clearly defined formed of a mature tree line and public footpath, which is recognisable
and likely to be permanent

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than currently exists
and would result in the 'islanding' of sub-area 27-a.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (27) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with the sub-area. Local Area 27 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, strongly against Purpose 2, maintaining
the essential gap between Staines-upon-Thames / Egham and Laleham, and moderately against Purpose 3,
preventing encroachment into an area with a largely rural and open character. While the sub-area performs less
strongly against Purpose 2 as a result of its smaller scale in the context of the overall gap, it plays a similarly
important role against Purposes 1 and 3. In line with the wider Local Area, 27-b is connected to the large built-up
area of Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, but plays a particularly important role in preventing sprawl as a result of the
limited durability of its boundaries, which would not restrict the scale of growth or assist in regularising
development form (Purpose 1). 27-b is also largely rural in character and predominantly open, thus performs a
similar role to the wider Local Area in safeguarding the countryside from encroachment (Purpose 3).

If sub-area 27-b were to be released in its entirety, this would likely have a significant impact upon the other sub-
areas within Local Area 27. Sub-area 27-b lies at the centre of the Local Area and forms a substantive part of its
overall area. Given the Local Area forms a wider part of the overall gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Laleham,
if it were to be removed from the Green Belt it would greatly reduce the scale of this gap. Furthermore, the adjacent
sub-areas 27-f, 27-d, and 27-e would play a more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and the
overall sensitivity of the gap between Staines-upon-Thames / Egham and Laleham would be increased by the further
fragmentation of the gap, which has already been compromised significantly by historic patterns of ribbon
development along Staines Road (B376) and Ashford Road. If 27-b was removed, this would also diminish the
openness and rurality of a wider swathe of surrounding Green Belt (Purpose 3) to the south and east, and would
further reduce the role of 27-a in preventing the merging of settlements (Purpose 2), as this sub-area would become
completely enclosed by development and would not function as part of a broader gap. In contrast, the far western
part of the sub-area makes a lesser contribution to openness and has a more semi-urban feel due to the presence of
built-form at the garden centre. This area, set between residential properties to the south and artificial sports
pitches to the north, has a strong sense of containment and is small in scale, thus making a more limited
contribution to purposes 1 and 2. If this part were to be removed, it is considered that it would not result in harm to
the wider Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release in its
entirety would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt due to substantive scale and
position in a wider gap between adjacent settlements. The sub-areas largely rural character also contributes to the
openness of the countryside, and the sub-area provides an important barrier to outward sprawl of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham. However, as a result of existing encroachment, visual containment and stronger visual links towards
the edge of Staines-upon-Thames, the far western part of the sub-area does not play a fundamental role in relation
to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and if released in isolation would not harm the performance of the wider
strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, but the western part makes a less important contribution to the wider
strategic Green Belt. Western part recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north west showing inner boundary to south east and paddock field.

Facing north east showing garden centre and car park in western part of sub-area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south of Staines-upon-Thames. To the west, north and east, the sub-area is bounded by
the built edge of Staines-upon-Thames, which comprises the backs of residential properties and gardens on
Abbot Close, Bingham Drive, Brightside Avenue and Berryscroft Road, as well as the edges of Buckland Primary
School. It is also bounded to the south by established hedgerow. The sub-area comprises the Greenfield
Recreation Ground and school playing fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           4

27

27-b

27-c

27-d

27-e
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27-c
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham, along its northern, eastern and western edges.

Purpose 1 Assessment

27-c

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham and Laleham. Its role is limited since it is enclosed by the large
built-up area of Staines-Upon-Thames/Egham and is separated by the overall gap
further south. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of sufficient scale and character
that the settlements are unlikely to merge.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Staines-upon-Thames /
Egham. The sub-area has a sense of visual containment, with strong views to
adjacent development to the north, east and west, and weaker linkages with the
wider Green Belt due to the presence of a consistent, mature tree line which limits
views outwards.

The western, northern and eastern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up
area partly consists prominent features that are likely to be permanent, specifically
the well-defined, rectilinear backs of residential properties and gardens on
Bingham Drive and Abbot Close to the east, Berryscroft Road to the north, and
Brightside Avenue to the west. However, part of the boundary to the south of
Buckland Primary School cuts across open playing fields and through an existing
building, and therefore lacks durability and permanence. Therefore, the Green Belt
plays an important role in preventing sprawl in the absence of durable boundary
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Less than 1% of the sub-area is covered by built form. The sub-area comprises
managed urban land comprising the Greenfield Recreation Ground in the east
and the Buckland School Primary Fields in the west. The land is flat and
surrounded by dwellings on three sides, the views to the wider countryside to
the south are limited by mature tree lines creating an enclosed feel. Overall,
the site is urban in character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1+

1

1

0
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27-c

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined, using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely to
be permanent comprising:

- the boundary to Buckland Primary School to the north west; and
-the regular backs of residential properties to the east off Bingham Drive, north-east off Berryscroft Road and west off
Brightside Avenue.

The outer boundary to the south is clearly defined using a strong boundary comprised of a mature tree line and public
footpath, which is readily recognisable and likely to be permanent.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary, although it would be more regular.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Predominantly due to its size, sub-area 27-c performs less strongly against Purposes 1 and 2 than the wider Local
Area 27 in which it sits. As the sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, and
relatively small in scale in the context of the overall gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Laleham, it plays a
weaker role in preventing sprawl from the large built up area (Purpose 1) and preventing the merging of settlements
(Purpose 2). The sub-area plays a lesser role than the wider Local Area in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment (Purpose 3). While the Local Area was considered to have a largely rural character, the sub-area has
an urban character and strong visual links to the edge of the urban area.

27-c is adjacent to 27-d to the south. Due to the irregular pattern and configuration development at the edge of
Staines-upon-Thames, it is considered that, if 27-d were removed in isolation, there would be no impact upon the
performance of 27-b against Purposes 1 or 2, or upon the overall integrity of the wider Green Belt. The overall scale
and openness of the gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Laleham would not be diminished (Purpose 2), though
27-d (in combination with surrounding sub-areas) would play a more critical role in maintaining this separation.
Furthermore, 27-c is visually contained by mature tree lines which limit visual links with the wider countryside.
There would therefore be very little impact upon the visual openness and rurality of the adjacent sub-area 27-d
(Purpose 3).

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing west from eastern boundary showing open field.

Facing north from south eastern part of sub-area showing eastern boundary and
adjoining residential dwellings.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south of Staines-upon-Thames and to the north of Laleham. The sub-area is bounded to
the north, south, east and west by mature hedgerows and treelines, and is located to the south-west of Abbot
Close and to the west of residential properties on Ashford Road and Greenway Drive. It comprises an enclosed,
large open field with a public footpath running along its western boundary.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           7
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

27-d

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Staines-upon-Thames/Egham
and Laleham, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the gap between
settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

The sub-area has no built form and comprises a large flat open field which is
very enclosed mature trees and hedge way in all sides. There are limited views
beyond the site to the wider countryside due to the strong boundaries. The
sub-area has an unspoilt rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

3

5

0
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27-d

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The sub-area does not encompass any of the existing inner Green Belt boundary, and therefore can only be considered
with the adjacent sub-area 27-c which lies to the north of sub-area 27-d.

The inner boundaries of sub-area 27-c are clearly defined, using strong boundaries which are recognisable and likely to
be permanent comprising:

- the boundary to Buckland Primary School to the north west; and
-the regular backs of residential properties to the east off Bingham Drive, north-east off Berryscroft Road and west off
Brightside Avenue.

The outer boundary of 27-d is clearly defined using a strong boundary comprised of mature tree line/ hedgerows, which
is readily recognisable and likely to be permanent.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (27) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with the sub-area. Local Area 27 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, strongly against Purpose 2, maintaining
the essential gap between Staines-upon-Thames / Egham and Laleham, and moderately against Purpose 3,
preventing encroachment into an area with a largely rural and open character. While the sub-area performs less
strongly against Purpose 2 as a result of its smaller scale in the context of the overall gap, it performs more strongly
against Purposes 1 and 3. In line with the wider Local Area, 27-d is connected to the large built-up area of Staines-
upon-Thames / Egham, but plays a particularly important role in preventing sprawl as a result of the limited
durability of its boundaries, which would not restrict the scale of growth or assist in regularising development form
(Purpose 1). Additionally, 27-d has strong openness, a strong sense of remoteness and possess an unspoilt rural
character (due to its limited visual links to adjoining development), thus performing a particularly important role in
safeguarding the countryside from encroachment (Purpose 3) in the context of the wider Local Area.

If sub-area 27-d were to be released in isolation, this would likely have a significant impact upon the other sub-areas
within Local Area 27. Sub-area 27-b forms a wider part of the overall gap between Staines-upon-Thames and
Laleham. Thus, if it were to be removed from the Green Belt in isolation, it would greatly reduce the scale of this
gap. Furthermore, the adjacent sub-areas, particularly 27-b and 27-f, would play a more critical role in preventing
merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between Staines-upon-Thames / Egham and
Laleham would be increased by the further fragmentation of the gap, which has already been compromised
significantly by historic patterns of ribbon development along Staines Road (B376) and Ashford Road. If 27-d was
removed, this would also diminish the openness and rurality of a wider swathe of surrounding Green Belt (Purpose
3) to the south, west and east, and specifically would reduce the role of 27-e in preventing further sprawl (Purpose
1) and restricting the merging of settlements (Purpose 2), as the sub-area would have a greater sense of enclosure
by the settlement edge and weaker links to the wider Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt due its substantive scale and position in the
wider gap between adjacent settlements, as well as its strong, unspoilt rural character.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south west from northern boundary showing open field.

Facing south from northern part of sub-area showing tree line boundaries along south,
east and west.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south of Staines-upon-Thames and to the north-east of Laleham. To the north, the sub-
area is bounded by the built edge of Staines-upon-Thames, which comprises Honnor Road and the edges of
residential properties and gardens on Ashford Road, Honnor Road and Middle Green. The sub-area is also
bounded by Ashford Road to the east, mature treelines/hedgerows to the west, and the backs of residential
properties and gardens on New Farm Close. The sub-area comprises a number of residential properties and
gardens set across several of cul-de-sacs, as well as a managed park and some open fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           8
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Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham along its northern edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

27-e

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Staines-upon-Thames/Egham
and Laleham, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the gap between
settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Staines-upon-Thames /
Egham, preventing its further sprawl. The outer boundaries of the sub-area to the
west and south comprise a mixture of planted buffers, including mature treelines
and hedgerows which are intermittent in parts. It is unlikely that these features
would restrict the further scale of growth or assist in regularising development
form, particularly given the historic patterns of sprawl which have permeated along
Ashford Road.

The northern boundary at the edge of the built-up area predominantly consists of
prominent features that are likely to be permanent, specifically the well-defined,
rectilinear edges of residential properties and gardens on Ashford Road, Honnor
Road and Abbot Close, which are reinforced further by a public footpath, and part
of Middle Green. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in
addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 10% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
sporadic dwellings throughout the sub-area and a cluster of dwellings in the
south. The sub-area also comprises a play area, sports pitches and Middle
Green Park in the north. A public footpath runs along the northern boundary
adjacent to the wider settlement in the north. There are limited views to the
wider countryside in the west due to a strong mature tree line and strong
views to the settlement in the north and Ashford Road to the east. Overall,
the sub-area has an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

3

1

0
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27-e

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined by:

- Ashford Road to the east;
- the backs of residential properties and gardens facing onto New Farm Close to the south;
- a mature tree line to the west.

Part of the outer boundary to the west is less clearly defined, being made up of a fragmented tree line.

The inner boundary of the sub-area is less clearly defined by the public footpath and sides of residential properties to
the north.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (27) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with the sub-area. Local Area 27 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, strongly against Purpose 2, maintaining
the essential gap between Staines-upon-Thames / Egham and Laleham, and moderately against Purpose 3,
preventing encroachment into an area with a largely rural and open character. While the sub-area performs less
strongly against Purposes 2 and 3, as a result of its smaller scale in the context of the overall gap, and its urban
character due the presence of extensive ribbon development along Ashford Road, it plays a more critical with regard
to Purpose 1. In line with the wider Local Area, 27-e is connected to the large built-up area of Staines-upon-Thames
/ Egham, but plays a particularly important role in preventing further sprawl as a result of the limited durability of its
boundaries, which would not restrict the scale of growth or assist in regularising development form (Purpose 1).

If sub-area 27-e were to be released in isolation, this would likely have a significant impact upon the other sub-areas
within Local Area 27. Sub-area 27-e forms a wider part of the overall gap between Staines-upon-Thames and
Laleham, playing a particularly important in preventing ribbon development. Thus, if it were to be removed from the
Green Belt in isolation, it would further diminish the scale of this gap. Furthermore, the adjacent sub-area 27-f
would play an even more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the
gap between Staines-upon-Thames / Egham and Laleham would be increased by the further fragmentation of the
gap, which has already been compromised significantly by historic patterns of ribbon development along Staines
Road (B376) and Ashford Road. If 27-d was removed, this would also reduce the role of 27-d (and 27-b further west)
in preventing further sprawl (Purpose 1) and restricting the merging of settlements (Purpose 2), as the edge of
Staines-upon-Thames would wrap around these areas to the north, east and west.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south east from western boundary showing northern boundary to sub-area and
play area in the northern part of the sub-area.

Facing south east from northern boundary showing play area and sports fields.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south of Staines-upon-Thames and the north of Laleham. The sub-area is bounded by an
artificial channel associated with Thames Water infrastructure to the south, Staines Road to the west, and
established tree belts / hedgerows to the east and partly to the north. The sub-area is also partly bounded to the
north by the built edge of Staines-upon-Thames, comprising the edge of a single residential property and garden.
The sub-area comprises a nursery and paddock fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           5
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The north-western tip of the sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up
area of Staines-upon-Thames / Egham.

Purpose 1 Assessment

27-f

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Staines-upon-
Thames and Laleham, preventing development that would significantly physically
reduce the perceived and actual distances between these settlements, and would
result in their effective merging.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Staines-upon-
Thames/Egham, preventing its outward sprawl. While the outer boundary of the
sub-area to the south, comprising an artificial Thames Water channel, is prominent
and durable, it is unlikely that softer natural features to the north and east
(comprising fragmented tree belts / hedgerows) would restrict the scale of growth
or assist in regularising development form.

The northern boundary at the edge of the large built-up area of Staines-upon-
Thames / Egham, is predominantly durable, comprising the established, rectilinear
edge of a residential property and its garden on Staines Road. Therefore, the Green
Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 27% of the sub-area is covered by built-form. This is dispersed
throughout much of the western and central parts of the sub-area, comprising
glasses houses and other low-density structures associated with market
gardening use. The far east of the sub-area has a more open feel, consisting of
a series of small, self-contained paddocks. The far western and eastern parts
of the sub-area have strong visual connections to adjacent residential
properties, though there are some longer views to the north across open
countryside. Overall, despite the significant proportion of built-form within
the sub-area, the mixture of land uses contributes to a more semi-urban
character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

5

2

0
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27-f

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using boundary features of moderate strength, which are
recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising the well-defined, rectilinear back of a residential property and
garden to the north-west.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is partly defined clearly using boundary features of moderate strength, that are
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, specifically:

- An artificial watercourse to the south;
- Well-established hedgerow to the east.

However, the northern boundary of the sub-area is not defined clearly, comprising an intermittent hedgerow / tree belt,
which furthermore does not restrict longer views to the wider Green Belt beyond.

If the sub-area is released this would result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than the existing inner
Green Belt boundary. However, it is considered that this could feasibly be subject to further strengthening to ensure a
greater likelihood of permanence, and to restrict views to the wider Green Belt to the north.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (27) does not meet Purpose 4, in line with the 27-f. The Local Area meets Purpose 1
moderately, preventing the outward sprawl of Staines-upon-Thames / Egham, Purpose 2 strongly, maintain the
essential gap between Staines-upon-Thames and Laleham, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing
encroachment into a predominantly open, largely rural area. At the more granular scale, the sub-area plays a
similarly important role as part of the wider Local Area 27 in relation to Purpose 2, protecting the essential gap
between Staines-upon-Thames and Laleham at its narrowest point, and performs more strongly against Purpose 1
due to the lack of established boundary features which would regularise and restrict the scale and form of outward
growth of Staines-upon-Thames / Egham. Notably, it plays a weaker role in preventing encroachment into the
countryside due to its reduced openness and semi-urban character.

27-f is directly adjacent to 27-b to the north, and 34-a to the south. If sub-area 27-f were to be released in isolation,
it would likely have a substantive adverse impact upon the performance of these sub-areas against the Purposes. It
would greatly reduce the role of 27-b in restricting sprawl (Purpose 1) and preventing the merging of settlements
(Purpose 2), as this sub-area would become physically enclosed and separated from the wider Green Belt to the
south. This is also likely to adversely affect a broader area of the wider Local Area 27 to the north-east. Additionally,
if 27-f were to be released in isolation, 34-a would play a more critical role in preventing merging between
settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between Staines-upon-Thames / Egham and Laleham would be
increased by the further fragmentation of the gap, which along Staines Road has already been compromised
significantly by the prevalence of ribbon development. If 27-f was removed, this would also diminish the openness
and rurality of a wider swathe of surrounding Green Belt (Purpose 3).

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing north east from southern part of the site, with views of the
nursery.

View of sub-area facing north east from the northern part of the site, with views across a
paddock.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east and north of Sunbury-on-Thames. To the south and west, the sub-area is
bounded by the built edges of Sunbury-on-Thames, which comprise Park Road, and Staines Road East and
Portland Bridge (A308). The sub-area is also bounded by the Shepperton Branch railway line to the north and the
Port Lane Brook to the east. The sub-area comprises Kempton Park Racecourse with associated infrastructure to
the west, a large water body to the north and unmanaged open countryside with small waterbodies and
woodland to the east.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

28-a

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London (Hampton), preventing development
that would significantly visually and physically reduce the perceived and actual
distance between these settlements. The scale of the gap is relatively small and
the sub-area is predominantly open, thus the sub-area plays a particularly
important role in maintaining the overall scale and openness of the gap, and
avoiding the perceptual merging of the settlements along the A308.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell, preventing its outward sprawl.

The sub-area is bounded to the east by the Portlane Brook and the north by the
Shepperton Branch railway line; as a result of their likely permanence, these
features would restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising built form.

The western boundary at the edge of the large built-up area is prominent and likely
to be permanent, comprising Park Road and the A308 (Staines Road East).
Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 8% of the sub-area is covered by built-form. This is
concentrated in the far west of the sub-area, comprising the Kempton Park
grandstand, as well as various buildings, low-density structures and areas of
hardstanding associated with the racecourse. The remainder of the western
part of the sub-area includes the managed race course area and a large water
body. The eastern part of the sub-area has a very open feel, and there are
long views across open grassy fields and scrubland. While there are occasional
views towards residential properties to the south, as well as the structures in
the western part of the sub-area, various planted buffers throughout restrict
longer, unbroken views and increase the remoteness of the sub-area. Overall,
despite the racecourse use, the openness and scale of the sub-area, as well
the unmanaged  area to the east, creates a largely rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

5

3

0
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28-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

5            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using strong boundary features, which are readily recognisable
and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- The A308 (Staines Road East) to the south and south-west; and
- Park Road to the north-west.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using strong boundary features, which are readily recognisable
and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- The Port Lane Brook to the east; and
- The Shepperton Branch railway line to the north.

The release of the entire sub-area would result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength and
permanence as the existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (28) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 28-a. Local Area 28 scored strongly against Purpose 1,
preventing the outward sprawl of both Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater London, strongly
against Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Greater
London, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural
character. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a lesser contribution to Purpose 1. The sub-area prevents
the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, but to a lesser extent than the Local Area due to the
presence of an established watercourses, as well as a railway line to the north, to regularise and restrict the form
and scale of growth (Purpose 1). However, the sub-area makes a similar contribution to Purposes 2 and 3 as the
wider Local Area, forming the majority of the physical gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and
Greater London (Hampton) and preventing a significant reduction in the perceived separation between these
settlements, and also maintaining a broadly open and largely rural area of Green Belt (Purpose 3).

28-a is directly adjacent to sub-area 19-a to the north, as well as the remaining part of Local Area 28 to the east, and
Local Area 19 to the north. Due to the presence of the railway line and watercourse, in combination with dense tree
cover which screens views towards the wider Green Belt, if 28-a was released in isolation there would only a be
limited visual impact upon the openness or rurality of surrounding Green Belt to the north and north-east (Purpose
3). However, this planting is more intermittent in the south-eastern part of the sub-area, affording stronger visual
links to the wider part of Local Area 28 further to the east. Therefore, if 28-a was removed, this would also diminish
the visual openness and rurality of this adjoining Green Belt (Purpose 3). Additionally, the removal of sub-area 28-a
would likely have a substantive adverse impact upon the performance of surrounding areas against Purposes 1 and
2. It would greatly reduce the role of 19-a in restricting sprawl (Purpose 1) and preventing the merging of
settlements (Purpose 2), as this sub-area would become physically enclosed and separated from the wider Green
Belt to the south. This is also likely to adversely affect a broader area of the wider Local Area 19 to the north.
Additionally, if 28-a were to be released in isolation, the wider Local Areas 19 and 28 would play a more critical role
in preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Greater London (Hampton) would be increased by the significant fragmentation of the gap,
which would be reduced to approximately 200m along the A308 (at its narrowest point).

Sub-area 28-a is located on the borough boundary with Hounslow. In the Hounslow Green Belt Review (Stage 1)
2015, General Area 20 directly adjoins sub-area 28-a to the north. This General Area and was identified as
performing strongly and was recommended for retention within the Green Belt. Therefore, the impact of the release
of sub-area 28-a upon the performance of General Area 20 in Hounslow should be considered.

Overall, it is considered that the sub-area as a whole plays an important role in terms of the wider Green Belt Local
Area, and its removal would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt (particularly in
relation to Purpose 2).

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing south east from the northern part of the site, with views across
Kempton Park Racecourse.

View of sub-area facing south east from within the eastern part of the site, with views
across open fields surrounding the Kempton Park Racecourse.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

View of sub-area facing north from within the western part of the site, with views across
paved areas and grandstand.

View of sub-area facing east in the western part of the site, illustrating the entrance area
to Kempton Park Racecourse.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east, south and west of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames. To the east, north and
partly to the west, the sub-area is bounded by the built edges of Sunbury-on-Thames, comprising Spelthorne
Lane, Staines Road West (A308), the backs/edges of residential properties and gardens on Spelthorne Lane,
Lincoln Way and Windmill Close, and the backs of warehouses. The sub-area is also bounded to partly to the
south and partly to the west by made access roads within Ashford Common Water Treatment Works, and partly
to the south by an established tree belt. The sub-area comprises the majority of Ashford Common Water
Treatment Works, as well as a sports ground and paddock fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

29-a

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford. Due to the configuration of the edge
of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, as well as the weaker links between
the sub-area and the wider Green Belt to the south, the sub-area does not
provide a gap between any settlements and makes no discernible contribution to
separation.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames
/ Stanwell to the east, north and along the majority of its western edge, and a
dense tree belt to the south limits visual connections between the sub-area and
the wider Green Belt.

The western, northern and eastern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up
area are largely prominent and likely to be permanent, consisting of the A308
(Staines Road West), Spelthorne Lane and Charlton Road. Where there is no
boundary feature, the boundary is aligned with the well-defined, rectilinear edges
of residential properties and gardens, and commercial premises. Therefore, the
Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 35% of the sub-area is covered by built-form. This is
concentrated throughout much of the northern and central parts of the sub-
area, comprising buildings and various built structures associated with
Ashford Common Water Treatment Works, as well as hardstanding and small
structures associated with Spelthorne Sports Club. The remainder of the sub-
area is open, consisting of amenity open land set in between the various parts
of the Water Treatment Works, artificial water bodies in the far south, and a
mixture of sports fields and paddocks in the north. Due to the prevalence of
built-form throughout the sub-area, the dominance of urban land uses, as
well as the lack of visual connections to the wider countryside and strong
views across the sub-area to adjacent built development, the sub-area has an
urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

1

0

0
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29-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            3            2

The inner boundary of the Green Belt is defined clearly using a mixture of strong and moderate boundary features,
which are readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- The A308 (Staines Road West) to the north;
- Spelthorne Lane, Ashford Road and Charlton Road partly to the west; and
- The well-defined, rectilinear edges of residential properties and gardens and commercial premises, partly to the west
and to the east.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is partly defined clearly using a boundary feature of moderate strength, which is
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent; specifically, a dense, well-established tree belt along part of the
southern edge. However, parts of the southern and western boundaries are not defined clearly, comprising access roads
within the Ashford Common Water Treatment Works which furthermore do not restrict longer views to the wider Green
Belt beyond.

If the sub-area is released, it would result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than the existing inner
Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (29) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 29-a. Local Area 29 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, moderately against Purpose
2, maintaining the wider gaps between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Shepperton / Lower Halliford
and Upper Halliford, and weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of the level of encroachment throughout much of the
Local Area. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a lesser contribution across all of the Purposes,
performing weakly against Purposes 1, 2 and 3.

29-a is directly adjacent to 29-b and 29-c to the south. Due to its sense of containment and separation from adjacent
sub-areas and the Local Area, both visually and physically (as a result of defensible boundary features to the south-
west and south), and its stronger visual connection to the edge of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, if 29-a is
released in isolation it is considered that there would be limited impact upon the performance of 29-b against the
Purposes. While it is acknowledged that the removal of 29-a in isolation would reduce the contribution of 29-c to
Purpose 1, by enclosing the sub-area within the built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, and
Purpose 3, by diminishing its visual connections to the wider Green Belt, 29-c in itself makes a very limited
contribution to the performance of the wider Green Belt, and the removal of these two sub-areas in combination
would, cumulatively, have little impact on the wider Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Parcel, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing west from the south eastern corner of the site, with views across
paddock and sports grounds.

View of sub-area facing west from Windmill Close, illustrating a small area of managed
open land in north eastern part of the sub-area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south and east of Charlton Village (part of the continuous built-up area of Ashford
/ Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell). To the west, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Charlton Village,
comprising the backs/edges of residential properties and gardens on Hetherington Road. The sub-area is also
bounded to the north by an established tree belt, to the south-east by the M3, to the south-west by Charlton
Lane, and to the north-west by Charlton Road. The sub-area comprises residential properties and gardens and
various sheds and low-density structures associated with Manor Farm, as well as paddock fields, scrubland and a
fishing lake.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

29-b

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell, and Upper Halliford and Shepperton / Lower Halliford, maintaining the
overall openness and scale of these gaps, and ensuring these are not reduced
perceptually. The scale and openness of the sub-area is important in the context
of the overall gaps between these settlements, and furthermore it prevents
further intensification of ribbon development along Charlton Lane, thus ensuring
that the gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford
is not reduced perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell, preventing its outward sprawl into open land.

The sub-area is bounded to the north by an established tree belt, to the south-east
by the M3, to the south-west by Charlton Lane, and to the north-west by Charlton
Road; as a result of their prominence and likely permanence, these features would
restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising built form.

The western boundary at the edge of the large built-up area is formed by a mixture
of durable and less durable boundary features. Part of this boundary is defined by
Charlton Road. However, a significant part is aligned with the irregular edges of
residential properties and gardens, many of which are defined by features lacking
in durability or likely permanence. Therefore, the Green Belt plays an important
role in preventing sprawl in the absence of durable boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 6% of the sub-area is covered by built-form. This is
concentrated in the south-western part of the sub-area, comprising a cluster
of residential properties and gardens, as well as sheds and low-density
structures used for commercial and light industrial activities. The remainder of
the sub-area comprises open scrubland and paddocks, with a fishing lake
located in the far north. There are strong visual links to the edge of the built-
up area of Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell, which is prominent visually
due to the lack of screening, and limited visibility towards the wider
countryside due to the flat topography and presence of visual buffers
(including the M3 and Charlton Lane flyover). However, despite this, as a
result of its strong openness and broad scale, the sub-area retains a largely
rural character. The south-western part of the sub-area, at the edge of
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell, plays a lesser role in preventing
encroachment due to its more semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3+

3

3

0
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29-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            3            2

The inner boundary of the Green Belt is partly defined clearly using a strong feature which is readily recognisable and
likely to be permanent, comprising Charlton Road. However, a significant part of the western boundary is not defined
clearly, aligned with the irregular edges of residential properties and gardens, many of which are defined by features of
limited durability. These boundaries are not readily recognisable or likely to be permanent.

In contrast, the outer boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using a mixture of strong and moderate
boundaries, which are readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- An established tree belt to the north;
- The M3 to the south-east;
- Charlton Lane to the south-west; and
- Charlton Road to the north-west.

If the sub-area is released in its entirety, it would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (29) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 29-b. Local Area 29 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, moderately against Purpose
2, maintaining the wider gaps between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Shepperton / Lower Halliford
and Upper Halliford, and weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of the level of encroachment throughout much of the
Local Area. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a similarly important contribution as the wider Local
Area, attaining the same scores against the Purposes.

29-b is directly adjacent to 29-a and 29-c to the north, and 25-b and 42-a to the west and north-west, and Local Area
38 to the south. 29-b is separated from 29-a and 29-c, both visually and physically, as a result of a strong planted
buffer to the north. If 29-b is removed in isolation, this would diminish the performance of these sub-areas against
Purposes 1 and 2, though it is noted in the respective assessments that these areas make a limited contribution to
these Purposes (both individually and in terms of the wider strategic Green Belt). If 29-b is removed, this would have
a more substantive impact upon Green Belt sub-areas and Local Areas to the south and west. Due to the presence of
Charlton Lane and the M3, which screen views towards the wider Green Belt, if 29-b was released in isolation there
would only a be limited visual impact upon the openness or rurality of surrounding Green Belt to the south and west
(Purpose 3). However, the removal of sub-area 29-b in isolation would likely have a substantive adverse impact upon
the performance of surrounding areas against Purposes 1 and 2. The northern part of Local Area 38 would play a
lesser role in restricting sprawl (Purpose 1) due to its enclosure within the built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell. Additionally, Local Area 38 and sub-area 42-a would play a more critical role in preventing
merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford would be increased by the further fragmentation of the gap, which is already relatively
narrow in scale and diminished perceptually by piecemeal development.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and if removed in its
entirety this would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green Belt.
Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing south from within the northern part of the site, with views of
grazing land.

View of sub-area facing east from within the northern part of the site, with views across
the fishing ponds.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

View of sub-area facing south from within the southern part of the site, with views of
commercial and industrial units in Manor Farm.

View of sub-area facing south west from within the southern part of the site, with views
across paddocks in Manor Farm.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east and south of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames. To the west and partly to the
south, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Sunbury-on-Thames, which comprises Charlton Road the
backs of residential properties and gardens on Hetherington Road. The sub-area is also bounded to the north
and east by made access roads within Ashford Common Water Treatment Works, and partly to the south by a
dense treeline. The sub-area comprises a small part of Ashford Common Water Treatment Works, as well as a
paddock fields and residential properties and gardens set in dense woodland.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Purpose 1 Assessment

29-c

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford. However, as a result of the
configuration of the edge of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, as well as
the weaker links between the sub-area and the wider Green Belt to the south, the
sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell, preventing its outward sprawl into open land.

The sub-area is bounded to the north and east by access roads within Ashford
Common Water Works; as a result of their likely permanence, these features would
restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising built form.

The western and southern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up area are
durable, comprising Charlton Road and the well-defined, rectilinear edges of
residential properties and gardens on Hetherington Road. Therefore, the Green Belt
provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 13% of the sub-area is covered by built-form, comprising
residential properties set within woodland in the south, and various built
structures associated with Ashford Common Water Treatment Works in the
north. The remainder of the sub-area is open, comprising wooded areas in the
south, paddocks in the centre, and various areas of amenity open land set
amongst various parts of the Water Treatment Works. While there is a sense
of openness throughout much of the sub-area, views towards the adjacent
Water Works, as well as towards commercial warehouses further east,
diminish the rurality of the sub-area. Overall, it has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

1

2

0
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29-c

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            3            2

The inner boundary of the Green Belt is defined clearly using a mixture of strong and moderate features, which are
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, formed of:

- Charlton Road partly to the west; and
- The well-defined, rectilinear edges of residential properties and gardens on Hetherington Road, partly to the south.

The outer boundary of the sub-area is partly defined clearly using features of moderate strength that are readily
recognisable and likely to be permanent, specifically a dense, well-established tree belt along part of the southern edge.
However, parts of the eastern and northern boundaries are not well-defined, comprising access roads within the
Ashford Common Water Treatment Works which furthermore do not restrict longer views to the wider Green Belt
beyond.

If the sub-area is released, it would result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than the existing inner
Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (29) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 29-c. Local Area 29 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, moderately against Purpose
2, maintaining the wider gaps between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Shepperton / Lower Halliford
and Upper Halliford, and weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of the level of encroachment throughout much of the
Local Area. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a similar contribution to the wider Local Area against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, though it is acknowledged
that its role in the context of the overall Local Area is diminished given the presence of boundary features to restrict
the scale and regularise the form of growth. 29-c makes a weak contribution to Purpose 3, in line with the wider
Local Area, as a result of its semi-urban character and limited visual links to the wider Green Belt. Furthermore, it
makes a lesser contribution against Purpose 2 as a result of is comparatively small scale and the configuration of the
surrounding settlement edge.

29-c is directly adjacent to 29-b to the south, and 29-a to the north and east. Due to its sense of containment and
separation from adjacent 29-b, both visually and physically as a result of a strong planted buffer to the south, and its
stronger visual connection to the edge of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, if 29-c is released in isolation it is
considered that there would be limited impact upon the performance of 29-b against the Purposes. While it is
acknowledged that the removal of 29-c in isolation would reduce the contribution of 29-c to the Purposes, 29-a in
itself makes a very limited contribution to the performance of the wider Green Belt, and the removal of these two
sub-areas in combination would, cumulatively, have little impact on the wider Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Parcel, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, but makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic
Green Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing east from within the southern part of the site, with long distance
views towards commercial development at the edge of Sunbury.

View of sub-area facing north from within the southern part of the site, with views across
pony paddock.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-east of Upper Halliford, and the south, west and east of Sunbury-on-
Thames. To the west and partially to the east, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Sunbury-on-Thames,
comprising Upper Halliford Road (A244) to the west and the backs and edges of residential properties and
gardens on Peregrine Way, Falcon Way and Nursery Road to the east. The sub-area is also bounded by Nursery
Road to the north, a mature treeline along playing fields to the east, and backs of residential mobile homes on
Orchard Drive to the south. The sub-area comprises a mix of uses, including paddocks to the north, dense
woodland to west, and a playground to the south.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically connected to the large built-up area of Ashford/Sunbury-
on-Thames/ Stanwell along the eastern boundary.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-a

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford. Its role is limited due to its positioning to
the north of the gap and its enclosure on two sides by Ashford/ Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of sufficient scale and
character that the settlements are unlikely to merge, though it should be noted
that the southern area plays a more important role in preventing merging.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell to the east and west, preventing its outward sprawl into open
land. While the sub-area is bounded by Upper Halliford Road (A244) to the west
and Nursery Road to the north, the boundaries to the south are predominantly
weak, comprising the irregular backs of mobile properties and a car park. It is
unlikely that these features would restrict the scale of growth or assist in
regularising development form. It should be noted that the northernmost part of
the sub-area has a more enclosed feel due to its links to adjacent development to
the east and west, and the presence of a dense, wooded edge which separates this
part from the wider sub-area. The western and eastern boundaries at the edge of
the large built-up area are prominent and likely to be permanent, comprising Upper
Halliford Road and the well-defined, rectilinear backs/sides of residential properties
and gardens on Peregrine Road and Falcon Way. Therefore, the Green Belt provides
a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 3% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
dispersed residential development to the north-east and west, and a car park
in the south-western corner. The remainder of the sub-area is comprised of
paddocks to the north, dense woodland to the west, and a maintained park
with a play area to the south. The northern part of the sub-area has a more
rural character, with limited views to the surrounding built form due to the
mature tree lines to the north, east and west, and internal tree line
boundaries to the south. The southern part of the sub-area has a more semi-
urban character, comprising a maintained park with play area, with strong
visual links to the Upper Halliford Road to the west, and residential built form
to the south.  Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

5

1

2

0
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32-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area lacks durability and permanence, comprising the irregular backs of residential
properties, freight servicing and other gaps in the built form.

The outer boundaries of the Green Belt are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, including:
- The Upper Halliford Road to the west
- Nursery Road to the north

The outer southern boundary is however formed of softer features, comprising irregular backs of mobile residential
properties and a car park. It is noted that this boundary would require strengthening.

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a weaker boundary, comprising a treeline boundary and
backs of mobile residential properties and a car park, compared to the existing Upper Halliford Road, Nursery Road and
regularised backs of residential properties.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area was identified as performing a particularly important role against Purpose 1 in the
context of the wider Local Area, preventing unrestricted sprawl in the absence of features that would restrict the
scale of growth or assist in regularising development form. The sub-area performs a lesser role than the Local Area
against Purpose 2, overall forming a less essential part of the gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell
and Upper Halliford. The sub-area also performs less strongly against Purpose 3 as a result of its semi-urban
character.

Sub-area 32-a directly adjoins 32-b to the north, 32-n to the east, 32-c to the south, and 39-b to the west. The
release of the sub-area in isolation is unlikely to substantially alter the performance of the surrounding sub-areas
against Purpose 3, particularly as 32-b is already enclosed by built form, and 32-c to the south has experienced
extensive encroachment. While much of the sub-area plays only a limited role in relation to merging of settlements,
it is noted that the southern part is more important for preventing coalescence between Ashford/Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford (Purpose 2). If the sub-area were to be released in its entirety, this would
increase the importance of 32-c, 32-d and 39-b in preventing merging, though it should be noted that this would
also increase the overall sensitivity of this gap by further diminishing the perceived separation between the
settlements; additionally, it would further exacerbate existing patterns of ribbon development along Upper Halliford
Road (which already limits the overall scale and openness of the gap). The northern part of the sub-area has a
greater sense of containment and is separated by Upper Halliford Road and the broader sub-area to the south by
dense, well-established tree lines and woodland edges. If this part were to be removed in isolation, it is considered
that it would not result in harm to the overall integrity of the Green Belt, or reduce the perception of separation
between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release in its
entirety would harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.  However, due to its visual containment and
stronger links to the edge of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell to the east, the northern part of the sub-area
does not play a fundamental role in relation to the wider Green Belt Parcel, and if released in isolation it would not
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, but the north-eastern part makes a less important contribution to the
wider strategic Green Belt. North-eastern part is recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north east from centre of sub-area showing horse paddock and eastern boundary
of treeline.

Facing north from southern boundary of sub-area showing public park in south of sub-
area.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north from centre of sub-area showing a small yard adjoining the horse paddock.

Facing north east showing long views to Sunbury residential towers.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Sunbury-on-Thames. To the north and east, the sub-area is bounded by
the built edge of Sunbury-on-Thames, which comprises the Shepperton Branch railway line to the north and the
edge of Springfield Primary School to the east. It is also bounded by Nursery Road to the south and Upper
Halliford Road (A244) to the west. The sub-area comprises school playing fields to the east, and dense woodland
and dispersed industrial uses to the west.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically connected to the large built-up area of Ashford/Sunbury-
on-Thames/ Stanwell along the northern, eastern and southern boundaries.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-b

The sub-area does not provide a gap between settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation. Its plays no role in preventing merging due
to its size and position in relation to surrounding settlements, with the built edge
of Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell wrapping around to the west, north,
east and partially to the south.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames
/ Stanwell to the north, east and south. Development form wraps around the sub-
area to the east and partially south, with the M3 to the north. The existing outer
Green Belt boundary is formed of Nursery Road to the south and Upper Halliford
Road to the west, which physically separates the sub-area from the wider Green
Belt, both physically and visually.

The northern and southern boundaries at the edge of the large built-up area are
comprised of permanent and consistent boundary features, including the railway
line to the north, and Nursery Road to the south. It is, however, noted that the
eastern boundary lacks durability and permanence, cutting across open playing
fields to the west and north of Springfield Primary School. Therefore, the Green
Belt provides a buffer to sprawl in the absence of durable boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 3% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
dispersed industrial uses and hard standing to the centre of the sub-area. The
remainder of the sub-area is formed of the Springfield Primary School playing
fields to the east, and dense woodland and overgrown hedgerow to the west.
The maintained nature of the playing fields contributes to a more managed,
urban character. The dense woodland to the west creates a strong sense of
enclosure, with limited views of the M3 to the north. The sub-area has a
number of urbanising influences, including strong visual links to the
settlement to north-east, and south, with direct physical and visual links to
the Primary School to the east. Overall, the sub-area has an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1+

0

1

0
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32-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Railway line to the north
- Nursery Road to the south

The eastern inner boundary is however formed of weaker features, including the edge of Springfield Primary School and
open fields.

The outer boundaries are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Nursery Road to the south
- Upper Halliford Road to the west

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger performing Green Belt boundary, comprised of
Nursery Road.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 1 as it is enclosed by built form on three sides.
The sub-area also performs more weakly against Purposes 2 and 3, making no contribution to preventing the
merging of settlements, and performing very weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of its urban character and context.

32-b directly adjoins 32-a to the south. Due to the enclosed and visually contained nature of the sub-area, its release
in isolation is unlikely to substantially impact the performance of the adjoining sub-area against Purpose 3. The
mature treeline boundary adjoining Nursery Road to the south is likely to limit visual links to the urban form from
the wider countryside further south.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its
release would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north west from Nursery Road showing school playing field.

Facing east from southern boundary showing sub-area relationship with Springfield
Primary School.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Sunbury-on-Thames and north-east of Upper Halliford. It is bounded by
Upper Halliford Road (A244) to the west, a mature treeline / regular backs of mobile properties and gardens to
the south, thick hedgerow and backs of water bodies to the east, and mature treeline / irregular backs of mobile
properties and edge of car park to the north. The sub-area comprises a mobile residential development, and
adjoining car park to the west.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is perceptually at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell at its western edge. This part has strong visual and
functional connections with the edge of the built-up area immediately to the north
(on the west side of Halliford Park).

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-c

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell and Upper Halliford, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the
gap, and ensures the gap is not reduced perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is perceptually connected to the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell to the north-west, preventing its further outward
sprawl to the south. While the sub-area has previously been subject to
encroachment, comprising a mobile homes park, the Green Belt prevents further
sprawl and the further spread of ribbon development along Upper Halliford Road.

The sub-area is bounded by Upper Halliford Road (A244) to the west, the edge of a
lake aligned with the backs of mobile properties of Russet Avenue in the east, Park
Avenue and the regular backs of mobile properties and gardens to the south. These
features are readily recognisable, likely to be permanent and would restrict the
scale of growth or assist in regularising development form. However, the northern
boundary is weak comprising the irregular backs of mobile properties and the car
park edge. It is unlikely these features would restrict the scale of growth or assist in
regularising development form.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 25% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
dense residential development in the form of mobile homes and an internal
road network covering the majority of the sub-area, with an adjoining car
park to the west. The density of the development contributes to an urban
character. Due to the surrounding treeline boundaries, the sub-area has a
strong sense of enclosure with limited links to the surrounding countryside.
Overall, the sub-area has an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

3

0

0
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32-c

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The sub-area does not have any inner boundaries as it does not adjoin a large built-up area.

The outer boundaries are predominantly strong, comprising:

- the edge of a lake aligned with the backs of mobile properties of Russet Avenue in the east;
- Park Avenue and the regular backs of mobile properties in the south; and
- Upper Halliford Road in the west.

The features are readily recognisable and likely to be permanent. However, the northern boundary is weaker comprising
the irregular backs of mobile properties and the edge of a car park. These features are not likely to be durable and
would require strengthening.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area was identified as performing a particularly important role against Purpose 1 in the
context of the wider Local Area, preventing further unrestricted sprawl in the absence of features that would restrict
the scale of growth or assist in regularising development form. However, it performs less strongly against Purposes 2
and 3. It forms a wider part of the gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford
(acknowledging its reduced role due to existing development), and has been subject to previous development, thus
possessing an urban character.

32-c directly adjoins 32-a to the north, 32-n to the north-east, 32-e to the east, and 32-d to the south. If the sub-area
were to be released in its entirety, this would increase the importance of 32-b, 32-d and 39-b in preventing merging
between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford. However, noting the more limited role of this
sub-area in relation to Purpose 2, it is considered that this would further increase the overall sensitivity of this gap
by further diminishing the perceived separation between the settlements, and further exacerbate existing patterns
of ribbon development along Upper Halliford Road (which already limits the overall scale and openness of the gap).
It is also considered that any intensification of development here would likely constitute sprawl, and increase
pressure on surrounding sub-areas.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north from western part of sub-area showing northern boundary and car park.

Facing east from south eastern part of sub-area showing residential uses.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-east of Upper Halliford, and south-west of Sunbury-on-Thames. To the west
the sub-area is bounded by Upper Halliford, comprising Upper Halliford Road (A244) and the backs of residential
properties and gardens on Upper Halliford Road, Freeman Close and The Crofts. The sub-area is also bounded to
the north by an intermittent treeline and backs of mobile residential development on Stirling Road, a dispersed
mature hedgerow to the south and School Walk to the east. The sub-area comprises the London Irish Rugby Club
and adjoining sports grounds.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is perceptually at the edge of the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell at its eastern edge. This part has functional, as well
as visual, connections with the edge of the built-up area immediately to north-
east.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-d

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Ashford/Sunbury-
on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford, preventing development that would
significantly visually and physically reduce the actual distance between
settlements, and would result in the merging in settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is perceptually connected to the large built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell to the north east, preventing its outward sprawl to
the south west. The eastern part of the sub-area has previously been subject to
subject to encroachment, diminishing its openness here, however the Green Belt
prevents the further westward sprawl of the large built-up area into open land.

The sub-area is bounded by well-defined features along the outer boundaries
which are likely to be permanent and regularise development form. Therefore, the
Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 7% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises the
London Irish Rugby clubhouse and associated car park to the east, and
agricultural buildings to the south-west. Much of the remainder of the sub-
area consists of rugby playing fields, astro sports pitches, and informal playing
fields, though the western part of the sub-area comprises agricultural fields,
irrigation ponds and densely planted buffers. While the sub-area is
predominantly formed of open fields, the maintained and managed nature of
the pitches contributes to a more semi-urban feel. There are also a number of
urbanising influences, including visual links with Ashford/Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell to the north-east, and Upper Halliford to the south-west.
Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

5

2

0
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32-d

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are comprised features varying in strength. Whilst the western boundary is strong,
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent comprising Upper Halliford Road, the south-western boundary lacks
durability and permanence comprising the irregular backs of residential properties and gardens.

The outer boundaries are predominantly formed of features which are durable and readily recognisable, comprising:

- Park Avenue and backs of regular mobile properties (north west), and the track extending from Hazelwood Drive to the
north east; and
- School Walk to the east and south east.

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently exists
comprised of Park Avenue and the regular backs of mobile properties in the north west, the track extending from
Hazelwood Drive in the north east and School Lane in the east and south east.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area was identified as performing a particularly important role against Purpose 1 in the
context of the wider Local Area, preventing further unrestricted sprawl in the absence of features that would restrict
the scale of growth or assist in regularising development form. The sub-area performs similarly to the Local Area
against Purposes 2, forming almost all of the essential gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and
Upper Halliford. However, the sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of its semi-urban
character.

32-d directly adjoins 32-c and 32-e to the north, 32-f to the east, and 32-g to the south. If the sub-area is released in
isolation this is likely to impact the performance of surrounding sub-areas against Purpose 3, resulting in 32-e and
32-g becoming enclosed by built-form. This is likely to contribute a strong urbanising influence to the largely rural
sub-area to the south. The sub-areas immediately to the north would, in addition, also play a lesser role in relation
to preventing sprawl (Purpose 1) as this would result in their enclosure within the built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell. If removed, it would also result in the physical and perceptual coalescence between
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north from centre of sub-area showing rugby pitches and clubhouse.

Facing west from centre of sub-area showing irrigation pond in south-west of sub-area.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing west from centre of sub-area showing western part of the sub-area beyond the
footpath and western boundary.

Facing west from centre of sub-area showing footpath and additional temporary training
pitches.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the west and south of Sunbury-on-Thames, and to the north-east of Upper Halliford.
To the east, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Sunbury-on-Thames, comprising the backs of
residential properties on Fairlawns and Sunmead Road. The sub-area is also bounded by the track extending
from Hazelwood Drive to the south, the edge of a water body / backs of residential mobile homes on Russet
Avenue to the west, and a dispersed treeline to the north. The sub-area comprises a mix of uses, including
Hawkedale Infant School and the Royal Air Force Cadets and associated training facilities to the east, and open
paddocks to the west.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell along its eastern edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-e

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell and Upper Halliford, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the
gap, and ensures the gap is not reduced perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell to the east, preventing its outward sprawl into open land.

The outer sub-area boundaries are comprised of the track extending from
Hazelwood Drive to the south, the edge of a water body to the west (also aligned
with the backs of residential mobile homes on Russet Avenue to the west) and a
mature tree line to the north. As a result of their likely permanence, these features
would restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising built form.

The eastern boundary at the edge of the large-built up area comprises the well-
defined, rectilinear backs of residential properties and gardens on Sunmead Road
and Fairlawns. Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in
addition to these features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 9% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises the
Hawkedale Infant School, play area and car park, and the Royal Air Force Air
Cadets to the east, and dispersed residential properties to the west. The
remainder of the sub-area is comprised of an overgrown paddock to the
centre, and a lake to the far west. The surrounding treeline boundaries
contribute to a sense of enclosure, with limited links to the wider countryside.
Although the western part of the sub-area is largely rural in character, the
eastern part has a number of urbanising influences, including strong visual
links to built form to the north and east. Overall, the sub-area has a largely
rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

3

3

0
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32-e

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is readily identifiable and likely to be permanent comprising the well-defined backs
of residential properties and gardens Fairlawns and Sunmead Road to the east.

The outer boundaries are comprised of features which are predominantly recognisable and likely to be permanent
comprising:
- the track extending from Hazelwood Drive to the south;
- edge of water body along backs of residential mobile properties on Russet Avenue to the west; and
- a mature tree line in the north.

Therefore, the release of the sub-area, would result in a similarly performing Green Belt boundary as currently exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area performs similarly against Purpose 1, restricting the outward sprawl of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, and also against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area that is largely
rural and predominantly open. The sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 2, forming only a wider part of
overall gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford.

32-e directly adjoins 32-n and 32-o to the north, 32-d to the south, and 32-c to the west. The removal of the sub-
area in isolation is likely to alter the performance of surrounding sub-areas against Purpose 3, particularly 32-n and
32-o which would become enclosed by built form. Its removal would also strengthen the role of 32-c against Purpose
2 in maintaining the physical and perceptual distance between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper
Halliford, though given this sub-area has already been subject to dense development there is the potential for an
area of continuous development between the edge of Sunbury-on-Thames and Upper Halliford to the west.
Ultimately, this would fragment this gap, which is already sensitive due to the presence of piecemeal development
throughout.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from western part of sub-area showing horse paddock field.

Facing east from centre of sub-area showing training facilities.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing south from eastern boundary showing Hawkedale Primary School and car park.

Facing south showing open paddock field and adjoining rugby training ground.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the west of Sunbury-on-Thames. To the east and north it is bounded by the built edge
of Sunbury-on-Thames, comprising Hazelwood Drive to the north and dispersed backs of residential properties
and gardens on Lyndhurst Avenue to the east. The sub-area is also bounded by School Walk to the south and
west. The sub-area comprises an overgrown field with dispersed trees.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell along the northern and eastern edges.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-f

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-
Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford.  Its role is limited due to its size and
positioning as it is at the far eastern tip of the gap and is enclosed on four sides by
Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of
sufficient scale and character that the settlements are unlikely to merge.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is enclosed by the large built-up area Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell, and is visually surrounded by residential development form to the north,
east and partially to the south. The existing outer Green Belt boundary is formed of
School Walk to the south and west, which limit physical and visual links to the
wider Green Belt. Visual and functional connections to the wider Green Belt are
further diminished by the presence of built-development within the Green Belt
immediately to the west, reducing its openness.

The northern and eastern boundaries of the Green Belt at the edge of the large
built-up area are predominantly comprised of permanent and consistent boundary
features, including Hazelwood Drive and the well-defined, rectilinear residential
properties and gardens on Lyndhurst Avenue. While a small part of the boundary to
the south-east is weaker, comprising dispersed tree buffers at the edge of the scout
hut, overall the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to
existing durable features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 2% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
School Walk to the south. The remainder of the sub-area is comprised of an
overgrown, low-grade field with dispersed trees. Whilst the site comprises
little built form, there are a number of urbanising influences, including strong
visual links to the surrounding built form to the north, east and west. The
dense vegetation and dispersed trees contributes to a strong sense of
enclosure with limited links with the wider countryside to the south. Overall,
the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

1

1

2

0
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32-f

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Hazelwood Drive to the north
- Backs of residential properties on Lyndhurst Avenue to the east

To the south east, the inner boundary is comprised of irregular, dispersed development including a scout hut and an
autism school, lacking permanence and durability.

The outer boundary is predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, formed of School Walk to the
south and east.

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary, formed of School Walk
compared to irregular development boundaries.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character.

At the granular scale, the sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 1, as it is enclosed by built form. It also
performs more weakly against Purposes 2 and 3, forming only a less essential part of the overall gap between
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford, and possessing a semi-urban character. 32-f directly
adjoins 32-d to the west. Due to the enclosed nature of the sub-area, if the sub-area were to be removed in isolation
it would be unlikely to alter the performance of the adjoining sub-area against Purpose 3. Its small scale and location
within the wider Green Belt would also have little impact on the surrounding sub-areas in terms of Purpose 2, and
maintain physical and perceptual distance between settlements.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its
release would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from centre of sub-area showing overgrown shrubland and adjoining
residential dwellings.

Facing west showing  southern boundary comprising School Lane.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north from western boundary showing overgrown scrubland in sub-area.

Facing north west showing eastern boundary of sub-are and relationship with adjoining
School.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south-west of Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell, and to the east of Upper
Halliford. To the east, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Sunbury-on-Thames, comprising Green Way,
whilst to the west the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Upper Halliford, consisting of the backs of
residential properties and gardens on Minsterley Avenue. It is also bounded by Halliford Road to the south,
School Walk to the north, and partly to the east by Sunbury cemetery. The sub-area is comprised of open
agricultural fields, with farm and industrial buildings to the south.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell along its eastern edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-g

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Ashford/Sunbury-
on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford, preventing development that would
significantly visually and physically reduce the distance between these
settlements, and would result in the merging of settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell to the east, preventing its outward sprawl into open land. The
existing outer Green Belt boundary is formed of Halliford Road to the south, and
School Lane to the north. These boundary features restrict the scale of growth and
assist in regularising development form.

The eastern boundary at the edge of the large built-up area is predominantly
comprised of permanent and consistent boundary features, formed of Green Way
and a mature tree line to the east, Halliford Road to the south and regularised
backs of residential properties and gardens on Minsterley Avenue to the west.
Overall, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to existing
durable features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 11% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
agricultural and industrial buildings and an adjoining car park to the south.
The remainder of the sub-area is comprised of open agricultural fields. The
scale and openness of the fields contributes to a predominantly rural
character. Whilst the sub-area directly adjoins the settlement to the east and
west, the surrounding mature tree lines limit visual links with the built form.
There are however some views to the settlement to the south, which
diminishes the overall sense of rurality.  Overall, the sub-area has a largely
rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

5

3

0
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32-g

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Green Way and a mature tree line to the east;
- Halliford Road to the south; and
- Regularised backs of residential properties and gardens along Minsterley Avenue to the west.

The outer boundaries are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- School Walk to the north; and
- Halliford Road to the south.

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a similarly performing Green Belt boundary comprised of
School Walk and Halliford Road.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, sub-area 32-g was identified as performing a particularly important role against Purpose 1 in the
context of the wider Local Area, preventing further unrestricted sprawl in the absence of features that would restrict
the scale of growth or assist in regularising development form. The sub-area also performs similarly to the wider
Local Area against Purposes 2 and 3, forming almost all of the essential gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/
Stanwell and Upper Halliford, and preventing encroachment into a predominantly open area with a largely rural
character.

32-g directly adjoins 32-d to the north, and 32-l and 32-h to the south. If the sub-area were to be removed in
isolation, it is likely to alter the performance of surrounding sub-areas against Purpose 3, particularly 32-h and 32-d
which would become almost completely enclosed by built form. The visual openness and connections of these areas
to the wider countryside would be reduced. If removed it would also result in physical and perceptual coalescence
between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford, reducing the role of the wider Green Belt to
the north in maintaining this separation.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south from northern boundary showing agricultural land use.

Facing north into sub area from south eastern boundary showing agricultural land use.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south-west of Sunbury-on-Thames, and to the east of Upper Halliford. To the east,
the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Sunbury-on-Thames, comprising the backs of residential properties
and gardens on Loudwater Road, whilst to the west the sub-area is partly bounded by the built edge of Upper
Halliford, consisting of the backs of residential properties and gardens on Tadmore Close. It is also bounded by
Halliford Road to the north, Fordbridge Road to the south-east, and a dispersed hedgerow to the south-west.
The sub-area comprises of an open agricultural field.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           5
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Legend
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built-up area of
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell along its eastern edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-h

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Ashford/Sunbury-
on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford, preventing development that would
significantly visually and physically reduce the distance between these
settlements, and would result in the merging of settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames
/ Stanwell to the east, preventing its outward sprawl into open land.

The existing outer sub-area boundary is formed of Fordbridge Road to the south
and Halliford Road to the north. These features would restrict the scale of growth
and assist in regularising built form. However, the western boundary is weaker
comprising an intermittent hedge way which unlikely prevent sprawl.

The eastern boundary at the edge of the large-built up area comprises the well-
defined, rectilinear backs of residential properties and gardens on Loudwater Road.
Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Less than 1% of the sub-area is covered by built form. The sub-area comprises
an open agricultural field. Although the sub-area has limited built form, there
are a number of urbanising influences, including strong visual links to
surrounding settlement to the north, east and west, and the roads to the
north and south, which diminish the overall sense of rurality. Overall, the sub-
area has a largely rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

5

3

0
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32-h

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundary to the east of the sub-area is predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent,
comprising the regular backs of residential properties and gardens on Loudwater Road. However, to the west, the inner
boundary edge is less readily recognisable comprising the irregular back of residential properties and gardens of
Tadmore Close.

The southern and northern outer boundaries are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent,
comprising:

- Fordbridge Road to the south;
- Halliford Road to the north.

However, the outer western boundary is weak comprising an intermittent hedgerow which lacks durability.

Therefore, the release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a partially weaker Green Belt boundary,
comprising an intermittent hedgerow in the west.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area performs similarly against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land. The
sub-area also performs similarly to the wider Local Area against Purposes 2 and 3, forming almost all of the essential
gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford, and preventing encroachment into a
predominantly open area with a largely rural character.

32-h directly adjoins 32-g to the north and 32-i to the west. The release of the sub-area in isolation is likely to impact
the performance of the surrounding sub-areas against Purpose 3, particularly 32-i, which would become partially
enclosed by built-form. Its release would also result in the physical and perceptual coalescence between Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford, reducing the role of the wider Green Belt in maintaining this
separation.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from north western boundary showing agricultural fields.

Facing south from northern boundary showing agricultural land use.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Upper Halliford and to the south-west of Sunbury-on-Thames. To the
north, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Upper Halliford, which comprises the backs of residential
properties and gardens on Tadmore Close. It is also bounded by a mature treeline to the north, Fordbridge Road
to the south-east, and Highfield Road, and an intermittent hedgerow and the backs of residential properties and
gardens on Highfield Road to the south-east. The sub-area comprises residential properties in the east, open
paddock fields in the centre and north, and nursery uses in the south-west.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           6
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Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-i

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Upper Halliford with both
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Walton-on-Thames, maintaining the
overall openness and scale of the gap.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 9% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
dispersed residential development to the east and north-west, and nursery
uses to the south-west. The remainder of the sub-area is comprised of open
paddocks to the north divided by an internal hedgerow boundary, and dense
woodland to the west. The dense woodland to the west, internal hedgerow
and treeline boundaries to the north and east contribute to a strong sense of
enclosure, with limited links with the wider countryside. The western part of
the sub-area has a largely rural character, formed of open fields and
woodland. The residential development in the eastern part of the sub-area
contributes to a more semi-urban character. Overall the sub-area has a semi-
urban character, however it is noted that the western part has a largely rural
character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

3

2

0
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32-i

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The sub-area does not have any inner boundaries as it does not adjoin a large built-up area.

The outer boundaries are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Halliford Road to the north
- Fordbridge Road to the south
- Mature treeline to the west

The outer eastern boundary lacks durability, partly formed of an intermittent hedgerow.

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary, formed of Fordbridge
Road.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area does not meet Purpose 1, as it does not adjoin a large built-up area. The sub-area
performs less strongly against Purpose 2, forming part of the wider gaps between Upper Halliford with both
Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and Walton-on-Thames, and similarly against Purpose 3, maintaining a semi-
urban character.

32-i directly adjoins 32-h to the east, 32-l to the north-west, and 32-m to the west. Its removal in isolation would
alter the performance of 32-h against Purpose 3 as it would become completely enclosed by built form. Its release is
unlikely to substantially alter the performance of 32-l and 32-m as these sub-areas have already experienced
encroachment and are predominantly urban in character. However, if considered in combination with 32-h, if both of
these sub-areas were to be released, cumulatively this would result in the physical and perceptual coalescence
between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford, and would reduce role of the wider Green
Belt in maintaining this separation.

Overall, while the sub-area is recognised as playing a lesser role compared with the wider Green Belt Local Area, it is
considered that its release, both in isolation and in combination with 32-h, would harm the performance and
integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, resulting in the perceptual and physical merging of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1 Aerial view showing sub-area boundary and surrounding land-uses. Aerial photography
used as a result of limited access to the sub-area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Upper Halliford. To the north, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge
of Upper Halliford, comprising Halliford Road, Gaston Bridge Road and Roxford Close, as well as a mature treeline
along the backs of residential properties. The sub-area is also bounded by a mature intermittent hedgerow to
the east and a mature treeline adjoining the River Ash to the south. The sub-area comprises the Squire's Garden
Centre and adjoining car park to the north, a paddock to the west and open field to the south.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           4
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-j

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Upper Halliford and
Shepperton/ Lower Halliford, preventing development that would significantly
visually and perceptually reduce the distance between these settlements, which
would result in the merging of the settlements. It is noted that the western arm of
the sub-area plays a particularly important role in maintaining separation.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 44% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
the Squire's Garden Centre and adjoining car park to the north, and storage
and yard uses to the south. The remainder of the sub-area is formed of an
open paddock field to the west, and an open field to the south. The open
fields to the south and west contribute to a more rural character, however the
mature treeline boundary adjoining the River Ash to the south limits links
with the wider countryside. The western arm of the sub-area has a
particularly strong sense of enclosure as a result of the built form to the north
and east, and the mature treeline to the south. The direct visual links to the
built form diminish the overall sense of rurality. Overall, the sub-area has an
urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

5

0

0
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32-j

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Halliford Road and the tree line along Squires Garden Centre to the north east; and
- Roxford Close and Gaston Bridge Road to the north west.

The outer boundaries are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Upper Halliford Road to the west;
- River Ash to the South; and
- Boundary of Squires Garden Centre to the east.

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a similarly performing Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 1, as it does not adjoin a large built-up area. The
sub-area performs similarly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Upper Halliford
and Shepperton/ Lower Halliford, and more weakly against Purpose 3, maintaining an urban character.

32-j directly adjoins 47-a to the west, 32-k to the east, and 49-a to the south. If the sub-area is released in isolation it
is unlikely to alter the performance of surrounding sub-areas against Purpose 3, given the level of existing
encroachment within the sub-area as well as its weaker visual links to the surrounding Green Belt, including mature
treeline separating 32-j and 49-a to the south which would help to limit urbanising influences to the wider
countryside to the south. If 32-j were to be released in isolation, Local Area 47 and sub-area 49-a to the south would
play a more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, but the overall sensitivity of the gap between
Upper Halliford and Shepperton / Lower Halliford would be increased by the further fragmentation of the gap, which
along the Upper Halliford Bypass (A244) has already been compromised significantly by the prevalence of ribbon
development.

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. In particular, it would harm the integrity of the gap
between Upper Halliford and Shepperton / Lower Halliford.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from centre of sub-area showing garden centre uses.

Facing east from western boundary showing garden centre car park.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing west from Roxford Close showing western arm of site, formed of open narrow
horse paddock.

Facing south east from centre of sub-area showing field to the south of the garden
centre.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Upper Halliford. To the north, the sub-area is bounded by the built edge
of Upper Halliford, comprising Halliford Road. The sub-area is also bounded by a mature hedgerow to the north-
west, Fordbridge Road and a mature treeline to the south, and the River Ash to the south-west. To the east, the
sub-area is bounded by an intermittent hedgerow and fence. The sub-area comprises open agricultural fields to
the south and the overflow car park for the Squire's Garden Centre to the north.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           8
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-k

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Upper Halliford and
Walton-on-Thames, and the gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell
and Shepperton/Lower Halliford, maintaining the overall openness and scale of
the gap.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 1% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises the
overflow car park for the Squire's Garden Centre to the north. The remainder
of the sub-area is formed of open agricultural fields to the south, divided by
internal hedgerow boundaries. The scale and openness of the agricultural
fields, along with the long views to the wider countryside to the south-east,
contribute to a rural character. There are however a number of urban
influences, including direct visual links to residential development to the east,
and industrial uses to the south, which diminish the overall sense of rurality.
Overall, the sub-area has a largely rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

1

3

0
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32-k

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using a strong boundary feature, which is readily recognisable and
likely to be permanent. This comprises Halliford Road to the north.

The outer boundaries are predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:
- River Ash to the south-west; and
- Fordbridge Road and a mature treeline to the south.

The outer north-western and eastern boundaries lack durability, comprised of mature hedgerows which are, in some
places, fragmented and inconsistent.

The release of the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than the existing
inner Green Belt boundary. However, it is considered that this could feasibly be subject to further strengthening to
ensure a greater likelihood of permanence.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character.

At the granular scale, the sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 1, as it does not adjoin a large built-up
area. The sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 2, forming a small part of the less essential gap between
Upper Halliford and Walton-on-Thames, and performs more strongly against Purpose 3, maintaining a largely rural
character.

32-k directly adjoins 49-a to the west, 32-j to the north-west, and 32-l and 32-m to the east. The release of the sub-
area in isolation is unlikely to impact the performance of 32-l, 32-m or 32-j against Purpose 3, as these sub-areas
have already experienced encroachment, and are urban and semi-urban in character. Its release could however
contribute to the sense of enclosure for 49-a, which would become surrounded by built form on two sides.

The release of the sub-area in combination with 49-a and 32-j would result in the physical and perceptual
coalescence of Upper Halliford and Shepperton/ Lower Halliford.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release both
in isolation and in combination with 49-a and 32-j would harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south from northern boundary showing field used as garden centre overflow
carpark.

Facing east from northern part of sub-area showing eastern boundary and adjoining
residential dwellings.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing south east from centre of sub-area showing open agricultural field.

Facing north from south western boundary showing open field.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south-east of Upper Halliford and to the west of Sunbury-on-Thames. To the east,
the sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Upper Halliford, comprising the backs of residential properties and
gardens at Tadmore Close. The sub-area is also bounded to the south-east and partly to the south by Highfield
Road, and partly to the south and to the west by established tree belts / hedgerow. The sub-area comprises
residential properties and gardens, open land used for storage and paddock fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           4
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-l

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the
gap. The overall gap is already perceptually reduced in scale by the presence of
ribbon development along Halliford Road (including in the northern part of this
sub-area). The sub-area prevents further proliferation of these development
patterns, thus ensuring that the gap is not further reduced perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 11% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
predominantly concentrated along its northern and eastern edges and
comprises residential properties along both Halliford Road and Highfield
Road. While the remainder of the sub-area remains open, the majority
consists of residential gardens, small open fields and areas used for open
storage. A small part of the sub-area is used as paddocks. As a result of dense
planting along its the majority of its edges, the sub-area is highly self-
contained, with limited visual links to the wider countryside. As a result,
despite the strong openness of the sub-area, overall it is considered to have a
semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

3

2

0
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32-l

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined clearly using a boundary feature of moderate strength, which is readily
recognisable and likely to be permanent. This comprises the private Highfield Road to the east.

The outer boundaries are also predominantly defined using boundary features of moderate strength, which are readily
recognisable and likely to be permanent, specifically:

- Mature hedgerow and treelines to the east, south-west and south-east;
- Highfield Road partly to the south.

However, part of the western boundary is not defined clearly, comprising mature hedgerows which are, in some places,
fragmented and inconsistent.

If the sub-area is released this would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than the
existing inner Green Belt boundary. However, it is considered that this could feasibly be subject to further strengthening
to ensure a greater likelihood of permanence.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area does not meet Purpose 1, as it does not adjoin a large built-up area. The sub-area also
performs more weakly against Purpose 2, forming a wider part of the overall between Upper Halliford and Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, and Purpose 3, as a result of its semi-urban character.

Sub-area 32-l directly adjoins 32-k to the west, 32-m to the south, 32-i to the south-east, and 32-g to the north. If
the sub-area is released in isolation it is unlikely to impact the performance of these surrounding areas against
Purpose 3, due to its strong visual self-containment and the prevalence of existing encroachment throughout.
However, if 32-l is released in isolation it would diminish the role of 32-g to the north and 32-k in preventing the
merging of Upper Halliford and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, by further perpetuating the pattern of
ribbon development along Halliford Road and, particularly in the case of 32-k, reducing the connection to the wider
swathe of Green Belt which separates the two settlements. Furthermore, 32-l and the wider part of Local Area 32
further east would play a more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of
the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford would be increased by the further
perceptual reduction in the scale of the gap. The release of the sub-area in combination with any of the surrounding
sub-areas would increase the likelihood of perceptual coalescence between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release both
in isolation and in combination with surrounding sub-areas would harm the performance of the wider strategic
Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing north along the private residential road on the eastern edge of
site.

View of sub-area along the eastern edge of the site, with views of dense boundary
vegetation.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Upper Halliford and to the west of Sunbury-on-Thames. It is bounded by
Fordbridge Road to the south-east, Highfield Road to the north, and a mature treeline to the north-east. To the
west, the sub-area is partly bounded by a mature tree line, and partly bounded by dispersed trees and a fence.
The sub-area comprises industrial uses to the north-east and south-west, with a residential dwelling in the
south-eastern corner.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-m

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Upper Halliford and Walton-on-
Thames, and the gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and
Shepperton/Lower Halliford, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the
gap.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 41% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
industrial uses and associated parking to the north-east and south-west, along
with a residential dwelling to the south-east and access road. This built form,
along with the Fordbridge Road to the south act as strong urbanising
influences. The remainder of the sub-area is formed of small areas of green
space and dispersed trees. The extensive built form, and mature treelines to
the east and west, contributes to a strong sense of enclosure, particularly in
the northern part of the sub-area, limiting connections to the wider
countryside to the west. There are however longer views into the open
countryside to the south. Overall, the sub-area has an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

3

0

0
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32-m

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The sub-area does not have any inner boundaries as it does not adjoin a large built-up area.

The outer boundaries predominantly readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Fordbridge Road to the south-east
- Highfield Road to the north
- Mature treeline to the north-east

The outer western boundary lacks durability and permanence, formed of a dispersed treeline and fence.

The release of the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary, formed of Fordbridge
Road.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area performs more weakly against Purpose 1, as it does not adjoin a large built-up area. The
sub-area also performs more weakly against Purposes 2 and 3, forming a small part of the less essential gap
between Upper Halliford and Walton-on-Thames, and the gap between Ashford/Sunbury-on-Thames/ Stanwell and
Shepperton/Lower Halliford, and maintaining an urban character.

32-m directly adjoins 32-k to the west, 32-l to the north, and 32-i to the east. The release of the sub-area in isolation
is unlikely to significantly impact the performance of 32-l and 32-i against Purpose 3, as these sub-areas have already
experienced encroachment and are semi-urban in character. It could however act as an urbanising influence to the
southern part of 32-k, which is largely rural in character.  However, if 32-m is released in isolation it would diminish
the role of 32-l to the east and 32-k to the west and north-west in preventing the merging of Upper Halliford and
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, by further perpetuating the patterns of ribbon development along
Halliford Road and Fordbridge Road and, particularly in the case of 32lk, reducing the connection to the wider
swathe of Green Belt which separates the two settlements. Furthermore, 32-k and the wider part of Local Area 32
further east would play a more critical role in preventing merging between settlements, and the overall sensitivity of
the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford would be increased by the further
perceptual reduction in the scale of the gap. The release of the sub-area in combination with any of the surrounding
sub-areas would increase the likelihood of perceptual coalescence between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release both
in isolation and in combination with surrounding sub-areas would harm the performance of the wider strategic
Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north from south western boundary showing trade uses.

Facing west from northern part of sub-area showing north western boundary.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north west from centre of sub-area showing business park.

Facing south from centre of sub-area showing south western part of sub-area comprising
managed land.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Sunbury-on-Thames. To the north, it is bounded by the built edge of
Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, comprising the backs and sides of residential properties and gardens
on Peregrine Road, and the edge of a school. The sub-area is also bounded by the school boundary and a mature
tree line to the east which also runs adjacent to Spelthorne Gymnastics centre, a mature tree line adjacent to a
water body in the south and an established mature treeline/hedgerow to the west. It comprises a school and
associated playing fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           6
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell along its northern edge.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-n

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell and
Upper Halliford, maintaining the overall openness and scale of the gap.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell along the northern boundary.

While the southern part of the sub-area has a functional connection with the wider
Green Belt, it is considered that the majority of the outer boundaries of the sub-
area would restrict the scale of growth and assist in regularising built form. In
particular, the edge of a water body to the south, and the edge of a gymnastic
centre to the east, both reinforced by mature tree lines, create a strong sense of
physical separation from the wider Green Belt to the south.

The boundary at the edge of the large built-up area is durable and permanent
comprising the backs of residential properties and the edge of a school. There is a
strong perceptual connection with the built form in the northern part of the site.
The Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to the boundary
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 40% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
The Bishop Wand Church of England Primary School and car park in the north-
eastern part of the site. The southern part of the sub-area comprises school
playing fields. There are strong views to the settlement in the north and
north-east and limited views to wider countryside in the south and west due
to a mature tree line. There are strong views east to the open fields beyond
the internal lane due to an intermittent tree line. Overall, due to the managed
nature of the school fields, the urban uses within the sub-area and the strong
relationship with the settlement, the sub-area has an urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this Purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

3

0

0
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32-n

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The outer boundary of this sub-area is clearly defined by the edge of a water body and mature tree line to the south,
the edge of the school and a mature tree line which runs adjacent to the boundary of Spelthorne Gymnastics Centre to
the east and mature tree line to the west.

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined by:

- the backs of residential properties and gardens along Peregrine Road to the north; and
- the school entrance lane (in the north-east).

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area performs similarly against Purpose 1, restricting the outward sprawl of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell. However, it performs less strongly against Purposes 2 and 3. It forms a wider part of
the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford, but has an urban character.

32-n is adjacent to 32-e to the south, and 32-o to the east, as well as 32-a to the west. If 32-n is removed in isolation,
due to the presence of mature tree lines which limit visual links with the wider countryside to the south, there
would be very little impact upon the visual openness and rurality of the 32-e to the south. However, the overall scale
and openness of the gap between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford would be
substantively diminished (Purpose 2) due to the existing prevalence of built-form within sub-area 32-c to the south-
west; this may result in continuous built development between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper
Halliford, thus further reducing the integrity of this already sensitive gap. Furthermore, if 32-n is removed in
isolation, this would result in the enclosure of 32-o within the built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell, diminishing its performance against Purpose 1 and Purpose 2.

However, if the north-eastern part of 32-n, which makes a limited contribution to the Green Belt purposes as a result
of its urban character and lack of openness, is released in combination with 32-o, given these areas together would
not result in any additional reduction in the scale of the gap between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and
Upper Halliford (Purpose 2), and a result of the consistent mature tree line, which would screen visual links with the
wider countryside to the south (Purpose 3), there would be no harm to the integrity or performance of the wider
Green Belt.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release in is
entirety would harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt. However, the north-eastern part plays a
limited role in the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release in combination with 32-o would not harm the
performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, but the north-eastern part makes a less important contribution to
the wider strategic Green Belt. North-eastern part recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing west from centre of sub-area showing sports courts.

Facing east showing eastern boundary adjoining gymnastics centre.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north from northern part of sub-area showing adjoining residential dwellings.

Facing south west from northern part of sub-area showing Bishop Ward Church of
England Primary School.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south of Sunbury-on-Thames. It is bounded by the built edge of Sunbury to the
north and east, comprising the backs of residential properties and gardens on Stratton Road and Layton's Lane to
the north and Stratton Road to the east. The southern boundary comprises a mature tree line and the western
boundary comprises the edge of a school and a mature tree line which runs adjacent to the Spelthorne
Gymnastics Centre. The sub-area comprises open scrubland and Spelthorne Gymnastics Centre.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell along its northern and eastern edges.

Purpose 1 Assessment

32-o

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford/Sunbury/Stanwell and
Upper Halliford, contributing to the overall openness and scale of the gap which is
important to prevent the merging of settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

The sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell along its northern and eastern boundaries. This, combined with
school buildings and a gymnastics building, along with associated access road,
result in a strong sense of containment in the northern part of the sub-area, as well
as strong perceptual and visual connections to the adjacent settlement edge. The
outer boundaries, in combination with the edge of existing development at
Hawkedale Infant School in the south-east, would serve to restrict the scale of
growth and assist in regularising built form. While a small part of the southern
boundary consists of a softer, natural boundary, comprising a dense tree line, it is
noted that this is well-established and restricts views to the wider countryside.The
eastern boundary at the edge of the large built-up area is comprised of permanent
and consistent boundary features, specifically Stratton Road to the east. The
northern boundary is predominantly strong comprising the backs of residential
properties, however, in the west, the northern boundary lacks durability and
permanence, cutting across residential gardens. Therefore, the Green Belt provides
a buffer to sprawl in the absence of durable boundary features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 1% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises the
Spelthorne Gymnastics Centre in the south-west of the sub-area. The majority
of the sub-area comprises a low-grade overgrown field with dispersed mature
trees throughout. The field is enclosed by built form in the north and east as it
lies adjacent to the residential dwellings of Stratton Road. The views to the
wider countryside are restricted by mature treeline, but there are views to
wider countryside to the south. There are strong views to settlement in the
north and east and to the school in the north west. Overall, the sub-area has a
semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3+

3

2

0
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32-o

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The outer boundary of this sub-area is clearly defined by a mature tree line to the south and the edge of a school and
mature tree line to the east which runs along the boundary to Spelthorne Gymnastics Centre.

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined by:

- Stratton Road to the east;
- the backs of residential properties and gardens along Stratton Road and Layton's Lane to the north;
- a tree line in the north west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 32 was identified as performing moderately against Purpose 1, preventing outward sprawl into open land,
and strongly against Purpose 2, forming the majority of the essential gap between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford. The Local Area was also identified as performing moderately against Purpose 3,
comprising a mix of uses with dispersed development, but maintaining a predominantly rural character. At the
granular scale, the sub-area performs similarly against Purpose 1, restricting the outward sprawl of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell. However, it performs less strongly against Purposes 2 and 3. It forms a wider part of
the gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford, but has a semi-urban character.

32-o is adjacent to 32-e to the south, and 32-n to the west. It is considered that, if 32-n were removed in isolation,
there would be no impact upon the performance of 32-e against Purposes 1 or 2, or upon the overall integrity of the
wider Green Belt. The overall scale and openness of the gap between Ashford/ Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and
Upper Halliford would not be substantively diminished (Purpose 2), though 32-e (in combination with other sub-
areas to the south) would play a more critical role in maintaining this separation. Furthermore, 32-o is visually
contained by mature tree lines which limit visual links with the wider countryside to the south. There would,
therefore, be very little impact upon the visual openness and rurality of 32-e, or 32-n to the west.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its
release alone (or in combination with 32-n) would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, but makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic
Green Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north east from centre of sub-area showing horse paddock.

Facing north west showing gymnastics centre and car park.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north east from gymnastic centre car park in south showing field and adjoining
residential dwellings.

Facing west from eastern boundary showing field and gymnastics centre in south of sub-
area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east of Laleham, the south-west of Littleton, and the north-west of Shepperton.
The sub-area is partially bounded by the built edge of Laleham to the west, which comprises the backs and sides
of residential properties and gardens on The Broadway. The sub-area is also bounded to the west and east by
mature tree lines, to the north by the River Ash and to the south by Shepperton Road (B376). The sub-area
comprises arable fields (restored following mineral workings).

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

33-a

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Laleham, Littleton
and Shepperton where development would significantly visually and physically
reduce the distance between them, and would result in the merging of
settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 21% of the sub-area is covered by built form. However, much
of this built-form has now been removed and restored to open countryside,
with existing built-form limited to agricultural buildings which do not detract
from the rurality of the sub-area. The remainder comprises large open fields,
scattered with dispersed trees. Due to the topography, there are some
occasional views to the wider countryside, particularly in the south adjacent
to Shepperton Road. However, overall there is a strong sense of containment
due to mature treeline boundary surrounding all edges, which screens views
of the wider countryside. There are also views to the settlement in the
western part of the sub-area due to the relation to the settlement along the
western boundary. However, overall the sub-area has an unspoilt rural
character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

5

4

0
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33-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            4

The outer boundary of the sub-area is clearly defined by:

- the River Ash to the north and north east;
- a tree line to the north and north-west;
- Shepperton Road (B376) to the south.

The outer boundary to the east of the sub-area is less clearly defined where it follows hedgerows and crosses the edge
of Laleham Nurseries.

The inner boundary of the sub-area  is less clearly defined by the backs of residential properties and gardens on
Shepperton Road (B376) to the west and The Broadway (B377) to the north. The mature tree line to the west is clearly
defined.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 33 did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with the sub-area. The Local Area met Purpose 2 moderately,
maintaining the scale and openness of the wider gaps between Laleham, Littleton and Shepperton / Lower Halliford,
and Purpose 3 strongly, preventing encroachment into an area with strong openness and an unspoilt, rural character.
Sub-area 33-a performs a stronger role in preventing the merging of Laleham and Shepperton / Lower Halliford than
the overall Local Area, maintaining the narrowest part of this gap and preventing development that would
significantly reduce the physical and perceptual scale of the gap between these settlements (Purpose 2). The sub-
area has an unspoilt rural character in line with the wider Local Area 33 (Purpose 3), which also contributes to its
importance in terms of the perceptual separation between two settlements.

33-a is adjacent to 33-b to the west, 33-d to the east and 33-c to the north-west, as well as 25-a to the east. If 33-a
were to be released from the Green Belt in isolation, this would impact upon the performance of these adjacent
sub-areas against the Purposes. Given the Local Area forms most of the essential gap between Laleham and
Shepperton / Lower Halliford, if it were to be removed from the Green Belt it would greatly reduce the scale of this
gap. Furthermore, the adjacent sub-areas 33-d would play a more critical role in preventing merging between
settlements, though the overall sensitivity of the gap between these settlements would be increased as a result of
its more limited scale. If 33-a was removed, this would also diminish the openness and rurality of a wider swathe of
surrounding Green Belt (Purpose 3) to the north-east (sub-area 25-a) and south (Local Area 43), and would result in
the isolation of 33-b from the wider Green Belt, which would no longer perform any role against the Green Belt
Purposes.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from southern boundary showing agricultural field.

Facing south east from western boundary showing open field.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north west from eastern boundary showing open field and hardstanding
associated with Shepperton Studios.

Facing north from eastern boundary showing open field and long views to settlement.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east of Laleham. It is bounded by the built edge of Laleham to the north, west and
south, which comprises a mixture of roads (The Broadway and Church Close), the edge of a car park and a
churchyard, and the backs and edges of residential properties and gardens on The Broadway and Shepperton
Road. The eastern boundary comprises a strong mature tree line. The sub-area consists of playing fields,
allotments, a village hall and a sports pavilion.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           4
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33-a
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33-b
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33-b
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

33-b

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Laleham, Littleton
and Shepperton.  Its role is limited due to its size and positioning as it is at the far
northern tip of the gap and is partially enclosed by Laleham. Overall, it is judged
that the gap is of sufficient scale and character that the settlements are unlikely to
merge.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 11% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This includes
Laleham Village Hall, Laleham Church, and Laleham Football Clubhouse and
associated parking. The northern part of the sub-area comprises allotments in
the north and open fields and sports pitches in the south. There are some
internal boundaries separating these land uses. The views to the north and
east are screened by mature trees, reducing the relationship with the
settlement along The Broadway (B377). In the south, the views to the wider
countryside in the east are also limited by a mature tree line, reducing the
perceptual connection with the wider countryside. There are minor views to
the settlement in the south-west adjacent to Shepperton Road. Overall, the
sub-area has a semi-urban character due to the mix of urban and rural land
uses and the limited views to the wider countryside.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

1

2

0
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33-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            4

The outer boundary of the sub-area is clearly defined by a mature tree line to the east.

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are irregular, but are broadly defined by the backs of residential properties and
gardens on Shepperton Road (B376) to the west, Church Close and The Broadway (B377) to the north.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently
exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 33 did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with the sub-area. The Local Area met Purpose 2 moderately,
maintaining the scale and openness of the wider gaps between Laleham, Littleton and Shepperton / Lower Halliford,
and Purpose 3 strongly, preventing encroachment into an area with strong openness and an unspoilt, rural character.
The sub-area performs less strongly against the Green Belt purposes than the wider Local Area. This is due to its
small scale and its configuration in relation to the edge of Laleham. The sub-area is relatively small and enclosed by
development on three sides, with limited links to the wider Green Belt. As such, it forms a less essential part of the
gap between Laleham and Shepperton / Lower Halliford (Purpose 2), and has a semi-urban character and reduced
openness (Purpose 3).

It is unlikely that the release of sub-area 33-b would greatly impact the performance of the surrounding sub-areas
due to its relatively small scale, visual containment and separation from the wider Green Belt. The adjacent sub-area
33-a forms most of the essential gap between Laleham and Shepperton / Lower Halliford, which would not be
reduced in overall scale or openness. Furthermore, due to its flat topography and the presence of dense tree
planting along its edges, screening views across to the surrounding sub-area, if 33-b was released in isolation there
would be no visual impact upon the openness or rurality of adjacent sub-area 33-a (Purpose 3).

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from western boundary showing car park, community centre and field.

Facing east from south western boundary showing sports pitches.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-east of Laleham. The sub-area is bounded by the built edge of Laleham to
the south, comprising the well-defined, rectilinear backs of properties on Grange Place to the south. It is also
bounded by Ashford Road to the west, and tree belts to the east and north. The sub-area comprises residential
properties set in large gardens and a dog handling and training centre.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           3
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Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

33-c

The sub-area forms a less essential part of the gap between Laleham, Littleton
and Shepperton. Its role is limited due to its positioning as it is at the far northern
tip of the gap. Overall, it is judged that the gap is of sufficient scale and character
that the settlements are unlikely to merge.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 3% of the sub-area is covered in built form. This comprises The
Dog and Handler Training Club in the north-west and sporadic residential
dwellings in the east. The remainder of the sub-area comprises land
associated with the private dwellings within and a number of mature tree
clusters. The sub-area is completely enclosed by mature tree lines restricting
any wider views. However, there are some views to the settlement in the
south, which adjoins the southern boundary. Overall there is a largely rural
character due to the enclosed nature restricting views to the settlement and
low percentage of built form.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

1

3

0
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33-c

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            4

The outer boundary of the sub-area is not clearly defined running through a field alongside Ashford Road (B377),
through woodland to the north and east.

The inner boundary of the sub-area is defined by the backs of properties and gardens on Grange Place.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than currently
exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 33 did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with the sub-area. The Local Area met Purpose 2 moderately,
maintaining the scale and openness of the wider gaps between Laleham, Littleton and Shepperton / Lower Halliford,
and Purpose 3 strongly, preventing encroachment into an area with strong openness and an unspoilt, rural character.
The sub-area performs less strongly against the Green Belt purposes than the wider Local Area. 33-c forms a less
essential part of the gaps between Laleham, Littleton and Shepperton, its role limited by its smaller scale and
position in terms of these overall gaps (Purpose 2). It also performs less strongly against Purpose 3, though it is
noted that the sub-area still retains a largely rural character and a sense of separation from the adjoining settlement.

33-c is adjacent to Local Area 34 to the west and 33-a to the east. Given 33-a is visually separated from 33-c by
dense, planted buffers along the boundary between these sub-areas, if 33-c is removed from the Green Belt in
isolation there would be limited impact upon the performance of this sub-area. However, if 33-c is removed, this
may reduce the ability of Local Area 34 (as well as the wider Green Belt to the north) to maintain separation
between Laleham and Staines-upon-Thames. The overall sensitivity of the gap between these settlements would be
increased by the further fragmentation of the gap, which has already been compromised significantly by historic
patterns of ribbon development along Ashford Road.

Overall, while the sub-area is recognised as playing a lesser role compared with the wider Green Belt Local Area, it is
considered that its release would harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt, promoting
further ribbon development along Ashford Road in the sensitive gap between Laleham and Staines-upon-Thames
and further diminishing the perceptual separation between these settlements.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing north east from southern boundary showing enclosed field.

Facing north east from Grange Place showing storage uses within sub-area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south-west of Littleton, and west of Shepperton. To the east and south, it is
bounded by the built edge of Shepperton, comprising the backs and edges of residential properties and gardens
on Squire's Bridge Road, Winchstone Close, Cranwell Grove and Laleham Road, as well as a short section of
Laleham Road itself. The northern boundary consists of the edge of woodland, while the western boundary is
formed by a small access lane to Laleham Nurseries, further reinforced by a treeline. The sub-area comprises a
recreation ground, nurseries and hardstanding and storage associated with Shepperton Studios.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

33-d

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Littleton and Shepperton,
where development would physically reduce the actual distance between
settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 13% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This is
predominantly concentrated in the east and centre of the sub-area,
comprising hard standing and storage associated with Shepperton Studios and
Laleham Nurseries. Littleton Recreation Ground lies within the eastern part of
the sub-area, which has a contained feel due to the surrounding residential
development on three sides and the River Ash in the north, and strong visual
links to the edge of Shepperton. To the west of the sub-area is more open and
rural, comprising open fields and glasshouses associated with Laleham
Nurseries. This area has stronger views westwards towards the wider
countryside, though Shepperton Road (B376) along the south-western
boundary is an urbanising influence. The sub-area is also visually and
therefore perceptually separated from the Studios and wider development in
the north due to the presence of the River Ash and a dense tree mature tree
line. Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

3

2

0
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33-d

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            4

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are not clearly defined, comprising the tree line to the north and a field edge to
the west and south.

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are defined by the broadly regular line along the backs of properties with gardens
along Lavenham Road, Cranwell Grove, Winchstone Close, Squires Bridge Road, and a section of Laleham Road.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a weaker Green Belt boundary than currently
exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 33 did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with the sub-area. The Local Area met Purpose 2 moderately,
maintaining the scale and openness of the wider gaps between Laleham, Littleton and Shepperton / Lower Halliford,
and Purpose 3 strongly, preventing encroachment into an area with strong openness and an unspoilt, rural character.
The sub-area performs less strongly against the Green Belt purposes than the wider Local Area. 33-d performs as
strongly against Purpose 2, as it still forms a wider part of the gap between Shepperton / Lower Halliford and
Laleham. It performs weakly against Purpose 3 as a result of its diminished openness, mixture of land uses and
strong functional connection to the edge of Shepperton / Lower Halliford.

33-d is adjacent to 33-a to the west and Local Area 25 to the north. If 33-d is released in isolation, there may be an
adverse impact upon the visual openness and rurality of the adjacent 33-a (Purpose 3) due to the weaker
boundaries along the western edge of 33-d, formed of the access road for Laleham Nurseries, as well as the
particularly strong openness of this adjacent sub-area, which allows long views across open countryside. However,
this could be mitigated by limiting any release to the eastern part of sub-area 33-d, adopting the existing established
hedgerow (running north-eastwards from the Littleton Lane / Laleham Road roundabout) as the Green Belt
boundary subject to further strengthening to increase its likely permanence. If the eastern part of 33-d is released,
this may increase the sensitivity of the gap between Littleton and Shepperton / Lower Halliford, due to a further
reduction in the scale of this gap. However, given the prominence of the River Ash as a barrier to further merging,
and as a result of the dense woodland immediately to the north of the sub-area, which screens views between the
settlements and increases the sense of perceptual separation, it is considered that the removal of 33-d would not
affect the ability of the Green Belt to resist merging of these settlements.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt however, if released in
its entirety, would harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt to the west. The eastern part plays a
lesser role and, if released, would not harm the performance of the wider Green Belt, acknowledging that there
would be a limited reduction in the scale of the gap between Littleton and Shepperton / Lower Halliford.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, but the eastern part makes a less important contribution to the
wider strategic Green Belt. Eastern part recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south from northern boundary showing open field.

Facing west from centre of sub-area showing open fields and north western boundary.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing south west from centre of sub-area showing lane running through centre of sub-
area.

Facing south showing  open field and views to adjoining residential dwellings.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-west of Upper Halliford. To the south-east and north-east, small parts of the
sub-area are bounded by the built edges of Upper Halliford and Sunbury-on-Thames (respectively). These
comprise the Shepperton Branch railway line. The sub-area is also bounded by a weak treeline to north-east, by
the M3 to the north-west and west, by the Shepperton Branch railway line to the east, and Charlton Lane to the
south. The sub-area comprises open scrubland and a recycling centre.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, connected by its north-eastern boundary.

Purpose 1 Assessment

38-a

The sub-area forms a wider part of a gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell, Upper Halliford and Shepperton. Development would significantly
physically and visually reduce the physical and perceptual distance between the
three settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

This sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell along the north and north-eastern boundaries.

The outer sub-area boundaries comprise Charlton Lane in the south and the M3 to
the west. These boundaries are clearly defined, readily recognisable and likely to be
permanent and therefore would be likely to restrict the scale of outward growth
and regularise development form. There is also a small section of the eastern
boundary which adjoins Green Belt land and comprises a mature tree line, which is
slightly less prominent and may limit the extent to which it restricts growth.

The boundary at the edge of the large built-up area comprises a railway line in the
east and an irregular, intermittent tree line in the north. Therefore, the Green Belt
boundary acts as an additional barrier to sprawl, and is particularly important in
the north.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 6% of the sub-area is covered by built form comprising the
Shepperton Community Recycling Centre in the south. The remainder of the
sub-area in the north comprises open scrubland and a meadow. The M3 runs
along the western boundary and a railway line runs along the eastern
boundary of the sub-area providing a strong urbanising influences. There are
views to residential settlement in the north-east and south-east with limited
views to the wider countryside in the west due to the M3. There are however,
strong views to the Sunbury Golf course in the south adjacent to Charlton
Lane. Overall,  the sub-area has a semi-urban character due to the mix of
urban and rural uses.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

3

2

0
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38-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3            5            3

The outer boundaries of this sub-area are clearly defined by:

- the M3 to the north-west;
- Charlton Road to the south-west;
- the rail line to the east.

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined by the rail line to the east.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (38) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 38-a. Local Area 38 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, strongly against Purpose 2,
maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford, and
moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into an area of Green Belt with a largely rural character.
While sub-area 38a is broadly aligned with the wider Local Area in terms of its boundaries, it should be noted that it
plays a lesser role against the Green Belt Purposes due to significant development in the southern part of the sub-
area since the Local Area was assessed, which diminishes its overall performance. 38-a scores moderately against
Purpose 1, in line with the Local Area. However, it performs less strongly against Purposes 2 and 3, as a result of the
significant development in the south at the Shepperton Community Recycling Centre.

38-a is adjacent to 39-b to the east, 29-b to the west, and Local Area 45 to the south. As a result of the M3 to the
west, and Charlton Lane to the south (in combination with the built area around the Recycling Centre), there are
physical or visual linkages between these sub-areas. Thus, if 38-a was released in isolation, there would be little
impact upon these areas in terms of visual harm or the introduction of new urbanising influences which would
diminish the performance of these areas against Purpose 3. However, if 38-a were to be released, this would impact
the sense of openness in adjacent 38-a, creating a consistent line of development along the western side of the
railway line. Critically, at the strategic level, it would also sever the links across this broader, strategic swathe of
Green Belt separating Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell from Upper Halliford and Shepperton / Lower
Halliford to the south.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria moderately, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing north from Charlton Lane, showing view of Shepperton
Community Recycling Centre.

View of sub-area facing south from western part of the sub-area, showing view of open
meadow and Shepperton Community Recycling Centre beyond.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

View of sub-area facing north from eastern railway line boundary, showing view of open
meadow and treeline boundary beyond.

View of sub-area facing south-west from eatern railway line boundary, showing view of
open scrubland and Shepperton Community Recycling Centre.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north of Upper Halliford and to the south of Sunbury-on-Thames. To the south and
north-east, the sub-area is bounded by the built edges of Upper Halliford and Sunbury-on-Thames (respectively).
These comprise the backs of residential properties and gardens on Halliford Close and Bramble close to the
south, and Vincent Drive to the north. The sub-area is also bounded to the east by Upper Halliford Road (A244),
a treeline along allotments to the south, the Shepperton Branch railway line to the west, and a dense treeline
along a lake to the north. The sub-area comprises yards, and residential properties and gardens along Upper
Halliford Road

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is physically at the edge of the large built up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, connected by its north-eastern boundary.

Purpose 1 Assessment

39-b

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Ashford/Sunbury-
on-Thames/ Stanwell and Upper Halliford, preventing development that would
significantly visually and physically reduce the actual distance between
settlements, and would result in the merging of settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

This sub-area is connected to the large built-up area of Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell along the north-eastern boundary.

The outer sub-area boundaries comprise established tree line to the north west
and railway to the west. These are clearly defined, readily recognisable and likely to
be permanent and therefore would be likely to restrict the scale of outward growth
and regularise development form. There is a small section of southern boundary
which comprises a tree line running adjacent to allotments to the south which is
slightly less prominent and may limit the extent to which it restricts growth.

The boundary at the edge of the large built-up area comprises the rear of
residential properties along Bramble Close and Halliford Close to the south.
Therefore, the Green Belt provides a further barrier to sprawl in addition to these
features.

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 22% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises a
yard, sporadic dwellings, nurseries and a pub in the eastern part of the sub-
area. There are strong views to the settlement to east and south-east as the
eastern boundary comprises the Upper Halliford Road. The western part of
the sub-area is rural in nature comprising open paddock fields with long views
to the wider countryside, however the western boundary comprises the
railway providing an urban influence. There are minor views to the Suez Eco
Park Surrey in south-west beyond the railway line. There is a noticeable
difference in character between the east and west Therefore, whilst there is a
high built form percentage, the sub-area is generally more semi-urban in
character due to the mix of urban and rural uses associated with the yards,
dwelling and pub in the east and the paddocks in the west.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

At edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

3

5

2

0
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39-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            2

The outer boundaries of this sub-area are clearly defined by:

- the rail line to the west;
- the tree line alongside the lakes to the north and north-west.

The inner boundaries of the sub-area are clearly defined by:

- the rail line and backs of residential properties and gardens on Bramble Close and Halliford Close to the south;
- Upper Halliford Road (A244) to the east; and
- the rail line and backs of residential properties and gardens on Vincent Drive and Upper Halliford Road (A244).

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (39) did not meet Purpose 4, in line with 39-a. Local Area 39 scored moderately against
Purpose 1, preventing the outward sprawl of Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, strongly against Purpose 2,
maintaining the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell and Upper Halliford, and weakly
against Purpose 3 as a result of its semi-urban character and diminished openness. 39-a makes the same
contribution to the Purposes as the wider Local Area, performing particularly strongly against Purpose 2 by
preventing the further fragmentation of the very narrow and sensitive gap between Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames /
Stanwell and Upper Halliford.

If sub-area 39-b is removed from the Green Belt in isolation, it would particularly impact adjoining sub-areas 32-a,
32-c and 32-d to the east. Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell would merge with Upper Halliford, thus reducing
the role of the wider Green Belt to the east in restricting the merging of these settlements (Purpose 2). Additionally,
if 39-b were to be released, this may impact the sense of openness in adjacent 38-a, creating a consistent line of
development along the railway line (Purpose 3). At a strategic level, it would also sever the links across this broader,
strategic swathe of Green Belt separating Upper Halliford from Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south west from north western boundary showing paddock field in western part of
sub-area.

Facing south east from centre of sub-area showing paddock field and views  towards yard
in east of sub-area.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north east from centre of sub-area showing yard uses.

Facing south east from centre of sub-area showing lorry depot in eastern part of sub-
area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the south-west of Charlton Village (part of the continuous built-up area of Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell), to the east of Littleton, and to the north-east of Shepperton / Lower Halliford.
The sub-area is bounded by Charlton Lane and the M3 to the east, New Road to the north, the River Ash to the
south, and the edge of woodland to the west. The sub-area comprises open fields (used on a temporary basis for
car boot sales), paddocks, open land used for open storage, and a garden centre encompassing hard standing
and glasshouses.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

          21

42

46-a
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29-b

42-a
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42-b

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

42-a
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42-a
Legend

Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

42-a

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Ashford / Sunbury-
on-Thames / Stanwell, and Littleton and Shepperton / Lower Halliford, preventing
development that would significantly visually and physically reduce the perceived
and actual distance between these settlements. In particular, the sub-area
prevents ribbon development along New Road between Ashford / Sunbury-on-
Thames / Stanwell and Littleton, ensuring that this gap is not reduced
perceptually.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 11% of the sub-area is covered by built-form, the majority of
which is concentrated in the eastern part. This consists of glasshouses,
hardstanding and other structures associated with a garden centre, as well as
other areas of hardstanding in use for open storage. A small yard is located in
the far west of the sub-area. The remaining parts are open, comprising open
fields and paddocks. Despite the presence of the Queen Mary Reservoir,
which screens wider views across the Green Belt to the north, as well as the
presence of some urbanising influences along its fringes, there are long views
across the sub-area and onwards towards the wider countryside further
south. Overall, despite the relatively high proportion of built form, this is
limited to a specific part of the sub-area, which overall remains broadly open
retaining a largely rural character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

5

3

0
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42-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            5            3

42-a does not encompass any of the existing inner Green Belt boundary, and therefore can only be considered together
with adjacent sub-areas 42-b or 25-b. The inner boundaries of 42-b are weakly defined, cutting through dense
woodland at the outer edges of a school and residential property and garden. The inner boundaries of 25-b are partly
recognisable and likely to be permanent, partly comprising the established, rectilinear edges of residential properties
and gardens on Charlton Road and Walnut Tree Road. However, part of the boundary is poorly defined due the lack of
features along the backs of existing residential gardens.

The outer boundaries of the sub-area are defined clearly using a mixture of strong and moderate boundaries, which are
readily recognisable and likely to be permanent, comprising:

- Charlton Lane and the M3 to the east;
- New Road to the north;
- The River Ash to the south; and
- An established woodland edge to the west.

If the sub-area is released this would therefore result in a stronger boundary than the existing inner Green Belt
boundaries around Littleton and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (42) did not meet Purposes 1 or 4, in line with 42-a. Local Area 42 scored strongly against
Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gaps between Littleton and Shepperton, and between Littleton and Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into a predominantly
open area with a largely rural character. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a similarly important
contribution as the wider Local Area, attaining the same scores against the Purposes.

Sub-area 42-a directly adjoins 42-b to the west, 44-a to the south, 25-b to the north, and 29-b to the north-east, as
well as Local Area 45 to the south-east. If 42-a were to be released in isolation, this would result in substantive harm
to the performance of surrounding sub-areas against the Purposes. In particular, this would result in the almost
complete enclosure of 44-a to the south by development, which would significantly diminish its role in preventing
merging of settlements (Purpose 2), and preventing encroachment into the countryside (Purpose 3) as a result of its
diminished connection with the wider countryside and reduced visual openness. If 42-a were to be released in
combination with either 42-b to the west, or 25-b to the north-east, as part of a broader settlement, this would
result in the coalescence of settlements and an increase in the overall sensitivity of the remaining parts of the gaps
between Shepperton and Littleton, and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and if released, both
in isolation and in combination with surrounding sub-areas, this would harm the performance of the wider strategic
Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

View of sub-area facing south from Charlton Road, with views across paddocks.

View of sub-area facing east from within Charlton Road, with views across paddocks.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the east of Littleton, and to the north of Shepperton. To the west and south-east, the
sub-area is bounded by the built edges of Littleton and Shepperton (respectively), comprising the edge of a
school to the west, and the edges of residential properties and gardens on Watersplash Road to the south-east.
New Road forms the northern boundary of the sub-area, the River Ash forms the boundary to the south, and the
eastern boundary is comprised of a dense mature tree line. The sub-area comprises residential properties set in
large grounds.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           3

42

42-a

42-b

Contains OS data © Crown Copyright and database right 2018

42-b
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Legend
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

42-b

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Littleton and
Shepperton where development would significantly physically reduce the distance
between the settlements, and would result in the merging of settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 13% of the sub-area is covered in built form. This comprises
sporadic dwellings to the north and dense woodland in the south. The sub-
area has a strong sense of enclosure as it is bounded by New Road in the
north, woodland and the river ash in the south and woodland along the east
and west boundary. There is a strong urbanising influence from New Road
with some long views beyond the road to the wider countryside. The views to
the wider countryside in the east are limited due to the dense tree line.
Overall, the sub-area has a semi-urban character due to urbanising influences,
sporadic built form and some longer views to the wider countryside.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

5

2

0
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42-b

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            5            3

The outer boundary of this sub-area is clearly defined by New Road.

The inner boundaries of this sub-area are defined by:

-  the backs of residential properties and gardens on Watersplash Road, Stewart Avenue, Glen Close and Rectory Close;
- an indistinct boundary to the west with Littleton Church of England Infant School;
- an indistinct boundary to the east along the edge of an area of woodland and across a field.

If released, the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The wider Local Area (42) did not meet Purposes 1 or 4, in line with 42-a. Local Area 42 scored strongly against
Purpose 2, maintaining the essential gaps between Littleton and Shepperton, and between Littleton and Ashford /
Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell, and moderately against Purpose 3, preventing encroachment into a predominantly
open area with a largely rural character. At the more granular scale, the sub-area makes a similarly important
contribution as the wider Local Area. 42-b forms part of the narrow, essential gap between Littleton and
Shepperton, the removal of which would cause the merging of the settlements, therefore it plays a particularly
important role in preventing coalescence, in line with the wider Local Area 42 in which it sits. 42-a performs less
strongly against Purpose 3 as a result of its semi-urban character and limited openness.

If sub-area 42-b is removed from the Green Belt it is unlikely to impact the performance of surrounding sub-areas
against Purpose 3 due to its visual containment by dense woodland along its edges. However, if released Littleton
would merge with Shepperton / Lower Halliford, thus reducing the role of the wider Local Area 42 to the south and
west in restricting the merging of these settlements (Purpose 2).

Overall, the sub-area plays a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt Local Area, and its release would
harm the performance and integrity of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing west from southern boundary showing pond and overgrown shrubland.

Facing south from north eastern boundary showing eastern boundary of sub-area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area lies to the south of Laleham. It is bounded by the built edge of Laleham to the north and west,
which comprise the backs of residential properties and gardens on Abbey Drive and Moorhayes Drive. The sub-
area is also bounded to the north-east by Shepperton Road (B376), and partly to the west and to the south by
Abbey Drive. It comprises private nurseries, part of Laleham Park and residential properties and gardens in the
west.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           6

43

33-a

43-a
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Green Belt Local Area (GBA)

Sub-areas
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

43-a

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation due to its small size and physical separation
from other settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 12% of the sub-area is covered by built form. This comprises
private nurseries in the south-east and sporadic private dwellings to the west.
The eastern part of the sub-area comprises a play area, and park adjacent to
Shepperton Road. The remainder of the site in the south-west and west is
private land associated with the dwellings. Due to the topography of the sub-
area there are long views to the countryside in the north-east beyond
Shepperton Road. Despite the long views to the countryside, urban land uses
create a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

0

2

0
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43-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            3

The outer boundaries of this sub-area are clearly defined by Shepperton Road (B376) to the north-east and a mature
tree line to the south.

The inner sub-area boundary is defined by the backs of properties and gardens along Moorhayes Drive and Abbey Drive.

If released, the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

Local Area 43 did not meet Purpose 1 or 4, in line with the sub-area. The Local Area met Purpose 2 moderately,
maintaining the scale and openness of the wider gaps between Laleham and Chertsey, and Purpose 3 moderately,
preventing encroachment into an area with a largely rural character. The sub-area performs less strongly against the
Purposes compared with the wider Local Area 43, due to its relatively small scale and limited contribution to
preventing settlements from merging (Purpose 2), and its diminished openness and semi-urban character (Purpose
3).

There are no sub-areas adjacent to or surrounding sub-area 43-a, therefore its removal would not impact the
performance of other sub-areas. Furthermore, the sub-area is also visually contained by dense planted buffers to the
south, screening views to the wider Green Belt. Thus, if it were to be removed, there would be no impact upon the
performance of the wider Local Area 43 against the Purposes.

Overall, the sub-area does not play a fundamental role with respect to the wider Green Belt, and its release in
isolation would not harm the performance of the wider strategic Green Belt.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south west from Shepperton Road showing play area.

Facing south from Shepperton Road showing recreation area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to the north-west of Shepperton. To the east, it is bounded by the built edge of
Shepperton, which comprises the backs and sides of residential properties and gardens on Lois Drive, Old
Charlton Road, Marion Avenue and Laleham Road. The sub-area is also bounded to the south by Laleham Road
(B376), to the west by the M3, and to the east by Old Charlton Road.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)

           6
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

46-a

The sub-area does not provide a gap between any settlements and makes no
discernible contribution to separation due to the configuration of surrounding
development and physical separation from other settlements.

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 2% of the sub-area is covered in built form. This comprises
sporadic residential dwellings in the east. The majority of the site comprises a
small strip of open field adjoining the M3 motorway in the west. There is a
wooded area to the north and of the site and a strong mature tree line in the
south. The western boundary comprises the regular backs of residential
properties. As a result, there is a strong sense of enclosure with strong visual
links to built form. The wider northern edge has a more open rural character,
with a mature treeline screening visual links to M3 from eastern edge. Overall,
the sub-area has a semi-urban character.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

0

2

0
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46-a

Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

0            3            3

The outer boundaries of this sub-area are clearly defined by Laleham Road (B376) to the south and the M3 to the north-
west. The north-eastern outer boundary for this sub-area is less clearly defined within an area of woodland.

The inner sub-area boundary is defined by the backs of properties and gardens along Laleham Road, Lois Drive and Old
Charlton Road. This boundary is regular and irregular along the length of the south-eastern boundary.

If released, the sub-area would result in the designation of a stronger Green Belt boundary than currently exists.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The sub-area plays a weaker role in preventing the merging of Shepperton and Littleton/Charlton than the wider
Local Area 46 in which it sits. This is due to the slightly smaller size of the sub-area, as well as its separation from the
area to the east of Old Charlton Road (which is functionally and visually more linked to the broader swathe of Green
Belt which separates Shepperton / Lower Halliford, Upper Halliford, and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell.
The M3, as well as existing ribbon development along Old Charlton Road, are significant barrier to merging and
restricts the role that of the sub-area in maintaining these gaps (Purpose 2). The sub-area also makes a lesser
contribution to safeguarding the countryside from encroachment as a result of its semi-urban character, the strong
visual connections to the settlement edge and the role of the M3 in limiting views to the wider countryside to the
west (Purpose 3).

If sub-area 46-a is released in isolation it would not impact the performance of surrounding sub-areas. The M3
restricts visual links to Local Area 44 to the west and acts as a physical barrier. Furthermore, the edge of the
Shepperton urban area is already prominent. Thus, if the sub-area was removed, there would be no impact upon the
visual openness or rurality of Local Area 44 (Purpose 3). While the scale of the physical gap between Shepperton /
Lower Halliford and Ashford / Sunbury-on-Thames / Stanwell would be reduced marginally, there would be no
perceived reduction in the overall scale or integrity of this gap due to the configuration of the sub-area alongside
existing development patterns to the east, as well as the presence of a number of visual and physical buffers
between these settlements (Purpose 2).

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria weakly, and makes a less important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Recommended for further consideration.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing south from eastern boundary showing open field.

Facing east towards sub-area over M3 from northern edge of sub-area.
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Sub-area

Area (ha)

Description The sub-area is located to east of Shepperton and south of Upper Halliford. To the west, it is bounded by the
built edge of Shepperton, adjoining Gaston Bridge Road. The sub-area is also bounded by the River Ash to the
north and north-east and Fordbridge Road to the south. The sub-area comprises storage yards, a single
residential property, and open arable fields.

Green Belt Local Area
(GBA)
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Purpose Criteria Assessment Score
(1) To check the 
unrestricted sprawl 
of large built-up 
areas

The sub-area is not at the edge of a distinct large built-up area, in physical or
perceptual terms.

Purpose 1 Assessment

49-a

The sub-area forms (almost all of) the essential gap between Upper Halliford and
Shepperton, where development would significantly reduce the actual distance
between them,

(2) To prevent
neighbouring towns
from merging

Prevents development
that would result in
merging of or
significant erosion of
gap between
neighbouring
settlements, including
ribbon development
along transport
corridors that link
settlements

Purpose 2 Assessment

N/A

(a) Land parcel 
is at the edge of 
one or more distinct
 large built-up 
areas

(b) Prevents the
 outward, irregular 
spread of a large
 built-up area and 
serves as a barrier 
at the edge of a large
 built-up area in the 
absence of another 
durable boundary

Approximately 5% of the sub-area is covered in built form. This comprises a
storage yard in the south-east and sporadic dwellings in the north. There is
also a play area and maintained park in the north. Large, open agricultural
fields comprise the majority of the sub-area in the south and south-west,
separated by a strong internal tree line boundary in the north. There is a
strong relationship with the settlement in the north and west with long views
to the settlement beyond the River Ash in the north and Gaston Bridge Road
in the west. The topography of the land also ensures long views to the wider
countryside in the south and east beyond Fordbridge Road and the River Ash
respectively. The sub-area has a largely rural character due its rural landscapes
and general absence of built development.

Purpose 3 Assessment
Protects the openness 
of the countryside and 
is least covered by 
development

(3) Assist in 
safeguarding the 
countryside from 
encroachment

Not at edge

Step 4a: Assessment of Sub-area Against NPPF Purposes 1-4 

Purpose 4 Assessment
The sub-area does not abut an identified historic settlement core and does
not meet this purpose.

Protects land which 
provides immediate 
and wider context
for a historic town

(4) To preserve the 
setting and specific 
character of historic 
towns

0

5

3

0
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Step 4B: Assessment of Impacts on the Wider Green Belt
Green Belt Local 
Area Scores (GBA)

Purpose 1 Purpose 2 Purpose 3

Assessment of wider
impact

3+            5            3

The outer boundaries of this sub-area are clearly defined by Fordbridge Road to the south and the River Ash to the
north and east.

The inner boundary of the sub-area is clearly defined by Gaston Bridge Road in the west and north west.

If released, the sub-area would therefore result in the designation of a Green Belt boundary of similar strength to the
existing inner Green Belt boundary.

Commentary on
Boundary Features and
Impact on Green Belt
Boundary Strength

The sub-area plays a similarly strong role in its performance against Green Belt purposes as the wider Local Area 49
in which it sits. In contrast to the Local Area 49, the sub-are 49-a does not play a role in preventing sprawl as it is not
connected with a large built up area (Local Area 49 is connected to Walton-on-Thames). The sub-area 49-a plays an
equally strong role in preventing the merging of settlements and protecting the openness of the countryside as the
Local Area 49.

The removal of the sub-area will likely impact the performance of sub-areas 32-j and 32-k. Sub-area 49-a forms a
large part of the gap between Upper Halliford and Shepperton, its removal would greatly increase the role of 32-j in
preventing the merging of the two settlements as it would create a very narrow gap between settlements. This
would further increase the sensitivity of this gap. If 49-a is released this would also affect the role of 32-k in
protecting the openness of the countryside, due to the potential for additional urbanising influences along its
boundary; however, this would be limited by the strong tree line along the River Ash which reduces visual links
between the two sub-areas

Overall, the sub-area plays an important role in the wider Green Belt as it forms a large part of the gap between
Upper Halliford and Shepperton which prevents the merging of settlements and regularises development.

Sub-area Category

Step 4C: Consideration of Boundaries

Step 5: Categorisation
Meets Purpose assessment criteria strongly, and makes an important contribution to the wider strategic Green
Belt. Not recommended.

Purpose 4
           0
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Site Photos

Photograph 1

Photograph 2

Facing east from northern boundary showing agricultural fields and farm buildings.

Facing south west from northern boundary showing agricultural field and western
boundary.
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Site Photos

Photograph 3

Photograph 4

Facing north from centre of sub-area showing northern boundary comprising intermittent
treeline with views to adjoining paddock.

Facing north from western part of sub-area showing northern boundary with views
across paddock to residential area.
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